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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The Global Financial Crisis (GFC) that started in 2008 and the European

sovereign debt crisis that followed have renewed interest in financial crises.

Sovereign debt crises are recurring and there is no reason to believe that

defaults will not occur any more. It is therefore important to understand

and learn from past experiences.

We approach financial crises from the viewpoint of Latin America, a rela-

tively underinvestigated region (Aiolfi, Catão and Timmermann, 2011) with

a rich history of financial crises. The GFC led to a collapse in asset prices

(including currencies) in Latin America, but did not lead to banking or debt

crises, as had been the case with previous global shocks. Were the charac-

teristics of this crisis different than earlier currency crises? This is one of the

research questions that we focus on in this thesis (see Section 1.3). Origin-

ally, ‘Latin America’ had only a geographical significance—it refers to all

countries south of the Rio Grande, the river that forms the current border

between the USA and Mexico, in which a Latin-derived language is pre-

dominantly spoken. A map of the region is shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1. Map of Latin America.
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However, it has become clear that the countries have much more in

common than location and language origin. The shared colonial experien-

ces and the pattern of development in the nineteenth century bind Latin

American countries more than nations in Africa, Asia or Europe. Further-

more, there have been much less interstate conflicts, border changes or an-

nexations since independence than on other continents (Bulmer-Thomas,

2003). The region has not met its high expectations after independence. Al-

most two hundred years later the countries find themselves from an eco-

nomic perspective inbetween the high-income countries of North America

and Western Europe and the poorest countries of Sub-Saharan Africa and

South Asia (Bulmer-Thomas, 2003). In 1914 Argentina ranked among the ten

richest countries in the world in terms of GDP per capita, after for instance

Australia, Britain and the United States, but ahead of France, Germany and

Italy. Its income per head was 92% of the average of the 16 richest economies

(The Economist, 2014). In 2013, the country ranks 60 in the world according

to the IMF World Economic Outlook database in terms of GDP per capita

in US dollar. All Latin American countries have experienced recurring fi-

nancial crises since independence in the early 19th century. Other common

characteristics of the region are the high rate of urbanization (75% of its in-

habitants live in cities or towns, as compared to 50% in other middle-income

countries), the importance of primary commodities for exports and govern-

ment budgets, and the high income disparity (Bulmer-Thomas, 2003).

There are also differences between the Latin American countries, such as

the level and development of GDP per capita per country, and types of eco-

nomic policy. While Chile ranks 45th in the world with an average GDP per

capita of more than USD 16,000, Bolivia, Honduras and Nicaragua rank be-

low the 120th place with an average GDP of less than USD 3,000 per capita

according to the 2013 IMF World Economic Outlook database. Many coun-

tries experienced extended periods of hyperinflation, such as Argentina,

Brazil and Chile, while others did not—for instance Mexico. During the so-

called inward-looking period (1940s to 1970s), the world was characterized

by low international trade and finance, and a high level of self-reliance. In
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this period, six Latin American countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colom-

bia, Mexico and Uruguay) focused on import substitution policies, while

the other countries in the region stuck to an export-led policy. While Argen-

tina and Chile started market reforms in the early 1970s, Brazil and Mexico

started almost a decade later. Political systems have changed over time and

amongst countries. After the market-oriented reforms in the 1990s, initiated

by the IMF and World Bank, at the start of the new millennium in some

countries (Argentina, Bolivia, Ecuador, Nicaragua and Venezuela) govern-

ments came to power that were highly critical towards the ‘Washington con-

sensus’, while in others (Colombia, Mexico and Chile) more market– and

international oriented political parties came to power (Edwards, 2007).

Latin America has a rich past of financial crises. Figure 1.2 presents the

percentage of countries in default for Latin America and for the rest of the

world. The difference is striking. Whereas Latin America experience four

episodes of massive defaults in which more than 60% of the region’s coun-

tries are in default, the rest of the world is characterized by minor percent-

ages. Only in the Great Depression and World War II the percentage of coun-

tries in default surpasses 30%.

Although the region has its particular characteristics compared to other

parts of the world, the experiences with financial crises can be useful for

other regions. The sovereign debt crisis that hit peripheral euro zone coun-

tries has similarities with past sovereign debt crises in Latin America, such

as a high public debt risk premium, distress in the banking system, sudden

stops of capital flows, low growth and low competitiveness (Cavallo and

Fernandez-Arias, 2012). Sub-Saharan African countries share similar fea-

tures, such as a strong reliance on commodities and a lending boom after

independence that resulted in a debt crisis (Sturzenegger and Zettelmeyer,

2007). Africa has a history of dictators and single-party rules, high indebted-

ness, mismanagement in implementing industrial policies, governance de-

ficiencies and corruption, which is comparable to Latin America (Young,

2010). Even the critics on the ‘Washington consensus’ (IMF and World Bank’s

programs) are similar.
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Figure 1.2. Countries in default or restructuring: Latin America and the rest
of the world, 1811–2010.
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Source: Reinhart and Rogoff (2009)
Notes:
The vertical axis represents the number of countries in default as a percentage of all
countries. The sample includes countries that were independent states in the given year
(from 21 in 1811 to 69 in 2010).
The sample includes 18 Latin American countries (solid line). An adjustment was made for
the period 1828 to 1837. Five Central American countries (Guatemala, Honduras, El
Salvador, Nicaragua and Costa Rica) that defaulted on the debt in this period are included,
although they gained independence in 1838. The rest of world (dotted line) consists of 8
Asian countries, 13 African countries and 30 countries from Europe, Oceania and North
America.

In this thesis we analyze financial crises in the four largest (measured

by GDP) Latin American economies, Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico,

that cover roughly 70% of Latin America’s GDP (Aiolfi et al., 2011). Apart

from the size and similar economic development paths that these four coun-

tries share, our choice is influenced by data availability. We investigate two

types of financial crises, currency crises and sovereign debt crises. We do not

analyze other types of crises such as bank crises, bank runs or stock market

crashes.

Various definitions exist for currency crises, sovereign debt and sove-

reign debt crises. It is essential to provide the definitions that we use to be
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able to compare results with other studies. In the next section we provide an

overview of the most commonly used definitions.

1.2 Definitions

This section presents an overview of definitions of two types of financial

crises: currency crises and sovereign debt crises. For the latter we make a

further distinction between sovereign debt crises and sovereign debt de-

faults. We also present an overview of sovereign debt definitions. In this

thesis we analyze currency crises and sovereign debt crises separately. In

other words, we do not focus on so-called ‘twin’ debt and currency crises.

1.2.1 Currency crises

How to identify currency crises has been debated since the mid 1990s. Two

approaches can be distinguished: the successful attack approach and the

speculative pressure approach.

Successful attack approach

In the successful attack approach a currency crisis is identified when a cur-

rency depreciates significantly. Frankel and Rose (1996) identify a currency

crisis when two conditions are met: (i) the depreciation of the nominal ex-

change rate of the currency is larger than 25% in a year, and (ii) the rate of the

nominal depreciation must be 10 percentage points larger than it was in the

previous year. They use an exclusion window of three years, which means

that if a new crisis begins three years or less after completion of the previous

crisis then this is not considered a new crisis, but a continuation of the earlier

crisis. In later research numerous authors have proposed variations, in par-

ticular whether to use real or nominal depreciation (Esquivel and Larrain,

1998; Goldfajn and Valdes, 1998), and how large and rapid the deprecia-

tion must be to qualify as a crisis (Esquivel and Larrain, 1998; Goldfajn and
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Valdes, 1998; Catao, 2006). For an overview, we refer to Kaminsky, Lizondo

and Reinhart (1998), Abiad (2003) and Frankel and Saravelos (2010).

Speculative Pressure approach

The speculative pressure approach, inspired by Girton and Roper (1977)

and later used by Eichengreen, Rose and Wyplosz (1995) and many others

for currency crises, does not only take into account actual devaluation or

depreciation of the currency, but also includes periods of great stress of

the exchange rate. The latter occurs when the monetary authorities avoid

a devaluation or depreciation through the use of its international reserves

or by increasing the interest rates. Although the ‘currency attack’ was un-

successful, one may argue that this should be considered a crisis. In order

to capture all attacks—successful and unsuccessful—-the Exchange Mar-

ket Pressure Index (EMPI) includes a weighted average of exchange rate

changes, changes in the international reserve and changes in the interest

rates. The formal definition is shown in Appendix A. The constructed index

is then used to identify a currency crisis period. If the index exceeds a pre-

determined threshold, then a currency crisis is identified. The choice of the

threshold is rather arbitrary. Eichengreen et al. (1995) use a threshold of two

standard deviations from the mean, while Eichengreen, Rose and Wyplosz

(1996) use a threshold of 1.5 standard deviations from the mean. Further-

more, they use an exclusion window of 2 quarters, to rule out measuring

the same crisis more than once.

Kaminsky et al. (1998) propose an adjusted version, in which they define

a crisis as a situation in which an attack on the currency leads to a sharp

depreciation of the currency, changes in international reserves or a combi-

nation of both. The formal definition is shown in Appendix A. Compared

to Eichengreen et al. (1995), they do not include the interest rate in the

formal expression. Their argument is that in emerging economies interest

rate spreads are not always available or useful. Periods with hyperinflation

are separated from episodes without hyperinflation: for each subcategory
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an index is constructed and threshold exceedences determined (here: three

times the standard deviation).

For a survey on exchange market pressure indexes see Kaminsky et al.

(1998) and Lestano and Jacobs (2007).

1.2.2 Sovereign debt

Before turning to definitions of sovereign debt defaults and crises, we first

review definitions of sovereign debt. In general terms, sovereign debt refers

to debt issued or guaranteed by the government of a sovereign state (Das,

Papaioannou and Trebesch, 2012). Other authors use the term ‘total gross

government debt’, or ‘total public debt’ (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2011). Fol-

lowing Panizza, Sturzenegger and Zettelmayer (2010) and Reinhart and Ro-

goff (2011) we can distinguish different types within this group. Debt can

be classified by differences in the issuer (central government versus total

government, which also includes lower government and explicitly guaran-

teed debt), the currency (foreign currency denominated versus local cur-

rency denominated debt), the place of issuance (issued in foreign countries

and under foreign legislation versus issued in the own country under na-

tional legislation), and the creditor (domestic lender versus foreign lender).

All combinations are feasible, such as central government foreign currency

denominated domestic debt (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2011), or central govern-

ment debt (foreign and domestic currency denominated debt, under foreign

or national legislation).

1.2.3 Sovereign debt defaults and sovereign debt crises

In the literature there is no single definition of a sovereign debt default or

crisis. It depends both on the focus of research and information available,

which is one of the reasons why it is difficult to compare the results of dif-

ferent studies. Another reason is that the chosen data set (countries, period

and/or frequency) varies widely.
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The following list of definitions is partially based on Pescatori and Sy

(2007). For an overview of older definitions we refer to Peter (2002).

• Moody’s defines a default when the issuer has a missed or delayed

disbursement of interest and/or principal, even if the delayed pay-

ment is made within the grace period, or when the issuer offers a new

security that leads to a diminished financial obligation (for instance a

lower coupon or par value).

• Standard and Poor’s rates sovereign issuers in default if a government

fails to meet principal or interest payment on external obligations on

due date, or when a rescheduling of principal and/or interest is at less

favorable terms than the original obligation.

• Purcell and Kaufman (1993) define a default when all or part of interest

and/or principal payments due were reduced or rescheduled. They

depart from the previous definitions, because they consider not only

bonds and bank loans to sovereign nations, but also supplier’s credit.

They exclude intergovernmental loans.

• Detragiache and Spilimbergo (2001) define a debt crisis if (i) there are

arrears of principal or interest on external obligations towards com-

mercial creditors (banks or bondholders) of more than 5 percent of

total commercial debt outstanding; or (ii) there is a rescheduling or

debt restructuring agreement with commercial creditors as listed in

the World Bank’s Global Development Finance database.

• Manasse, Roubini, and Schimmelpfennig (2003) not only consider as

a debt crisis outright default, but also situations where default was

avoided through the provision of large scale official financing by the

IMF. They define a debt crisis if (i) Standard and Poor’s definition of a

debt default holds, or (ii) the country receives a large non-concessional

IMF loan, defined as access in excess of 100 percent of quota and uses

part of the loan in the first year. The quota is based broadly on its

relative position in the world economy, and the amount of financing a
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member can obtain from the IMF is based on its quota. Under stand-by

and extended arrangements, a member can borrow up to 200 percent

of its quota annually and 600 percent cumulatively. However, access

may be higher in exceptional circumstances.

• Ciarlone and Trebeschi (2005) define a debt crisis if one of five condi-

tions is satisfied: (i) a country has officially declared a moratorium on

public or external debt payments, (ii) a country has incurred a missed

payment of interest and/or principal on external obligations towards

official and commercial creditors which adds up to more than 5% of

the debt service ratio paid by year-end, (iii) a country has accumulated

arrears of interest and/or principal on external obligations towards of-

ficial and commercial creditors, which add up to more than 5% of the

total external debt outstanding by year-end, (iv) a country has signed

a debt restructuring or rescheduling agreement with an official and/or

commercial creditor, and (v) a country has received a large assistance

package from the IMF, where large is defined as access in excess of 100

percent of the country’s quota.

• Catão, Fostel and Ranciere (2011) make an explicit distinction between

sovereign debt defaults and sovereign debt crises. The latter is defined

as episodes of either an outright default or a near-default. Near-default

episodes are periods of large IMF assistance to avoid a possible de-

fault. Debt defaults are thus a subset of debt crises.

• According to Sy (2003) and Pescatori and Sy (2007) the relative low

number of sovereign debt crises since the 1990s can partly be attribu-

ted to the definition of debt crises. Default on debt was common in the

1980s, but since bond markets developed strongly in the mid 1990s

the number of debt defaults has diminished, while numerous coun-

tries faced difficulties in their debt servicing. For this reason they pro-

pose an alternative definition of debt crisis: ‘sovereign stress’. There is

sovereign stress when bond spreads are trading 1,000 basis points or

more above U.S. Treasuries. The threshold is chosen as it is considered
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a psychological barrier for investors. The problem is that the data do

not always fit this rigid definition: some Asian countries did not even

exceed the threshold in the Asia crisis, while various Latin American

countries exceed the threshold also in tranquil times. As an alternative

they take the 90th percentile, based on Extreme Value Theory and ker-

nel density estimation. However, also under this definition it is pos-

sible that a debt crisis is identified for a country with a relative high

country spread, while it is not experiencing any debt servicing diffi-

culties.

1.2.4 The definitions that we apply

In this thesis we follow the definition of Kaminsky et al. (1998) for currency

crises. We use the speculative pressure approach, because this works well

under both fixed and floating exchange rate regimes. Frankel and Saravelos

(2010) state that the inclusion of reserves is particularly relevant for coun-

tries with fixed exchange rate regimes, because capital flight and crisis in-

cidence are present through larger drops in reserves rather than exchange

rate weakness.

For the sovereign debt we use total (external and domestic) gross cen-

tral government debt. The choice is mainly motivated by data issues. First,

the definition provides consistency between countries and over the years,

because alternative definitions lead to differences in interpretation and data

availability. For example, if we consider only external government debt, the

data can be inconsistent over time or between countries, because there are

different ways of defining external debt: currency, place of issuance and re-

sidence of the creditor (Panizza et al. , 2010). Even that much of economic

theory has looked at the debt of sovereigns as external debt, owed to non-

residents, the focus on external debt is problematic for several reasons. First,

since the late 1990s several countries have retired public external debt, sub-

stituting it with domestically issued debt (in domestic and foreign currency,

which can be purchased by both national and foreign investors). Second,

most countries have no way of knowing who holds their debt (Panizza
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et al., 2010). By focusing on the central government, instead of also inclu-

ding lower government debt and explicitly government guaranteed debt,

we avoid further definition inconsistencies and data availability problems.

A second reason for our choice is that data on total central government debt

are available for a long time span (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2011), which allows

us to focus on a single region.

For sovereign debt crises we use the definition of Manasse et al. (2003),

and for sovereign debt defaults we use the definition of Standard and Poor’s.

This implies that we follow the same distinction as in Catão et al. (2011).

We use the debt crisis definition to identify periods of increased pressure

on the sovereign debt position (Chapter 4). We construct a continuous in-

dex that reflects the pressure on the servicing of sovereign debt. The index

is calibrated on the sovereign debt crisis variable. For the impact on real

GDP growth and output losses (Chapters 5 and 6), we prefer to focus on

debt defaults only, because the dynamics and mechanisms are different for

a near-default compared to a default.

1.3 Research questions and contributions

In this section we list our research questions on currency crises, sovereign

debt defaults and sovereign debt crises in Latin America. We also present

the main contributions to the literature.

For currency crises we examine two research questions:

1. Up to 2007, what were the main determinants for currency crises and

the run-up to currency crises?

2. Does the Early Warning System that we develop pick up the crisis in

the aftermath of the fall of Lehman Brothers in September 2008, and

more generally how did the countries perform in the run up to and in

the aftermath of the 2008 event?
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For sovereign debt defaults we examine the following research questions:

3. Can we construct a continuous debt crisis index (a combination of eco-

nomic, financial and political indicators) that reflects debt servicing

difficulties?

4. Is there a relation between sovereign debt crises and business cycles?

Can we use the DMPI to analyze a (Granger) causal relationship be-

tween business cycles and sovereign debt crises?

5. What is the impact of sovereign debt defaults on GDP growth and

on the output loss? Does a default affect GDP for a long time, or is

the effect short-lasting? Does the impact depend in which of the three

historical periods with distinct features (1870–1930, 1931–1971, 1972–

now) it takes place?

6. Is the timing of defaults related to business cycles, or is there a closer

relationship with international and domestic conditions prior to the

default? For example, is a default more likely when international eco-

nomic growth is (historically) low? Do defaults take place in reces-

sions? Are defaults more likely to occur in autocratic or democratic

political systems?

7. Is the impact of defaults related to business cycles, international or

domestic conditions prior to and during the default? For instance, is

the impact of a default more severe after a commodity price boom? Is

the impact of a default more severe when the debt overhang is high?

Our contributions to the literature are presented next. The Early War-

ning System (EWS) of currency crises that we develop in Chapter 3 com-

bines a static factor model with an ordered logit model such that the se-

verity of the currency crises is accounted for. This combination is new in

the EWS literature. The factor model allows us to include a wide range of

variables in explaining currency crises, without pre-specifiying explanatory

variables. Other studies on the currency crises during the Global Financial
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Crisis (2007–2009) have focused mainly on the question why some curren-

cies are hit harder than others. These studies have assumed that currency

crises in the GFC are fundamentally different from earlier currency crises.

We do not make this assumption, and use information from the period 1990–

2007 to predict the 2008–2009 currency crises. For Argentina and Brazil, two

countries with a large number of currency crises, our EWS does a reasonably

well job in indicating a currency crisis, although it indicates a more severe

crisis than actually occurred. Our EWS does not perform well in predicting

the currency crisis in Mexico.

In Chapter 4 we construct a Debt Market Pressure Index (DMPI), which

is more informative than the standard binary sovereign debt default dummy.

The index represents debt servicing difficulties—rather than a sovereign

debt default and provides a tool for further investigations. The construction

of the index is our main contribution to the sovereign debt crisis literature.

We quantify the economic impact of sovereign debt defaults for four

large Latin American countries for the period 1870–2012 in Chapter 5. Most

cross-section analyses on financial crises rely on standard data sets that go

back to 1970 or 1980 (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2011). Taking into account a

longer history allows us to study one region with common features and with

a sufficient number of sovereign default observations. By analyzing a pro-

longed period we remain closer to the idea that sovereign debt defaults are

recurring events.

In Chapter 6 we explore the differences in the impact of the sovereign

debt default events on real GDP growth. To explain these different impacts,

we search for patterns with economic indicators such as business cycles,

government expenditures, debt levels and external trade, with political in-

dicators such as democracy, and with international indicators such as global

economic growth, global interest rates and commodity prices. To the best of

our knowledge the differences in impact (severity and contraction period) of

sovereign debt defaults have not been analyzed. We do not discuss causality,

but we provide insights through stylized facts. Our findings may be useful

for policy makers to smooth the impact of debt defaults. High negative im-
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pact of sovereign debt defaults on real GDP growth and on the output loss is

associated with high government expenditure and high commodity prices

prior to the default. We provide three policy recommendations. First, the go-

vernment should implement budgetary restrictions which ensure that tem-

porarily high fiscal revenues (windfalls from commodities) are saved rather

than spent. Second, the countries should continue with the countercyclical

fiscal policy and maintain low debt. Third, by diversifying their economies

away from reliance on a few primary commodities Latin American coun-

tries can reduce the vulnerability for external shocks.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

This thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides background infor-

mation on the economic history of Latin America since 1870. We pay spe-

cial attention to the history of currency crises and sovereign debt defaults

in the region. The chapter also presents a theoretical framework for cur-

rency crises and sovereign debt defaults. This chapter serves two purposes.

First, for readers that are not familiar with Latin American economic history

this chapter serves to get a better understanding. Second, over time new

crisis types and new features have led to the development of new theories

and models. Latin America’s experiences with currency crises and sovereign

debt defaults have played an important role in this process.

Chapter 3 focuses on currency crises in Argentina, Brazil and Mexico

since the early 1990s. We answer the first research question by examining

which economic, institutional, political, banking, debt and global character-

istics are the determinants of the currency crises in the years prior to the

Global Financial Crisis. We estimate an Early Warning System, consisting

of a static factor model and an ordered logit model, using monthly data for

1990–2007. We find that for the three countries debt, banking and commo-

dities indicators are associated with currency crises. Also, including institu-

tional indicators improves the model’s fit. We use the constructed model to

predict the currency crises in the aftermath of the fall of Lehman Brothers
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in September 2008. We find that ex ante forecasts for 2008–2009 produce

currency crises in the fall of 2008 for Argentina and Brazil, but our model

overestimates the severity of the crises. For Mexico the early warning signal

does not pick up the crisis that occurred in reality.

Chapter 4 answers our third and fourth research questions. We construct

a continuous sovereign debt crisis index for four large Latin American coun-

tries for the period 1870–2012. To obtain the optimal set of indicators and the

optimal value of the threshold for dating crises we apply the so-called Re-

ceiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. Our sovereign debt crisis in-

dex is a weighted average of three indicators: the debt-to-GDP ratio, the ex-

ternal interest rate spread and the exports-to-imports ratio. The continuous

index allows a more advanced analysis of sovereign debt crises than with

the standard sovereign debt default binary dummy. This is illustrated with

an investigation of the relationship between sovereign debt crises and busi-

ness cycles in Latin America. We find that a negative shock to economic

activity (business cycle) increases the probability of a debt crisis in the fol-

lowing two years, which answers our fourth research question.

Chapter 5 answers the fifth research question by quantifying the im-

pact of sovereign debt defaults on real GDP growth and the output losses.

We analyze four Latin American countries—Argentina, Brazil, Chile and

Mexico—for the period 1870–2012, covering 14 sovereign debt defaults. We

find that for 80% of the sovereign debt defaults the impact on GDP growth

and the output loss is negative, but short-lived. Within two years recovery

sets in. We analyze the impacts in three historical periods, 1870–1930, 1931–

1971 and 1972–2012. Most defaults in the so-called second globalization pe-

riod (1972–now) show deep and long-lasting impacts. The features are in

line with boom-bust models. There are also differences among the four coun-

tries. Defaults in Argentina and Chile have a very deep impact, followed by

fast recovery. These defaults are in line with the political economy argument

that governments prefer to postpone crises until default is the only way

out. Mexico’s defaults had deep and long-lasting effects on output losses.

Two defaults coincide with periods of domestic unrest (the 1914–1922 de-
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fault during the Mexican revolution and the 1928–1942 default during the

Cristeros War), and all three defaults coincide with global economic slow-

downs in 1914 (WW I), 1928 (Great Depression) and 1982 (Latin American

debt crisis). Additionally, the impact is relatively stronger for the 1982–1990

crisis, due to the high pre-default economic growth. Defaults in Brazil have

a relatively mild impact. Brazil has continued to service part of the debt ob-

ligations during defaults up to the 1920s, it has implemented loose fiscal and

monetary policy during debt defaults in the 1930s, and it has benefited from

the improved terms of trade in the 1980s.

Chapter 6 answers our sixth and seventh research questions. We examine

the diversity in the impact of sovereign debt defaults on the output losses

during the crisis contraction period, which is defined as the period from the

default until the trough of the business cycle is reached. We find that most

sovereign defaults start in recessions and in unfavorable international cir-

cumstances. We observe a narrow relation between the output losses during

the crisis contraction period and a range of indicators. Deeper and longer-

lasting contraction periods are associated with increasing commodity prices

in the years prior to the default, increasing government expenditure and

higher economic growth. This pattern is in line with the boom-bust mecha-

nism, and the political economy theory which states that in autocratic politi-

cal systems windfalls in commodity prices are used to increase government

expenditure. Under certain circumstances (for instance high debt levels) de-

creasing commodity prices trigger a process that ends in a sovereign debt

default.

Chapter 7 summarizes the main findings and limitations, and indicates

directions for future research.





Chapter 2

Historical and theoretical

background

Latin America’s experiences with recurrent and new financial crises have

played an important role in the development of theoretical models of cur-

rency and sovereign debt crises. Over time, different crisis dynamics have

been observed. As a consequence, new theories and models have been de-

veloped to capture these new mechanisms. We present both the economic

history of the region and the development of theories and models for cur-

rency crises and sovereign debt defaults in this chapter. This background

will place the later chapters in context. Section 2.1 describes the economic

history of Latin America. We focus on four countries in the region, Argen-

tina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico. We present a brief history of currency and

sovereign debt crises in Section 2.2 and a theoretical framework in Section

2.3.

2.1 Economic history of Latin America

The large majority of Latin American countries gained independence in the

1820s. In the first fifty years of independence the countries suffered from

deep macroeconomic instability as periods of optimism about the natural

resource extraction alternated with defaults, seigniorage and high inflation.
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This was the start of a recurrent pattern of lending booms followed by a

default crisis and macroeconomic adjustment (Taylor, 2005). We subdivide

the history since 1870 into different periods by using standard international

institutional structural breaks.

2.1.1 1870–1914: Global trade and financial integration

After yet another macroeconomic and financial crisis in the early 1870s in

the region, this time caused by a stock market crash in Austria, which spread

around Europe and then to the Americas, a new investment boom began in

the 1880s, bigger than ever before. Lending was concentrated in five coun-

tries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Mexico and Uruguay), and apart from sove-

reign lending, there was a boom in investments in the private sector, mainly

in infrastructure, but also in mining and other commodity-related indus-

tries. The development strategy in the 1880s in Argentina had ‘bubble ten-

dencies from the start’ (Taylor, 2005). Sovereign lending was not accom-

panied by increases in short-term revenues, which made repayment dif-

ficult (Bordo and Meissner, 2007). Additionally, external debt was almost

totally denominated in foreign currency or in gold, while the proceeds of

the debt were invested domestically. This currency mismatch is known as

‘original sin’ (Eichengreen and Hausmann, 1999). Original sin is the situa-

tion in which the domestic currency cannot be used to borrow abroad or to

borrow long term, even domestically. Because of this (currency or matur-

ity) mismatch financial fragility is unavoidable. A depreciation of the cur-

rency will increase the debt service obligations in domestic currency, which

increases the probability of a sovereign debt default (Bordo and Meissner,

2007). A global depression in the 1890s slowed down the expansion, and in-

ternational interest rates surged. In 1890 the “Baring Crash” hit Argentina:

a triple financial crisis (bank, currency and debt crises) led to a deep re-

cession. The name of the crisis originated from the English Baring Brothers

& Co. bank that had high exposure on Argentina and required a bail-out

(Bordo and Landon-Lane, 2010). Brazil was affected by the deep recession

of its neighbor, which was worsened further by great political instability, ad-
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justments to the abolition of slavery, abandonment of the gold standard, and

inconsistent monetary and fiscal policies. However, Brazil managed to drag

on, until it finally defaulted in 1898, in the midst of a coffee crisis (Kamin-

sky and Vega-Garcia, 2014). The next international capital flow started in the

mid 1890s and ended in 1914 (Kaminsky and Vega-Garcia, 2014). Various au-

thors, a.o. Bordo and Meissner (2007) and Taylor (2005), compare the 1870–

1914 period of globalization with the current period of globalization (1980–

now). The main feature was the existence of relatively unrestricted interna-

tional trade. Both capital and labor were free to move across international

borders, and the widely adopted gold standard provided a well-established

mechanism for balance-of-payment adjustments (Bulmer-Thomas, 2003).

In this period Argentina was the fastest growing country in Latin Ame-

rica, and took over first place from Brazil and Mexico in terms of the level of

exports. The principal exports from the region were raw commodities. For

Argentina cereal and beef; for Brazil cotton, sugar, coffee, rubber and coffee;

for Chile nitrate and copper; and for Mexico: silver and petroleum, with sil-

ver more important up to 1900 and petroleum from 1900 on (Kaminsky and

Vega-Garcia, 2014).

2.1.2 1914–1930: The collapse of the old world order

With the outbreak of World War I (1914) the center of the world capital mar-

ket gradually shifted from London to New York. During the war Latin Ame-

rica suffered from capital controls, a slowdown in capital flows, a stop of

foreign direct investments from Europe, and inflationary war finance. The

withdrawal of foreign capital flows had negative consequences for the real

economy. Brazil defaulted, as well as revolutionary Mexico (the revolution

started in 1910 and ended in 1920).

After the war Latin American countries continued with the commodity

exports oriented policies, which were successful because of the high de-

mand for commodities. Capital flows also resumed, mostly from the United

States, that took over the role from Great Britain, France and Germany. Its

strong dependence on commodities made the region very vulnerable to ad-
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verse conditions in the world commodity markets. By the end of the 1920s

the U.S. Federal Reserve tightened monetary policy to slow down the sur-

ging stock prices. A recession followed and demand for commodities col-

lapsed. Most Latin American countries returned to the Gold Standard in the

mid 1920s in an attempt to promote trade and capital flows, but between

1929 and 1931 all abandoned the Gold Standard permanently.

2.1.3 1931–1944: Great Depression and WW II

With the Great Depression (1929) the demand for commodities and its prices

decreased dramatically. Between 1928 and 1932 the unit value of exports

fell by more than 50%. In volume terms the worst affected countries in

the region were Bolivia, Mexico, Chile and Cuba. Another group of coun-

tries was less affected, as they produced and exported food and agricultural

products: Argentina, Brazil, Ecuador, Peru and Central America (Bulmer-

Thomas, 2003). While prices decreased, the nominal interest rate on out-

standing foreign debt remained constant. This increased the real burden of

the debt. As a consequence, an increasing share of the exports proceeds had

to be used to service the debt, and imports had to be reduced. This affected

the government revenues, because a large part of its revenues were collec-

ted through tariff duties on imports, as was the case for Brazil, or on exports,

as was the case for Chile. All except a few countries (Argentina, Venezuela)

defaulted in the early 1930s, Mexico already in 1928 (Bulmer-Thomas, 2003;

Edwards, 2008).

Latin America recovered after 1932, although there were differences be-

tween the countries regarding speed and recovery mechanisms. In general,

domestic demand contributed most to the recovery. This was possible due

to loose fiscal and monetary policies. Internationally, the world was charac-

terized by protectionism. In these years manufacturing in Argentina, Brazil,

Mexico, Chile, Peru, Colombia and Uruguay expanded further. Conditions

were good: with real depreciation of the exchange rate, tariff increases and

exchange rate controls, consumers turned to local products instead of im-

ported products (Bulmer-Thomas, 2003).
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World War II was the third major external shock to strike Latin America

in 25 years. The impact on trade was greater than WW I because continental

Europe could no longer be traded with, and world trade was increasingly

distorted by protectionist tariffs and barriers. The United States stepped into

the vacuum, to secure access to strategic commodities, and not to lose po-

litical support from Latin American countries in the wake of rising fascism

and communism. A system of inter-American economic cooperation star-

ted. Fiscal balances of Latin American countries were in deficit, because of

the lower government revenues (import tariffs, direct taxes) and higher go-

vernment expenditures (countercyclical investments, investments in social

infrastructure, military spending). Most countries borrowed the deficit from

the bank system, which led to monetization of the deficit. Stock-market in-

dexes soared and real estate prices increased by a factor of ten or more dur-

ing the war years. This increased inequality of the income distribution. Latin

America continued with its trade surplus, and the countries saw their inter-

national reserves surge by more than 20% per year.

The high foreign reserves disappeared as fast as they had been created.

They were used to negotiate the defaulted debt of the 1930s, to nationa-

lize foreign-owned properties, and increasingly to finance imports. Imports

had become relatively cheap, because the fixed exchange rate was not ad-

justed despite running a structural higher inflation than its trade partners

from other regions. When imports continued to grow Latin American go-

vernments installed imports restrictions.

2.1.4 1945–1971: Inward-looking regimes

In the last stage of World War II the International Bank for Reconstruc-

tion and Development (later World Bank) and the International Monetary

Fund (IMF) were founded. With the Bretton Woods agreement from 1944

exchange rates of the IMF-member countries were fixed. The world entered

a period of low international trade and finance.

Latin America followed two distinct development paths. Six Latin Ame-

rican countries built up a significant industrial base (Argentina, Brazil, Chile,
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Mexico, Colombia and Uruguay) and followed an import substitution in-

dustrialization (ISI) strategy. The other fourteen Latin American countries

did not have an industrial base and continued on an export growth path,

accompanied by export diversification.

The performance of the six Latin American countries under the ISI policy

has been controversial. Compared to the period before 1950 and after 1980,

this was a period of accelerated economic growth, particularly given the

high growth in population and urbanization. Social conditions improved,

yet poverty and inequality remained high. Although Latin America’s growth

was high, compared to other parts of the world the growth was not impres-

sive. Another reason for the controversy was the heterogeneity of perfor-

mances in the region. In Brazil and Mexico growth had accelerated signifi-

cantly and averaged more than 6% per year; in Argentina and Chile growth

was modest (Ocampo and Ros, 2011). The ISI policy was criticized because

the newly developed industrial sector was highly inefficient, and in order to

survive it required increasingly higher import barriers in the form of tariffs,

licenses and quotas. As a result of protectionism the region’s currencies be-

came artificially strong, discouraging exports and hurting competitiveness

in the agricultural sector (Edwards, 2008). Capital flows in this period were

repressed, sovereign debt crises did not take place, but various currency

crises occurred (Bordo and Landon-Lane, 2010). In the group of countries

that continued the export-led growth were both cases of success (Venezuela)

and failure (Cuba). This can be attributed to the so-called commodity lottery,

which refers to the great differences in price changes across primary com-

modities (Blattman, Hwang and Williamson, 2007). In the case of Venezuela

the surging oil prices were related to the success of the export-led policy,

while Cuba’s failed policy was related to decreasing sugar prices.

2.1.5 1972–now: Market reforms and return to globalization

With the end of the Bretton Woods agreement in 1971–1972 the world entered

a new era, characterized by market reforms and a slow return to the pre-1914

times of global trade and capital flows.
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The oil price shocks of 1973 and 1979 had a large impact in Latin Ame-

rica. Oil exporters (Mexico and Venezuela) initiated ambitious development

plans aimed at rapid industrialization. They borrowed heavily and rapidly

accumulated very large external debts. Unfortunately, the large investment

projects turned out inefficient (Edwards, 2008). Oil importing countries tried

to smooth the negative impact on their terms of trade by borrowing heavily

abroad (Edwards, 2008). While various Asian economies opened up their

economies and saw their exports surge, Latin American economies started

to lag behind (Taylor, 2005). Some countries (Argentina, Chile and Uru-

guay) started with market reform experiments, while others (Brazil and

Mexico) continued their state-led industrialization and turned to market re-

forms later (Ocampo and Ros, 2011). Banks in developed countries were

eager to invest the earnings of newly-rich OPEC creditors and Latin Ame-

rica provided attractive returns. International bank lending to the ”Big 3”

(Argentina, Brazil, and Mexico) doubled from 1979 to 1981 (Edwards, 2008).

As a consequence, external indebtedness in the region was high. By the end

of the 1970s international interest rates were low (real interest rates were

low or even negative) and commodity prices were high. In the early 1980s

an unexpected increase in international interest rates and a decrease in com-

modity prices hit the region. As a consequence Mexico announced in 1982

that it was unable to meet payment of its foreign debt. This quickly caused

investors to withdraw investments from the region, which caused defaults

in countries in the region, in what was later baptized a ‘sudden stop’ of ca-

pital inflows (Dornbusch, Goldfajn and Valdes, 1995). During the renegotia-

tions that lasted almost a decade, Latin America was excluded from global

financial markets, and suffered from low economic growth, quickly worsen-

ing social conditions, and hyperinflation. This period became known as the

‘lost decade’ (Edwards, 2008).

To find a solution for the debt crisis and macroeconomic problems, Latin

American governments, international lenders and international multilateral

institutions achieved a breakthrough in 1989 when the ‘Brady Plan’ was an-

nounced. In this plan banks could exchange their old, defaulted debt claims
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on emerging economies’ governments for new, long-term, tradable bonds

with a lower face value, and usually with a collateral. In order to be eligible

to participate in the Brady debt exchanges the Latin American countries had

to show a commitment to implement economic reforms. Mexico and Costa

Rica were the first countries to enter this plan in 1989; Venezuela and Uru-

guay followed in 1990 and 1991, and Argentina and Brazil in 1992 (Edwards,

2008).

During the late 1980s and early 1990s many Latin American countries

initiated market-oriented reforms. These reforms are known under the name

‘Washington Consensus’, a “collection of loosely articulated ideas aimed at

modernizing, deregulating and reforming the Latin American economies”

(Edwards, 2010: page 64). The reforms focused on efforts to reduce fiscal

imbalances and inflation, to open the economy to international trade, to de-

regulate investments and the business sector, to develop domestic capital

markets, to privatize public enterprises, and to reallocate public expendi-

tures towards the poorest segments of society. The results arrived fast: infla-

tion decreased, credit was once again available, and in some countries GDP

growth increased drastically, exceeding 6% per year.

The impressive early results suppressed important weaknesses. Many

countries had adopted rigid exchange rate regimes, and had allowed their

currencies to strengthen significantly. This reduced exports’ competitive-

ness in the global market place, increased current account deficits, and en-

couraged speculation. In most countries privatization of public utilities was

implemented without putting in place proper regulation and competition

policies. Financial crises and political chaos hit the region in the second half

of the 1990s (Edwards, 2008). In December 1994 the Mexican Peso collapsed

and after floating the currency, the peso lost more than 65% of its value. The

bank sector collapsed and a debt crisis could only be avoided through IMF

assistance. The Mexican crisis generated a wave of contagion through the

region, the ‘tequila effect’: capital flows declined, and the cost of borrow-

ing internationally surged. Argentina was particularly affected. From 1998

to 2002 the region was hit by financial crises in Brazil, Ecuador, Argentina
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and Uruguay. As a result of the macroeconomic crises and economic set-

backs of the late 1990s and early 2000s, frustration erupted across most of

Latin America, and the public grew increasingly skeptical about the bene-

fits of globalization and market orientation, and voters made a sharp turn

to the left of the political center. Many of the elected presidents were critical

of the Washington Consensus (Edwards, 2008; Grilli, 2005), although in a

few countries (Colombia, Mexico and Chile) more market and international

oriented political parties came to power.

In 2002–2007 and largely as a result of improving commodity prices and

favorable global financial conditions, the Latin American countries exper-

ienced a surge in growth. Real per capita GDP growth averaged 3.2%. The

recovery was particularly pronounced in countries recovering from deep

crises, such as Argentina and Venezuela. In addition to the pickup in growth,

other macroeconomic indicators also improved during this period: in most

countries external debt decreased and inflation remained low (Edwards,

2008).

In 2008, demand and prices for commodities dropped as the Global Fi-

nancial Crisis (2007–2009) deteriorated. As a consequence of the situation

in the USA and Europe the currencies of Latin American countries appre-

ciated, which further affected the exports position. But—like in most emer-

ging countries all over the world—the effects were relatively small. This

changed with the collapse of Lehman Brothers in September 2008. The fi-

nancial markets reacted strongly and negatively: the stock markets plunged,

exchange rates depreciated sharply, and interest rates surged. International

capital flows and trade came to a virtual stand-still. However, the situation

reversed in the course of 2009 and the financial impact was less severe than

in past global crises (Ocampo, 2009; Porzecanski, 2009; and Jara, Moreno

and Tovar, 2009). The region weathered the Global Financial Crisis remark-

ably well. The main reason is that the situation at the start of the crisis was

much better than in previous external shocks. After the period of economic

prosperity in the 2002–2007 boom, most countries in the region had low cur-

rency mismatches, a more flexible exchange rate regime, improved supervi-
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sion on the banking sector, more credible monetary and fiscal policies, high

foreign reserves, and low sovereign external debt levels.

Figure 2.1 presents a time line of the history of the four Latin American

countries under study, Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico. We identify ten

global and external events, the Barings Crash, WW I, the Great Depression,

WW II, the end of Bretton Woods, the first and second oil crises, the Latin

American debt crisis, the Asia crisis and the Global Financial Crisis. Most

countries in the region have experienced recurring military coups and re-

gimes since the 1930s and up to the end of the 1980s. Whereas Argentina

has seen wide swings in its political system, represented by the polity2 in-

dicator, Mexico has experienced gradual changes and extended periods of

autocratic systems.

2.2 History of currency crises and sovereign debt de-

faults

2.2.1 Currency crises

Table 2.1 shows the currency crises in the four Latin American countries

under study. The classic Gold Standard (1880–1913) era runs up to WW I

and is characterized by relatively few currency crises. And when a crisis oc-

curred, the authorities showed a firm commitment to restore convertibility

at the pre-crisis gold price once the difficulties were over. Due to this credi-

bility of the authorities investors had no reasons to flee (Bordo and Eichen-

green, 2001). Another difference with later periods is that banking crises

did not spill over to the currency markets. The authorities did not bail out

banks with large-scale credits, but instead suspended deposit convertibility,

so that the currency increased in value compared to deposits. This created

arbitrage possibilities and with the consequent foreign capital inflows the

country could restore deposit convertibility (Bordo and Eichengreen, 2001).
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Figure 2.1. Time line of Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico, 1870–2010. The
blue circles represent currency crises, the red triangles represent sove-
reign debt defaults, and the green line is the polity2 dummy variable
that represents the political system, on a scale from +9 (pure democracy)
to -9 (pure autocracy). The yellow shaded areas represent external and
global events; green shaded areas represent national events, and military
coups are represented by black vertical bars.
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Table 2.1. Dating of currency crises in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico,
1870–2012.

Period I Period II Period III Period IV Period V
(1870-1913) (1914-1930) (1931-1944) (1945-1971) (1972-2012)

Argentina 1885, 1920, 1923, 1933, 1941 1946, 1974–1992,
1889–1891 1930–1931 1948–1949, 2002

1951,
1954–1955,
1958–1959,
1962,
1964–1965,
1967,
1969–1971

Brazil 1885, 1914–1915, 1934–1935, 1949, 1974–1975,
1890–1891, 1920–1921, 1952–1954, 1977–1995,
1893, 1897, 1923, 1926, 1957–1959, 1999,

1930–1931 1961–1965, 2001–2002,
1967–1969, 2008
1971

Chile 1879, 1885, 1919, 1921 1932, 1943 1946–1949, 1982–1985,
1891, 1951–1955, 1987, 1989,
1893–1894, 1957–1958, 2008
1908 1960,

1962–1965,
1967,
1969–1979

Mexico 1891–1892 1914–1916 1931–1933, 1948—1949, 1976,
1938–1939 1954 1982–1987,

1989,
1994–1995,
1998, 2008

Source: Reinhart and Rogoff (2011)
Notes:
A currency crisis is identified when the annual depreciation is greater than 15%, and 10%
higher than the previous year (definition from Frankel and Rose, 1996).
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The Golden Standard era ended at the start of WW I. Most Latin Ameri-

can countries returned to the Gold Standard in the mid 1920s in an attempt

to promote trade and capital flows, but between 1929 and 1931 all aban-

doned the Gold Standard permanently. In this—unstable—period a large

number of currency crises occurred. The Bretton Woods period (1945–1971)

features an adjustable peg regime, widespread capital controls and exten-

sive financial regulation, designed to prevent a reoccurrence of the financial

chaos of the interwar. There were very few banking and debt crises, but

there were frequent currency crises. Many countries were unable to align

their domestic financial policies with their pegged currencies (Bordo and

Landon-Lane, 2010). The post-Bretton Woods period (1972–now) is charac-

terized by a wide variety of currency regimes, currency regime switches and

currency crises. The currency crisis literature starts in this period.

2.2.2 Sovereign debt defaults

Prior to 1800, only a few countries (Austria, France, England, Prussia, Por-

tugal and Spain) experienced debt defaults. There were simply not many

countries that had the capacity to build up foreign debt and then go into

default.After 1800, global income rose as a consequence of the Industrial

Revolution, international capital markets developed and the emergence of

new countries (mainly in Europe and Latin America) led to an explosion of

sovereign debt borrowing, soon followed by defaults (Reinhart and Rogoff,

2009).

The top panel in Figure 2.2 shows the number of countries in default as

a percentage of all countries (dotted line) and the debt-to-GDP ratio (solid

line) for Latin American countries from 1811 to 2010. We exclude six Cen-

tral American countries, because these represent one third of the number of

countries, while the size of these economies is relatively small. The percent-

age of countries in default does not vary substantially when these countries

are included, but the average debt-to-GDP ratio is affected heavily. We can

observe three periods where more than 60% of countries in the region are in

default: the 1870s, 1930s and 1980s.
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Figure 2.2. Latin America and the rest of the world: debt-to-GDP ratio and
countries in default, 1870–2010. The top panel presents Latin America,
excluding Central America. The lower panel presents the rest of the
world.
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Source: Reinhart and Rogoff (2009).
Notes:
The vertical axis represents the number of countries in default as a percentage of all
countries (dotted line), and the central government debt as a percentage of GDP (solid line).
The sample includes countries that were independent states in the given year. For Latin
America (excluding Central America) the number of countries is 12 throughout the whole
period and for the rest of the world the number of countries increases from 21 in 1870 to 51
in 2010. The percentage of countries in default is determined by the ratio of the number of
countries in default to the total number of countries. For the debt we use the total (domestic
plus external) gross central government debt. The debt-to-GDP ratio is calculated as the
unweighted average of the countries’ debt-to-GDP ratios.
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We also see that debt-to-GDP peaks in the years after the peak in per-

centage of defaults. This does not come as a surprise, since the debt typically

increases until a restructuring agreement is reached and GDP decreases in

the first years following the default. The bottom panel in Figure 2.2 shows

the historical pattern of defaults and debt for the rest of the world from 1811

to 2010. The percentage of countries in default is substantially lower than in

Latin America. Only in World War II the percentage surpasses 30%. Other

periods of distress are the 1870s, 1930s and 1980s, which coincide with the

periods of distress for Latin America. The debt-to-GDP ratio is generally

higher than in Latin America, except in the periods that follow the major

debt default episodes (1870s, 1930s and 1980s).

The episodes of increased number of defaults correspond to boom-bust

cycles of international capital flows, in the early 1860s, 1920s and 1970s

(Sturzenegger and Zettelmeyer, 2007). Also the late 1880s and the years

before World War I are considered lending booms. Lending booms end in

busts, which are usually triggered by one of the following factors: (i) a de-

terioration in the terms of trade of the debtor country, (ii) a recession in

one the major creditor countries, (iii) a rise in international borrowing costs,

or (iv) a crisis in a major debtor country that is transmitted internationally

through financial and trade linkages (Sturzenegger and Zettelmeyer, 2007).

Global economic factors, including commodity prices and center country

interest rates (the UK and later USA), play a major role in precipitating so-

vereign debt crises. Peaks and troughs in commodity price cycles appear to

be leading indicators of peaks and troughs in the capital flow cycle, with

troughs typically resulting in multiple defaults (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009).

The episodes of boom-bust cycles seem to affect Latin America stronger than

the rest of the world, which suggests that global circumstances play an im-

portant role in the debt dynamics of the region (either through common

shocks or contagion).

The sovereign debt default episodes for the four countries of our focus

(Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico) are presented in Table 2.2. Most crises

are clustered in systemic default periods, which are defined as five year epi-
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sodes in which at least 20% of the countries in Latin America are in default

(Kaminsky and Vega-Garcia, 2014). Systemic defaults in Latin America took

place in 1873–1877 (stock market collapse in Vienna, Austria spread around

the world), 1890–1894 (Barings crisis), 1914–1918 (World War I), 1931–1934

(Great Depression) (Kaminsky and Vega-Garcia, 2014), and also the 1980s

debt crisis can be considered a systemic default.

Table 2.2. Dating of sovereign debt default episodes in Argentina, Brazil,
Chile and Mexico, 1870–2012.

Period I Period II Period III Period IV Period V
(1870-1913) (1914-1930) (1931-1944) (1945-1971) (1972-2012)

Argentina 1890–1893 - - - 1982–1993,
2001–2005

Brazil 1898–1901, 1914–1919, 1931–1933, - 1983–1994
1902–1910 1937–1943

Chile 1880–1883 - 1931–1947 - 1983–1990
Mexico 1866–1885 1914–1922, - - 1982–1990

1928–1942

Notes:
Based on Standard & Poor’s, from Borensztein and Panizza (2009).
IMF assistance to avoid a possible debt default is used in Argentina 1995, Brazil 1998–1999
and 2001–2002, and Mexico 1995.

There are also defaults with idiosyncratic patterns, in Argentina 2001–

2005, Brazil 1898–1910 and 1937–1943, Chile 1880–1883, and Mexico 1928–

1942. Argentina’s default in 2001 is caused by a combination of high debt

level and fiscal deficit, low economic growth, and an overvalued fixed ex-

change rate. Brazil defaults in 1898 following the collapse of the price of

coffee, its main export crop, political instability in the early years of the Re-

public, and the decline in international lending after the Baring Crisis in

1890 (Kaminsky and Vega-Garcia, 2014). Brazil’s default in 1937 is related

to the continued bad situation in the world markets. The country is not

able to continue servicing the restructured debt after the 1931–1934 default.
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When Chile starts the War of the Pacific in 1879, it stops in 1880 paying

the sinking funds to amortize the debt, although it continues to service the

coupon payments on its debt (Kaminsky and Vega-Garcia, 2014). Mexico,

still caught up in the aftermath of its revolution (1910–1920), with fiscal dif-

ficulties and high political unrest including the Cristero war (1926–1929),

defaults in 1928.

2.2.3 Conclusion

Latin America has experienced many sovereign debt defaults. The majority

of the crises occurs in systemic default episodes, and is related to boom-

bust patterns in international lending and commodity prices, and to sudden

stops in foreign capital flows. A second feature is that the debt as a percent-

age of GDP is generally lower in Latin America than in the rest of the world.

In Figure 2.3 we present both the sovereign debt crises and the currency

crises for Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico. Most sovereign debt crises

are accompanied by a currency crisis, but there is no clear pattern in timing:

six sovereign debt crises are preceded by a currency crisis, five sovereign

debt crises occur in the same year as the currency crisis, and four sovereign

debt crises are followed by a currency crisis. We note that the Bretton Woods

period (1945–1971) shows a very distinct picture than the other periods: no

sovereign debt crises while the number of currency crises is much higher

than in most other periods. The post-Bretton Woods period (1972–now) is

characterized by a large number of currency crises and sovereign debt crises.

It is no coincidence that the financial crisis literature accelerates in the late

1970s.

2.3 Theoretical framework

Since the late 1970s recurring crises and new crisis mechanisms have forced

the literature to evolve continuously. Economists have constructed new theo-

ries and frameworks to model financial crises. In general there seems to be

more consensus in theories on currency crises than in theories on sovereign
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Figure 2.3. Currency crises and sovereign debt crises in Argentina, Brazil,
Chile and Mexico, 1870–2012. Currency crises are represented by the up-
per, dark colored dotted lines. Sovereign debt crises are represented by
the lower, light colored dotted lines.
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Source: Reinhart and Rogoff (2011).

debt crises. In Section 2.3.1 we treat various theories related to currency

crises. We have used these theories to determine which variables to include

in our Early Warning System for currency crises that we present in Chapter

3. We also turn to the theories for interpreting our empirical findings. In Sec-

tions 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 we focus on theories on sovereign debt and sovereign

debt defaults respectively. We use these in Chapter 4 to determine which

variables show a distinct pattern during periods of debt service difficulties,

and in Chapters 5 and 6 to analyze the impact of sovereign debt defaults on

real GDP growth. Lastly, we present relations between currency crises and

sovereign debt defaults in Section 2.3.4.
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2.3.1 Currency crises

Theoretical models of currency crises have been developed since the late

1970s, based on the seminal work of Krugman (1979). The characteristics of

crises have changed over time, and so have the models. The literature dis-

tinguishes three generations of financial crises and corresponding models.

The first generation models explain the crises as the result of fundamental

inconsistencies in domestic policies, which at that time (1970s and 1980s)

characterized the crises. The crises are preceded by a deterioration of the

fundamentals, such as recurring budget deficits, which are monetary fi-

nanced, or persistent current account deficits, which exhaust the foreign

reserves. Basically, the crises originate from the desire of governments to

maintain a fixed exchange-rate regime which is inconsistent with other policy

goals (Krugman, 1979).

With the crisis of the European Monetary System in 1992–1993 a second

generation model develops, because the weak economic fundamentals alone

could not explain such a dramatic drop in the exchange rate. If fundamentals

are strong, no currency attack will take place, and if they are weak then the

government will not defend the currency. But if fundamentals are in a “grey

zone”, multiple equilibria are possible. Relative small changes of economic

fundamentals can have a big impact. When speculators suspect that the go-

vernment is not committed to defend the exchange rate (for instance to re-

store international competitiveness), then a massive attack follows which

can trigger a self-fulfilling devaluation of the domestic currency (Obstfeld,

1996).

The Asian crisis of 1997–1998, a third generation crisis, gives a new boost

to crisis research. Banks and financial institutions expand and ease their

loan granting policies prior to the crisis, because they count on a govern-

ment bailout in case of solvency problems. The behavior based on moral

hazard leads to an excessive build-up of external private debt followed by

a collapse (McKinnon and Pill, 1997). A currency devaluation can trigger a

banking crisis when banks have a mismatch on the balance sheet: domestic

assets financed by foreign liabilities (Chang and Velasco, 1998). Krugman
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(2003) adds that a combination of factors such as panics in the international

investment community, policy mistakes in handling the crisis, and poorly

designed international rescue programs cause a financial panic, which re-

sults in currency crises, runs on banks, massive bankruptcies and political

turmoil.

2.3.2 Sovereign debt

Before turning to the theoretical literature on sovereign debt we first present

brief thoughts on why governments borrow, and why investors lend to go-

vernments.

Why do governments borrow?

In Keynesian and New-Keynesian theories debt is used to smooth business

cycle fluctuations. In other words, countercyclical fiscal policy is used to

stimulate the economy in bad times (Stahler, 2013). As a consequence, so-

vereign debt builds up in the recession phase and should be repaid in the

expansion phase of the business cycle.

In the political economy literature governments have an incentive to

borrow, because of ‘fiscal illusion’ and ‘common pool’ problems. Fiscal il-

lusion refers to the characteristic that voters consistently underestimate the

future costs of current spending programs, and do not learn from previous

experiences that pre-election expansions will be followed by contractions.

With common pool problems a particular group benefits from debt-financed

expenditures while the financing costs are shared over a larger base (the

common pool), or have to be repaid in some future date. Expenditures tend

to be used to increase the probability of reelection, or to limit space for new

policy in case political opponents come to power (Stahler, 2013).

Using external debt instead of domestic debt is typically blamed on the

underdeveloped domestic capital markets in emerging economies. Both the

size and liquidity of the capital market, and the institutional framework

(protection of investors, enforcement of the law, etc.) are the most important
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factors of using external debt. However, since 2000 there is a trend that the

share of government debt denominated in domestic currency compared to

total government debt is increasing, particularly in Latin America (Panizza

et al., 2010).

Why do governments service their debt?

Sovereign debt is fundamentally different from private debt. There is no

legal mechanism or international institution that guarantees property rights

for creditors, so strictly speaking there is no incentive for the sovereign to

repay its external debt. Although there is no incentive to repay its external

debt, a sovereign faces a cost if it defaults on debt. Das et al. (2012) and

Panizza, Sturzenegger and Zettelmeyer (2009) identify three groups of costs:

(i) exclusion from capital markets and higher interest costs, (ii) collateral

damage in the form of a decline in output and (international) trade, and

(iii) contagion of a sovereign default to the financial sector. There is also

a political cost: policy makers who take the decision to default may loose

their jobs and political career, and the ruling party typically loses in the next

elections (Borensztein and Panizza, 2009).

2.3.3 Sovereign debt defaults

We present three theoretical models that fit the features of sovereign debt

defaults in emerging economies. The literature on sovereign debt defaults

starts with boom-bust models that provide a framework to integrate finan-

cial crises and cycles. The crises in the 1990s lead to the development of

sudden stop models. Recently, the seminal paper of Eaton and Gersovitz

(1981) has regained attention. The model is adapted to emerging economies,

because these have substantial different features in business cycles and vol-

atility than developed economies.
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Boom-bust models

Boom-bust models have a long tradition. Detzer and Herr (2014) provide an

overview of the boom-bust theories, and list several important points that

the theories share. First, in all theories financial crises are the result of an

unsustainable boom phase. The boom phase can create asset price inflation

in asset markets (Kindleberger and Aliber, 2005; Shiller, 2012), create overca-

pacities in production (Wicksell, 1898; Hayek, 1929, 1931), or a combination

of both (Fisher, 1911; Keynes, 1930, 1936; Minsky, 1986, 1992). Second, feed-

back mechanisms play a key role, both in the expansion phase and in the

contraction phase. We can distinguish objective and subjective feedback me-

chanisms. Objective feedback mechanisms are, for example, wealth effects,

changes in income, development of asset prices, real interest rates effects.

Subjective feedback mechanisms are, for example, changes in perceptions

which lead to more positive or more negative expectations. Third, exoge-

nous factors trigger an expansion or a boom. It can be a new innovation, a

deregulation in specific markets, the end of a war, the election of a political

party, a period of unjustified low interest rates, etc.

We present here in more detail one of the most important representatives

of the boom-bust models, Minsky (1986, 1992) which builds upon Wicksell

(1898) and Keynes (1936). Minsky’s Financial Instability Hypothesis (1992)

identifies three distinct financing regimes: hedge, speculation and Ponzi

schemes. The hedge regime is stable while the other two are unstable. A

hedge financing scheme means that a country has sufficient expected cash

flows to cover interest and principal payment of contracted debt. Specula-

tive financing means that a country can pay its interest commitments, but

cannot repay the principle out of operating cash inflows. These countries

have to roll over their liabilities, in other words, they have to issue new debt

to pay off expiring debt. Ponzi-financing means that a country does not have

enough income cash flows to pay interests and the principle on outstanding

debts. These countries have to issue new debt to pay interests and to pay

principle (Minsky, 1992).

Starting in a period where the economy just went through a crisis, lenders
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demand high margins of safety and high interest rates, and borrowers only

borrow for the best investment projects. This leads to a phase of stability,

where investments and profits are low but stable. The stability boosts con-

fidence in the economy. Both borrowers and lenders lower their margins

of safety, and debt financed investments increase. Higher investments lead

to higher profits, which lead to higher investments. Over periods of pro-

longed prosperity, a feeling of euphory is reached; credit granting becomes

easier, firms and investors borrow at a low cost. The economy transits to an

unstable system, because firms tend to move from hedge to speculative fi-

nancing regimes or even to Ponzi finance schemes. With this high fragility,

small deviations from expectations can lead to defaults of borrowers and

the collapse of the economy. The boom turns into a bust when interest rates

increase. This can occur because bottlenecks in the financial system make

banks increase interest rates, or because inflation increases so much that

the central bank will increase the interest rate. When this happens and how

much fragility is built-up is not explained in the model. In the bust phase

a negative spiral develops: speculative and Ponzi-financed firms get into

trouble rolling over their debt, and therefore banks require new financing

or sell assets. Banks and firms will use their cash flows to reduce their debt

ratios or keep liquidity. Lower asset prices, lower consumption, unemploy-

ment and depression are the result (Detzer and Herr, 2014).

For sovereign debt crises we distinguish two types of boom-bust mecha-

nisms: direct and indirect. The direct link is between a debt-related boom-

bust and sovereign default. With increasingly euphoric sentiments on emer-

ging economies, prices of bonds increase and interest rates decrease. Debt

lending and borrowing surges, and speculative or even Ponzi-financing come

into existence. When countries continue to borrow and lenders continue

to lend a boom is created. This boom may end in a sovereign debt crisis

when sentiments change and interest rates increase sharply and govern-

ments cannot roll over debt. The 1980s debt crisis is a classic example of

this mechanism. The indirect link is between an asset-related boom-bust and

sovereign default. If asset prices have increased significantly and for a pro-
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longed period of time, then these asset prices (shares, real estate or other fi-

nancial assets) may be inflated. A consequent sharp drop in the asset prices

may cause a banking crisis, especially if banks have invested in the assets or

have lent to investors with exposure to the assets. A consequence of a bank-

ing crisis is contagion to sovereign debt crises as occurred in Iceland and

Ireland in the GFC, and Indonesia in the Asia 1997-1998 crisis. The third

generation currency crisis model (see Section 2.3.1) describes this mecha-

nism in more detail.

The main shortcoming of the boom-bust model is that it does not provide

a formal quantitative framework. The model describes the mechanism, but

does not provide information on the timing of a turning point, nor does it

specify when the bust phase ends in a ‘normal’ recession or in a financial

crisis.

Sovereign debt default models

The seminal paper of Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) on international lending

has regained attention recently, when it was adapted to fit characteristics

of sovereign debt crises in emerging economies by Aguilar and Gopinath

(2006), Arellano (2008) and others.

Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) present a small, open economy that receives

a stochastic endowment stream of a tradable good in a Dynamic Stochastic

General Equilibrium (DSGE) model. The government’s objective is to maxi-

mize the total discounted expected utility of private agents. Each period the

government takes two decisions: whether to default or continue to service

its debt obligations, and if it does not default how much to borrow or to in-

vest in the next period. Risk-neutral investors determine the price of bonds.

The country defaults if the benefits of default exceed the costs of default.

The benefit of a default is that debt is never repaid. The benefits grow with

the size of the outstanding debt. The cost of a default is that the country is

excluded from capital markets, and will not be able to use a countercyclical

borrowing policy to smooth the impact on business cycles. The costs are de-

termined endogenously by the variability and growth rate of the country’s
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income. As a consequence, there is a credit ceiling at which the costs just

exceed the benefits of a default.

Recently, various additions and adjustments have been proposed to fit

stylized facts of emerging economies (Panizza et al., 2009). Emerging eco-

nomies are characterized by high volatility of interest rates, output and con-

sumption, countercyclical interest rates and net exports and procyclical bor-

rowing (Hatchondo and Martinez, 2009). One strand, represented by studies

such as Aguiar and Gopinath (2006) and Arellano (2008), sticks to the one-

period setting, whereas another strand, such as Hatchondo and Martinez

(2009) and Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012), studies debt defaults in a mul-

tiple period setting.

The main innovation of Arellano (2008) is the non-linear cost of default,

which is state-contingent. Default is more costly in good states, and more

likely in bad states and at high debt levels. The state of the business cycle is

central in the transmission mechanism. In booms, investors perceive a lower

probability of default, so interest rates are low. Thus, debt is cheap and used

to increase consumption especially in low income, or ‘small wealth’ coun-

tries, making consumption more volatile than output. The trade balance de-

ficit increases because imports increase. In recessions, small wealth coun-

tries want to borrow, but cannot because there are no contracts available.

Consumption drops, the trade balance deficit becomes smaller, and country

spreads surge as investors perceive a higher probability of a default. Incen-

tives to default are higher when an economy has large debt positions and is

in a recession; after a prolonged recession, debt holdings can grow so much

that the economy experiences net capital outflows. Then it is more costly for

a risk averse borrower to service its debt obligations than to default, and it

is attractive to default. The model of Arellano (2008) generates low average

country spreads compared to the observed values. Country spreads are an

indication of the risk premium on debt, and measured as the difference be-

tween yields on sovereign bonds of emerging market economies and U.S.

Treasury securities of comparable maturities and denominated in US dol-

lar. Default probabilities do not explain the entire country spread. Multiple-
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period models improve this, and are presented next.

Multiple-period sovereign default models take into account an impor-

tant feature of emerging economies’ debt: governments do not only bor-

row short-term debt that has to be repaid fully in one period, but also issue

long-term debt. This changes the dynamics of defaults. We can distinguish

two types of long-term debt: perpetual debt as in Hatchondo and Martinez

(2009), and long-term and finite debt as in Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012).

With the availability of long-term debt Hatchondo and Martinez (2009)

introduce incentives to overborrow, since repayment is of less importance

for current decision makers. When the debt use increases, the default pro-

bability on all outstanding debt increases, and thus, the market value of all

outstanding debt becomes less. This is known as debt dilution. However,

the government pays a higher interest spread only on the newly contracted

debt, not on the previously issued debt because the interest rate on the ex-

isting debt is fixed. This induces the government to choose a higher debt

burden, because the government can benefit fully from higher government

expenditures in the form of political goodwill, while the interest costs in-

crease only marginally.

Chatterjee and Eyigungor (2012) use long-term (finite) debt. Investors

expect that the probability of a default in the near future is low in good

times due to persistence in output. As a consequence, the country spread

is low, and the impatient sovereign borrows aggressively. When output de-

clines, the probability of a default and thus the country spread increases.

The higher spreads make debt servicing for the sovereign more difficult. If

income stays low (which is not unlikely, given the assumed persistence in

the income), the sovereign may default.

There is one important shortcoming in the sovereign debt default models

that we have described: output or income is considered to be exogenous.

Recently, Mendoza and Yue (2012) have made a first attempt to endogenize

business cycles into the sovereign debt default model by means of a financial

amplification mechanism. An increased probability of default causes higher

costs of debt, which increases the costs of financing imported net working
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capital. As a consequence, companies will switch to domestic inputs, which

are not optimal substitutes. This leads to an efficiency loss, and GDP will

drop. The incentive for default increases, and the same holds for the pro-

bability of default. The process repeats itself, and the total negative effect

on output is stronger due to the amplification effect. A government will de-

fault when the benefits of default are greater than the costs of default. The

cost of default is an endogenous increasing convex function of total factor

productivity, which is different from the models used for sovereign debt de-

faults. Mendoza and Yue (2012) adopt the asymmetric approach proposed

by Arellano (2008), which makes it more costly to default in good states, and

more likely to default in bad states.

Sudden-stop models

Sudden-stop models are introduced in the mid 1990s to explain and model

the role of foreign capital flows in financial crises. A sudden stop is defined

as a large reduction of the inflow of international capital. This typically oc-

curs when international investors stop investing in a country.

Sudden-stop models are proposed by a.o. Dornbusch et al. (1995), Calvo

and Mendoza (1996), Calvo (1998, 2003), Edwards (2007) and Mendoza (2010).

Contrary to Krugman (1979), in Calvo’s (2003) model sudden stops precede

Balance of Payments (BOP) crises. The sudden stop causes a collapse of ag-

gregate demand, which causes a drop in demand for money. If the exchange

rate is fixed, then international reserves will fall if the government decides

to support the exchange rate. If the drop in international reserves is large

enough, then a BOP crisis will follow.

Standard sovereign debt default models cannot produce sudden stops,

because agents have access to a frictionless credit market, including con-

sumption smoothing and investment financing (Mendoza, 2010). The lite-

rature on sudden-stop models views credit frictions as the central feature

of the transmission mechanism that drives sudden stops (Mendoza, 2010).

One of these frictions is that consumers will not always be able to borrow

from abroad to smooth the effect on consumption of a large output drop. In
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particular in sudden-stop models this is not possible because capital inflows

stop or even reverse.

There is little consensus on what triggers sudden stops, but there is agree-

ment on the consequences: real depreciation of the exchange rate and down-

turns of economic activity (Calvo, 2003; Catão, 2006). The effects are more

dramatic in emerging economies. How do defaults fit in? The depreciation

of the real exchange rate makes it more difficult to service foreign currency

denominated sovereign debt (original sin) and can lead to a default. The

downturn of economic activity that follows a sudden stop affects the fiscal

budget as tax revenues will drop, and expenditures increase. Debt servicing

becomes complicated and interest rates increase. Calvo (2003) shows that in

a low-growth region the default alternative dominates full debt repayment.

Catão et al. (2011) combine sudden stops with sovereign default models,

and add asymmetric information about (persistent) fiscal shocks, which the

government observes and investors cannot observe. When a government is

confronted with a substantial tax revenue shock, it will contract additional

debt (on top of the roll-over debt). Investors will interpret this decision as a

signal that the government was hit by a sizable and persisting tax revenue

shock. As a consequence investors will demand a higher interest rate, be-

cause they perceive a higher risk to default. If the country is hit by recurring

negative fiscal shocks, then this may end in default. A second reaction from

the government is to cut government expenditures. This is not a certain way

out since budget cuts depress output and thus tax revenues. With the lower

future repayment capacity the probability of a default increases. As a con-

sequence foreign capital may stop flowing in. This sudden stop in capital

flows can then lead to a default.

Discussion

We have reviewed various theoretical models that fit stylized facts of sove-

reign debt defaults in emerging economies. We have presented three groups

of models that describe different aspects: boom-bust models focus on bubbles

and busts in investment and asset prices; sovereign debt default models fo-
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cus on the mechanism of interest rates and cost-benefit analysis of default;

and sudden-stop models focus on sudden stops in capital inflows. There

are also similarities. The models of sovereign debt defaults in emerging eco-

nomies, such as Arellano (2008), have in common with boom-bust models

(Minsky, 1992) that a prolonged period of low interest rates make borrow-

ing cheap and attractive. Debt is an attractive asset for investors, and this

provokes overlending. When the situation reverses (the models differ on

the shock that provokes this turning point) interest rates increase, and so

income and consumption drop. Rolling over the debt obligations is only

possible if the country accepts the higher interest rate that the investors de-

mand. The fiscal budget is under great pressure, because revenues decrease

as a consequence of the economic slowdown, and government expenditures

increase due to the higher interest rate. If the recession persists and the debt

level is high, a debt default may occur. Agosin and Huaita (2011, 2012) show

that some sudden stops are endogenous to prior capital booms. Periods of

increasing capital inflows lead to a situation of financial instability a la Min-

sky. When capital inflows surge, the current account deficit increases and

the domestic currency appreciates. The longer the preceding boom period,

the higher the probability of a sudden stop. Any event can lead to a sudden

decline in inflows. This holds especially when capital flows are dominated

by non-FDI items, when the current account deficit is large, when there is

contagion from sudden stops in other emerging markets and when external

debt relative to exports is high.

The models of sovereign debt defaults can be combined with sudden-

stop models. Sovereign debt default models tend to focus on domestic factors

as driving defaults, while default episodes can also be caused by exogenous

changes in global credit cycles (for instance in a global sudden stop). When

capital inflows stop, a government will face difficulties to roll over expiring

debt. This increases the probability of a default, and with that the cost of

borrowing, making debt servicing even harder. This can lead to a sovereign

debt crisis because the government can not roll over the debt, or because

the benefits of defaulting are greater than the costs. The idea that in addi-
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tion to domestic factors, defaults are influenced by the behavior of creditors

and international capital markets is consistent with the fact that default epi-

sodes tend to happen in clusters, typically after periods of market bonanza

(Panizza et al., 2010).

2.3.4 Relation between currency and sovereign debt crises

Although in this thesis we focus on currency crises and sovereign debt crises

separately, the relation between currency and sovereign debt crises is im-

portant, because of the overlap in these crises, as can be seen in Figure 2.3.

When two types of financial crises occur simultaneously or when one crisis

type triggers another, then this is called a twin crisis. The literature on twin

crises has focused mainly on currency and banking crises, and less on twin

currency and sovereign debt crises (Herz and Tong, 2004; Villemot, 2012).

Currency and sovereign debt crises are related through three different link-

ages: (i) common causes, (ii) contagion effects between crises, and (iii) com-

plementary budget financing aspects (Dreher, Herz and Karb, 2006).

A common cause can be a negative shock on aggregate demand. The

consequent output and employment losses have a negative impact on the

government’s fiscal budget (lower tax revenues and higher government ex-

penses), which increase the probability of default. As a consequence, interest

rates increase and access to international capital markets becomes more dif-

ficult. The negative shock also imposes market pressure on the local cur-

rency to devalue. If the currency is pegged and the authorities are commit-

ted to defending the peg, then the authorities have to sell foreign reserves

and/or increase the interest rate. The latter policy measure worsens the re-

cession. An alternative is to abandon the peg and use monetary expansion

to fight the recession. Investors can anticipate this devaluation and with-

draw their capital, which increases the pressure on the exchange rate even

more. Another common cause can be an increase in the international in-

terest rate. If the domestic interest rate does not adjust, then foreign capital

will flow out and put the exchange rate under pressure. Rolling over foreign

currency denominated debt will become more expensive since interest rates
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increase. Additionally, world aggregate demand will slow down, which af-

fects exports-oriented countries. If the domestic interest rate adjusts, then

this may lead to a recession with the same negative consequences for the

government budget and increased debt servicing problems as mentioned

above. A third common cause can be a sudden deterioration of political,

institutional and structural conditions. As a consequence investors with-

draw their capital and interest rate surge. This sudden stop increases the

probability of a debt crisis, because the government expenditures increase

as expiring debt will be rolled over with a higher interest rate, while the

government revenues are depressed as the higher interest rate slows down

economic activity. When capital flows out, then the exchange rate is under

pressure to depreciate. As a consequence, the probability of a currency crisis

increases.

A second possible linkage between debt and currency crises is conta-

gion. A debt crisis may trigger a currency crisis when investors withdraw

part of their investments in financial securities from the affected country. A

currency crisis in a country with a pegged exchange rate can trigger a debt

crisis in two ways. First, the government can decide to defend the peg by

increasing the interest rate. A higher interest rate makes new debt more ex-

pensive, which increases the incentive to default. The increasing interest rate

can also cause a recession, with rising bankruptcies and lower tax revenues

as a consequence. The probability of a default increases. Second, a govern-

ment can decide not to defend the peg. As a consequence, the country looses

reputation and a financial panic can develop, because investors expect more

depreciation. Capital flows out and the interest rates will surge, which can

end in a default. Currency mismatches (original sin) can aggravate the con-

tagion, because a depreciation of the exchange rate will have a negative im-

pact on debt servicing obligations on foreign currency denominated debt. If

the private sector is also indebted in foreign currency, then bankruptcies of

companies and bank defaults further increase fiscal problems.

The third linkage explains how currency crises and debt crises can be

negatively connected via the financing of the fiscal budget. When a govern-
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ment runs a fiscal deficit, it can choose between five options. The govern-

ment can reduce expenditures, increase taxes, issue new debt, generate seig-

niorage through monetary expansion, or default on the debt. If the first two

options are not feasible due to political pressure, and the government does

not want or cannot increase debt, then only the last two options remain.

If the government selects the monetary expansion option, there is no need

for financing through a debt default. The probability of a currency crisis in-

creases, because printing money to finance the budget induces inflation and

devaluation pressure. At the same time, the probability of a debt default de-

creases, because the government decided not to opt for the default. If the

government decides to default on its debt, there is no need for monetary

expansion, which keeps the devaluation pressure low. In other words, the

currency crisis and the debt crisis are negatively connected in this linkage.

Several authors have analyzed the linkages between currency and so-

vereign debt crises in a common, theoretical framework, in which a govern-

ment does not make decisions on exchange rate policy (maintain or exit peg)

and debt policy (service or default) separately. Bauer, Herz and Karb (2007)

find that the incentive to default depends on the size of the debt (higher

debt level increases the incentive to default), and the incentive to abandon

the fixed exchange rate peg depends on economic fundamentals (bad fun-

damentals increase the incentive to abandon the peg). However, in some sit-

uations a country with a high debt level but good fundamentals can prevent

a default, while a country with bad fundamentals but a low debt level can

prevent a currency crisis. Intermediate debt levels and intermediate funda-

mentals lead to multiple equilibria. Some combinations lead to a debt crisis,

others to a currency crisis, and again others to a twin crisis. In the model of

Jahjah and Montiel (2003) currency mismatches (original sin) are central in

the transmission mechanism between currency and debt crises. Whether a

currency crisis can trigger a debt crisis depends on the credibility and ability

of a government to commit itself to maintain the peg.
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2.4 Conclusion

Sovereign debt crises and currency crises have a long history in Latin Ame-

rica. Since the early 19th century most countries have been independent,

which is much longer than emerging countries in Africa and Asia. The period

from 1880 to 1913 is considered the first era of globalization and the de-

gree of international trade and finance is comparable to the second era of

globalization, which started in the early 1980s (Bordo and Meissner, 2007).

Theoretical models are constructed to understand the mechanisms of crises.

Over time, different crisis dynamics have been observed. As a consequence,

new theories and models have been developed to capture these new mecha-

nisms.

The majority of the debt crises in Latin America in the period 1870–

1930 take place during systemic default periods (1890–1893, 1914–1918), and

are characterized by a boom-bust pattern. Latin America has always been

vulnerable for external conditions, in particular commodity prices, external

trade and finance. The other debt crises can be traced back to national events

(a war in Chile in the 1880s, a commodity price collapse and political tur-

moil in Brazil at the end of the 19th century, and a revolution in Mexico in

the 1910s). In the period 1931–1971 international trade and finance decrease.

The sovereign defaults in the period 1931–1944 are related to the unfavor-

able global circumstances, and most take place during the systemic default

period 1931–1934. Under the inward-oriented policies in the Bretton Woods

period (1944–1971) the dependency on global conditions is lower, and there

are no sovereign debt crises in the four Latin American countries that we in-

vestigate. Currency crises do occur, and with a much higher frequency than

before. Krugman (1979) propose a balance of payment crisis model that is

focused on the fiscal and monetary causes of crises. Emerging markets have

a tendency to run high fiscal deficits, which eventually result in an unsus-

tainable level of the public debt. When lenders stop lending a crisis occurs.

This model gives an appealing explanation for crises in the 1960s and 1970s

in Latin America (Kaminsky, 2006; Calvo, 2003). It is later baptized as the
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first-generation currency crisis model.

With the opening up to international finance in the 1970s, emerging coun-

tries start to borrow heavily in the international capital markets. In the early

1980s almost all Latin American countries default on the debt, and is known

as the Latin America debt crisis. The crisis has all elements from a boom-bust

crisis. With the crises in the 1990s (Mexico 1994–1995, Asia 1997–1998, Russia

1998, Brazil 1998) a new phenomenon arrives: foreign capital flows reverse,

which triggers a currency and/or a debt crisis. The sudden-stop model cap-

tures this. In the early 1990s a second generation currency crisis model is de-

veloped, which captures self-fulfilling crises to explain the EMS 1992–1993

currency crisis. The crises in Mexico 1994–1995 and Asia 1997–1998 lead to

the development of a third generation currency crises model, that captures

moral hazard and excessive borrowing. With the Argentina 2001–2005 crisis

the seminal work of Eaton and Gersovitz (1981) receives renewed attention.

The model is adjusted to fit the features of emerging economies (Aguiar and

Gopinath, 2006; Arellano, 2008).

Latin America’s experiences with recurrent and new financial crises have

contributed to the development of theoretical models of currency and sove-

reign debt crises. That makes this region such an appealing field for eco-

nomic research, particularly because there is relatively little research, and

more data become available—including on the period that resembles the

current situation most, the first globalization period 1880–1913.



Chapter 3

The Global Financial Crisis

and currency crises in Latin

America∗

3.1 Introduction

In the midst of the Global Financial Crisis, the fall of Lehman Brothers in

September 2008 causes a global panic that affects many emerging economies

including the three largest economies in Latin America: Brazil, Mexico and

Argentina. Latin American currencies depreciate sharply versus the US dol-

lar. In Brazil and Mexico the local currencies quickly depreciate by more

than 40%, and the Argentinian peso gradually depreciates by 20% vis-à-vis

the US dollar (see Figure 3.1). The stock markets plunge with approximately

50%, and the sovereign bond interest rate spread in Argentina quadruple,

while the interest rate spreads double in Mexico and Brazil. Ocampo (2009),

Porzecanski (2009) and Jara et al. (2009) agree that the Global Financial Crisis

has hit Latin America very hard, but that the financial impact has been less

severe.

∗This chapter is an extended version of Boonman, Jacobs and Kuper (2014).
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Figure 3.1. Nominal exchange rates of the Argentinian peso, Brazilian real
and Mexican peso, 2008–2009. Indexed (2008M1 = 100), monthly data.
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Source: International Finance Statistics (IFS) from IMF.

The Global Financial Crisis and its effects on other countries and curren-

cies have been studied extensively, with different findings. Rose and Spiegel

(2011) find that countries with current account surpluses seem to suffer less

from slowdowns. Fratzscher (2009) finds that countries with low foreign re-

serves, weak current account positions and high financial exposure vis-à-vis

the USA experienced larger currency depreciations. Frankel and Saravelos

(2012) select a wide range of variables from the Early Warning System (EWS)

literature and find that international reserves and real exchange rate over-

valuation are the most important leading indicators of the 2008–2009 crisis.

This chapter investigates the experience of the three largest Latin Ame-

rican countries, Brazil, Mexico and Argentina, with currency crises since the

1990s, including the currency crises in the aftermath of the fall of Lehman

Brothers in September 2008. Contrary to other chapters in this dissertation,

we exclude Chile, because the country does not experience currency crises in

the period 1990–2007. We focus on the period since the early 1990s, because

of data availability and because of the structural break with the periods

of hyperinflation, sovereign debt crises and the remains of inward-looking
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economic policies. The implementation of market reforms (the ‘Washing-

ton consensus’), debt restructuring (Brady plans) and successful reforms to

avoid hyperinflation in Argentina (1991) and Brazil (1994) mark the start of

this period—see Section 2.1.

Although the three countries under study have a lot in common for the

1990–2009 period (for example the importance of commodities, large income

disparity, low domestic savings rates and the occurrence of one or more

large financial crises), there are also important differences (for example in

the adoption of market reforms, international trade and finance policies, ex-

change rate regimes, economic performance and political and institutional

changes). Compared to Argentina and Brazil, Mexico has experienced rela-

tively few currency crises in the period under study. We kept Mexico in the

sample, because it provides the opportunity to see how our model performs

in a country with few currency crises. There are also interactions between

the three countries. Argentina and Brazil are important trade partners. And

there is also contagion, such as the Mexican 1994–1995 ‘tequila’ crisis that

affected various emerging markets, in particular Argentina. We estimate the

model and analyze the outcomes for each country independently. In the Dis-

cussion we analyze common characteristics of the estimated Early Warning

System (EWS) models of the three countries.

We model the probability of a currency crisis in an ordered logit model

to account for the severity of currency crises. We distinguish three classes

of currency crises (mild, deep and very deep crises) and tranquil periods

(periods in which no currency crisis took place). We include a large number

of possible crisis indicators, based on all three generation currency crisis

models as described in Chapter 2. We use a static factor model to cope with

the large number of crisis indicators. In that respect our work is related to

Jacobs, Kuper and Lestano (2008), who apply factor analysis to predict the

Asia crisis. We estimate the factor models and the ordered logit models up

to and including 2007, and present forecasts for 2008–2009.

We contribute to the EWS literature in two ways. We combine the static

factor model with the ordered logit model to construct an Early Warning
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System for currency crises that accounts for the severity of the currency

crises. Second, we include a wide range of variables in explaining currency

crises. This allows us to investigate the role of institutional, political, global

and commodity-related indicators, as suggested by Alvarez-Plata and Schroo-

ten (2004). With respect to the former, we follow Acemoglu, Johnson, Robin-

son and Thaicharoen (2002, pages 4–5) in their description of institutions: “A

cluster of social arrangements that include constitutional and social limits

on politicians and elites power, the rule of law, provisions for mediating

social cleavages, strong property rights enforcement, a minimum amount

of equal opportunity and relatively broad-based access to education, etc.

This cluster determines whether agents with investment opportunities will

undertake these investments, whether there will be significant swings in

the political and social environment leading to crises, and whether politi-

cians will be induced to pursue unsustainable policies in order to remain

in power.” Furthermore, Acemoglu et al. (2002) observe that societies with

weak institutions are less able to deal with economic and political shocks.

This inability seems to be related to ‘state failures’ such as civil wars or re-

volutions. Political indicators include absolute majority in the house, poli-

tical orientation of the party in power, degree of polarization, and election

years.

We find that currency crises in Argentina, Brazil and Mexico are pre-

dominantly related to debt, banking and commodity indicators. Including

institutional indicators improves the fit of the model for all countries sig-

nificantly. The relation between institutional indicators and the occurrence

of currency crises fits within the third generation currency crisis models.

In the run-up to the very deep crises in Mexico and Brazil the institutional

conditions improve, which causes widespread optimism and leads to ex-

cessive booms and busts in international lending and asset price bubbles.

The very deep currency crises are accompanied by debt service difficulties.

These events are in line with the boom-bust mechanism for sovereign debt

defaults—as described in Section 2.3.3. The model’s forecasts for Argentina

and Brazil are reasonably good. The model predicts an increased proba-
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bility of a crisis in the fall of 2008, although the predicted severity over-

estimates the actual severity (mild). For Mexico the out-of-sample perfor-

mance is rather poor. The model that includes institutional indicators pre-

dicts a slightly increased probability of a mild crisis. However, in reality a

very deep crisis took place. We explain the poor performance of our mo-

del for Mexico by the low number of crises and by the different conditions

in the run-up to the very deep crises. Mexico experiences only three cur-

rency crises (very deep crises in 1994–1995 and 2008, and a mild crisis in

1998), while Argentina experiences five and Brazil eight currency crises in

this period. The conditions prior to the very deep currency crisis in Mexico

in 1994–1995 are very different than in the run-up to the very deep currency

crisis in 2008, in terms of the exchange rate regime, capital inflows, banking

sector regulations, and debt levels.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. After a review

of financial crises and models, early warning systems and empirical studies

for Latin America in Section 3.2, Section 3.3 discusses our method. The data

are presented in Section 3.4, followed by the empirical results, the analysis of

out-of-sample performance and robustness checks in Section 3.5. We discuss

our results in Section 3.6, and Section 3.7 concludes.

3.2 Literature review

3.2.1 Early Warning Systems

Early Warning Systems (EWSs) are models that issue signals or warnings

well ahead of a potential financial crisis. The dozens of EWSs that have been

developed differ widely in the definition of a currency crisis, the period of

estimation, data frequency, the countries included, the inclusion of indica-

tors, the forecast horizon, and the statistical or econometric methods used.

For extensive overviews see Kaminsky et al. (1998) or Abiad (2003). Most

studies use binary methods (logit or probit), the signals approach, Ordinary

Least Squares, Markov Switching models, binary recursive trees, contingent

claims analysis, or a combination of these methods.
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The typical EWS is applied to a large number of emerging countries in

order to obtain a sufficient number of crisis observations. This approach

has received criticism. To quote Abiad (2003, page 45): ‘The one-size-fits-all,

panel data approach used in estimating most Early Warning Systems might

be one of the causes of their only moderate success’. Kaminsky (2006) con-

firms this. Beckmann, Menkhoff and Sawischlewski (2006) suggest that dif-

ferences between geographical regions justify a regional approach. A grow-

ing number of studies focuses on a geographic region—particularly South

East Asia, Central Europe and Latin America. Even within a region distinc-

tions can be made. Van den Berg, Candelon and Urbain (2008) construct

country clusters for six Latin American countries. In their study for the

period 1985-2004, Argentina, Brazil and Peru are grouped into one cluster

because of similar inflation patterns, while Mexico, Uruguay and Venezuela

are grouped in the other cluster, due to important privatizations in the early

1990s.

3.2.2 Early Warning Systems: applications for Latin America

Latin American countries—particularly Argentina, Brazil and Mexico—have

been included in EWSs applied to emerging economies from all over the

world. With its rich history of financial crises (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2009),

empirical research on the region or even one country has surged since the

late 1990s. Kamin and Babson (1999) construct an EWS to predict currency

crises for a pooled data set of six Latin American countries for the period

1981–1998. They use a binomial probit model to identify the deeper causes

of Latin America’s volatility of nominal exchange rates. They find that do-

mestic policy and economic imbalances are more related with currency crises

than exogenous external shocks such as an increase in international real in-

terest rates, a recession in developed countries, or a decrease in commodity

prices. Herrera and Garcia (1999) construct an EWS that contains the real

effective exchange rate, domestic credit growth in real terms, the ratio of M2

to international reserves, inflation and a stock market index in real terms as

regressors. They apply their model to eight Latin American countries. They
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acknowledge that including external interest rates, commodity prices and

the state of the real economy will probably improve the performance, but

that this will add to the complexity of the model. They suggest the use of

factor models.

Argentina’s long history of currency crises and other financial crises is

analyzed in various studies. Kaminsky, Mati and Choueiri (2009) use a Vec-

tor Autoregression (VAR) model to quantify the role of domestic and ex-

ternal shocks in currency crises. They analyze Argentina’s currency crises

from 1970 to 2001 and find that the crises have different causes. In some

crises domestic fundamentals matter, in particular inconsistent monetary

and exchange rate policies. Typically these policies are accompanied by hy-

perinflation, confiscations of bank deposits, and price and wage controls,

which cause uncertainty and risk aversion of households and foreign in-

vestors. In other crises monetary tightening in industrial countries is the key

variable: the resulting capital flow reversals lead to currency crises. Conta-

gion also plays a role in some crises in the 1990s. Cerro and Iajya (2009)

analyze Argentina’s crises from 1862 to 2004. They use different techniques

and a set of institutional and macroeconomic variables. They find that insti-

tutions and their volatility are key indicators for currency crises. Alvarez-

Plata and Schrooten (2004) apply the signal approach of Kaminsky et al.

(1998) and find that the Argentinian currency crisis of 2002 could not have

been foreseen by the leading indicators. They suggest that in future research

institutional indicators such as political turbulence and corruption should

be included.

Another crisis that has been researched extensively is the Mexican ‘tequila’

crisis of 1994–1995. Sachs, Tornell and Velasco (1996) focus on contagion.

Some countries were hit and others not. They find that countries with high

real exchange rates, low reserves and a lending boom are hit by the con-

tagion. Beziz and Petit (1997) study the use of real-time data on predicting

the crisis. They find that the 1994 crisis could well have been foreseen with

information available before the crisis. They use the composite leading indi-

cator which was constructed by the OECD in 1996 and consists of financial
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series (total industrial production in USA, total imports from USA, share

prices, real effective exchange rate and CPP), business surveys (production

and employment tendencies) and employment in manufacturing.

Our work builds upon previous empirical research on Latin America. In

line with a suggestion of Herrera and Garcia (1999) we use factor models.

With the factor model we have no restriction on the number of variables

that we include. Our choice to include a wide range of variables instead

of preselecting explanatory variables is inspired by Kaminsky et al. (2009),

who find that the currency crises in Argentina from 1970 to 2001 have dif-

ferent causes; some are related to weak domestic fundamentals and others

to external factors.

3.3 Methodology

We first apply factor analysis to extract the factors from a large set of indica-

tors, use the estimated factors as regressors in the ordered logit model, with

a crisis dummy as dependent variable, and then compute ex ante forecasts.

Before we turn to these models, we first discuss the crisis dating.

3.3.1 Crisis dating

As explained in Chapter 1, there are various alternative currency crisis de-

finitions. We opt for the speculative pressure approach, because it does not

only take into account actual devaluation or depreciation of the currency,

but also includes periods of great stress of the exchange rate. This approach

is considered better than the successful attack approach, because it works

well under both fixed and floating exchange rate regimes (Frankel and Sara-

velos, 2010). We follow the Exchange Market Pressure Index (EMPI) of Kam-

insky and Reinhart (1999) and Kaminsky (2006) defined as the weighted

average of exchange rate changes and reserve changes, with weights such

that the two components of the index have equal conditional volatilities (see

Appendix A). Kaminsky and Reinhart (1999) identify a crisis when the ob-

servation exceeds the mean by more than three standard deviations. We use
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this criterion to identify very deep crises. Similar to Cerro and Iajya (2009)

we extend the crisis definition by introducing deep crises (which we define

as two adjacent months exceeding between 2 and 3 times the standard de-

viation) and mild crises (which we define as two adjacent months exceed-

ing between 1 and 2 times the standard deviation). The ordinal variable that

indicates crises periods is constructed as follows: the value 0 indicates no

crisis period, the value 1 is assigned to mild crises, 2 to deep crises and 3 to

very deep crises. As is common in EWSs of currency crises, we assign the

same dummy variable value for the run-up period to the crisis. Kaminsky

et al. (1998) use a run-up period of 24 months with the argument that for

policy makers the run-up period should be sufficiently long to be able to

implement policies to avoid a crisis. Eichengreen et al. (1995) use a window

of 2 quarters. Here we choose three different run-up periods: 6, 12 and 24

months preceding the onset of a crisis. If depths of crises overlap we assign

the highest ordinal number to that crisis.

3.3.2 Factor models

In factor models an observable set of N variables is expressed as the sum

of r common components (factors) and the idiosyncratic component. The

primary reason for the popularity of factor models is that one can include a

large number of variables and let the model reduce this into a much smal-

ler number of factors (N >> r). This is a desirable feature since more and

more data become available for policy makers and researchers at a more

disaggregated level. The drawback of using factor models is the difficulty to

interpret the results.

Within the static factor models we can distinguish exact and approxi-

mate models. When the factors and the idiosyncratic components are uncor-

related and i.i.d., then the model is static, exact, or strict. Exact factor models

can be consistently estimated by maximum likelihood. However the restric-

tions on the model are often not met in empirical applications. When the

number of variables goes to infinity, the correlation restrictions of the exact

factor model can be relaxed and one can use the approximate factor model.
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In the static, approximate factor model the idiosyncratic components are

(weakly) correlated, which covers cross-correlation and heteroskedasticity

between the idiosyncratic errors and correlation between the common com-

ponents and the idiosyncratic components (Barhoumi, Darn and Ferrara,

2010).

We confine ourselves to a static factor model. In future research we will

use a dynamic factor model, in which the factors enter with leads and lags.

In theory the dynamic factor model should be superior, but empirical re-

search (Barhoumi et al., 2010) has found that it is not necessarily better.

The static factor model

The static factor model has the following form:

Xt = ΛFt + ut, (3.1)

where Xt is an N× 1 vector of the indicators in period t, with t = 1, 2, ..., T. Λ

is an N× r matrix of factor loadings, Ft is an r× 1 vector of factors in period

t and r is the number of factors. ut is an N × 1 vector with idiosyncratic

terms in period t. When these idiosyncratic terms are i.i.d. and uncorrelated

with the factors, then the static factor model is exact. When the idiosyn-

cratic terms are (weakly) correlated with the factors, then (3.1) becomes an

approximate static factor model.

The principal components method can be used to estimate the factors.

The principal components of Xt are the factors:

Ft = S′Xt (3.2)

where the factor estimates Ft are the first r principal components of Xt, and

S is an N × r matrix with the eigenvectors that correspond to the r largest

eigenvalues.
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Determination of the number of factors

One of the issues in factor analysis is the determination of the optimal num-

ber of factors. Various procedures have been proposed, such as the Bayesian

Information Criterium, the Kaiser Criterium and Cattell’s scree test. With

the large dimensional factor models of recent years many studies have pro-

posed solutions and consistent estimators for the number of factors using

different factor models and distributional assumptions. Here we employ the

criterion of Otter, Jacobs and den Reijer (2014; henceforth OJdR), which is as-

sociated with Onatski’s (2009) test statistic, and related to the scree test. The

criterion looks for the number of eigenvalues for which the difference be-

tween adjacent eigenvalue-eigenvalue number blocks is maximized. The cri-

terion outperforms other criteria including the Edge Distribution estimator

of Onatski (2010), except for large samples (more than 300 variables / obser-

vations).

Interpreting the factors

Using factor models comes at a cost. Determining the economic relevance

of factors and interpreting the factors in a meaningful way is problematic.

Many indicators enter in more than one factor, so focusing on a single factor

only partially explains the full impact of an indicator on the probability of

a crisis, and may even lead to counterintuitive results. We apply two ways

to ‘label’ the factors: (i) contribution of the variable to the factor, which is

obtained by squaring each individual element of the eigenvector, and (ii)

correlations between the factor and the individual indicator as in Breitung

and Eickmeier (2006).

3.3.3 Ordered logit model

As our dependent variable can only take four values (yt = 0: no crisis; yt =

1: mild crisis; yt = 2: deep crisis, and yt = 3: very deep crisis), we employ

an ordered choice model, which extends the binary choice model, allowing
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for a natural ordering in the outcomes y. Then

yt =



0 if y∗t ≤ µ1,

1 if µ1 < y∗t ≤ µ2,

2 if µ2 < y∗t ≤ µ3

3 if µ3 < y∗t ,

(3.3)

where yt is the observed ordinal variable, µi are the thresholds, and y∗t is the

continuous latent variable that is equal to

y∗t = α + Xtβ. (3.4)

The thresholds µi which separate the various outcomes are estimated simul-

taneously with parameters α (intercept) and β (slope).

We use the ordered logit model, because the logistic distribution (logit

model) has wider tails than the normal distribution (probit model). This is

preferable if an event has a very low frequency, as is the case with financial

crises (Manasse et al., 2003).

Most institutional variables that we use have low variation. When there

is limited overlap in the values of (a set of) explanatory variables and the

outcomes of the dependent variable, the regressions yield large estimates

and standard errors. This problem is called quasi-complete separation (Zorn,

2005), and we avoid it in the following way. For each country we estimate

two versions of the ordered logit model. The first uses the factors calcu-

lated from the data set, excluding institutional variables. The second model

adds (a subset of) institutional and political variables to the factors as sepa-

rate regressors. We select the combination of institutional variables that does

not cause quasi-complete separation (using an upper limit in absolute terms

of 1.5 for the estimates corresponding to the—standardized—institutional

variables and the factors), and yield the highest adjusted pseudo R2. The

choice for the upper limit in absolute terms of 1.5 is an ad hoc decision. We

have performed the analysis for lower and higher upper limits. With a lower
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upper limit we find that very few institutional indicators can be included,

and with a higher upper limit the quasi-complete separation problem causes

that forecasts become rather extreme, because of the relative large estimates

of the coefficients.

3.3.4 Ex ante forecasts

The models are estimated using data up to and including 2007, and we

test the out-of-sample performance of the estimated models for the period

2008M1–2009M12. We forecast the probabilities of a mild, deep and very

deep crisis with our ordered logit model. We use realized monthly data

for the indicators for the years 2008 and 2009, and extrapolate the factors

without re-estimating the loadings of the static factor model.

We use the quadratic probability score (QPS) proposed by Diebold and

Rudebusch (1989) to evaluate the out-of-sample forecasts. This measure in-

dicates how close, on average, the predicted probabilities Pt and the ob-

served realizations Zt are. The QPS is given by

QPS =
1
T

T

∑
t=1

2(Pt − Zt)
2 (3.5)

The QPS achieves a strict minimum under the truthful revelation probabi-

lities by the forecaster. In addition, QPS is the unique proper scoring rule

that is a function only of the discrepancy between realizations and assessed

probabilities. The QPS ranges from 0 to 2, with a score of 0 corresponding

to perfect accuracy if the estimated probability is 1 (0) and a crisis does (not)

occur for all t. A score of 2 shows that the model indicates a perfect false sig-

nal in which the estimated probability is 0 (1) and a crisis does (not) occur

for all t.

3.4 Data description

Our sample starts in the early 1990s, after the effects of spillovers of the

1980s Latin American debt crisis faded out. The analysis for Argentina starts
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after the introduction of the Convertibility Plan (April 1991) and for Brazil

after the introduction of the Real Plan (July 1994), which both can be re-

garded as a structural break with the hyperinflation periods. Mexico did

not experience any period of hyperinflation in the 1990s, so our series start

in January 1990.

As explained above, we distinguish mild, deep and very deep crises.

Figures 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 show that very deep crises are rare; each of the coun-

tries under investigation experienced only a few very deep crises: Argen-

tina (January 2002), Brazil (January 1999) and Mexico (December 1994 and

October 2008). We split the sample into two periods: the period until and

including December 2007 is used to estimate the models, and the period

January 2008 until and including December 2009 is used to forecast cur-

rency crises out-of-sample. We estimate the Exchange Market Pressure In-

dex (EMPI) based on the period up to December 2007, and extend this to

December 2009. For the weights we use the standard deviations from the

period up to and including December 2007.

In the text we only show the results for models with a run-up period of

12 months for the crises. The run-up period is used since we are interested

in an early warning system, so we want to detect a currency crisis before

it actually occurs. Additionally, the run-up period functions as a window

exclusion period, such that a crisis that takes place within 12 months after a

prior crisis is not considered a separate crisis, but a continuation of the prior

crisis. We use two alternative run-up periods as a robustness check, a model

with a shorter run-up period (6 months) and a model with a longer run-up

period (24 months).

For the explanatory variables we select the ‘usual suspects’ (the common

macroeconomic and financial variables), institutional variables, commodity-

related and global indicators. Some data limitations exist. Not all time series

are sufficiently long which limits the selection of explanatory variables. The

quality of some of Argentina’s national statistics after 2007 is doubtful (The

Economist, 2012). For a complete overview of the explanatory variables used,

including definitions, transformations, and sources we refer to Appendix C.
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Figure 3.2. Currency crisis episodes for Argentina for the period 1991–2009
(monthly data), with a 12 months run-up period for each crisis. The red
dots correspond to the months of the currency crisis. The black line in-
cludes a 12 months run-up period for each crisis.
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Source: Own calculations, with underlying data from IFS.

The selected indicators can be classified into separate categories:

• 13 external economic indicators, among which the deviation from real

exchange rate trend, exchange rate volatility, growth of exports, im-

ports and foreign reserves, net portfolio investments and foreign di-

rect investments.

• 19 domestic economic indicators, among which the domestic real in-

terest rate, inflation, M2 multiplier, industrial production, a share mar-

ket index return.

• 14 institutional indicators, among which Herfindahl indices, politi-

cal stability, corruption, investment profile, internal conflict, election

years.

• 10 debt indicators, among which total debt, short term debt, debt ser-

vice, arrears.
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Figure 3.3. Currency crisis episodes for Brazil for the period 1994–2009
(monthly data), with a 12 months run-up period for each crisis. The red
dots correspond to the months of the currency crisis. The black line in-
cludes a 12 months run-up period for each crisis.
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Source: Own calculations, with underlying data from IFS.

• 14 banking sector indicators, among which credit to public sector, credit

to private sector, Return On Equity, deposits.

• 5 global and regional indicators, among which world economic growth,

US yield, a contagion dummy.

• 12 commodity related indicators, among which prices of oil, metals,

agricultural products, exports and imports of fuel, agricultural products,

food and metals as percentage of GDP.

The series have been tested for non-stationarity (using Augmented Dickey-

Fuller tests) and visually inspected for seasonal effects. Where necessary a

transformation is made to render them stationary. To deal with mixed fre-

quencies in series, we apply simple quadratic interpolations. All series are

normalized, i.e. demeaned and divided by its sample standard deviation.
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Figure 3.4. Currency crisis episodes for Mexico for the period 1990–2009
(monthly data), with a 12 months run-up period for each crisis. The red
dots correspond to the months of the currency crisis. The black line in-
cludes a 12 months run-up period for each crisis.
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Source: Own calculations, with underlying data from IFS.

3.5 Empirical results

We estimate the ordered logit model for Argentina, Brazil and Mexico for

the period up to and including 2007 using monthly data. In this section we

discuss both the factor model outcomes, and the estimation results for the

ordered logit models. We treat institutional variables in a special way, be-

cause these cause quasi-complete separation due to their low variation. We

construct two models, one with only factors and one in which a subset of the

institutional variables is added to the factors in the ordered logit model. The

extended model allows us to test whether the institutional variables contain

additional information that is significant for currency crisis periods.

3.5.1 Regressions

The OJdR criterion suggests 10 factors for Argentina. Based on correlations

and contributions to the factor (see tables D.1 and D.2 in Appendix D) we

label the factors in the following way. Factor 1 is labeled a combined bank
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and commodities factor, since the 12 commodity-related variables (out of 73

variables in total, or 16.4%) contribute 24.5% to the factor and the 22 bank-

related variables (30.1%) contribute 36.7% to the factor. Factor 3 is labeled

a global factor, since the three strongest correlated variables are changes in

the U.S. 3 months 3 Treasury-bill interest rates, world real GDP growth and

changes in the price of metal, established in the world commodity markets.

The four global variables (out of 73 variables in total, or 5.5%) contribute

18.3% to the factor. Factors 4, 9 and 10 are labeled debt factors. For factor 4

the debt service payments as a percentage of foreign reserves is the variable

that contributes more than any other variable (12.5%). The ten debt-related

variables (out of 73 variables in total, or 13.7%) contribute 26.9% to the factor.

For factor 9 the reduction of total debt and the change in ratio of foreign

reserves to debt contribute most, 11.1% and 8.9% respectively. The ten debt-

related variables contribute 31.1% to the factor. For factor 10 the long term

public and publicly guaranteed debt as a percentage of total debt contri-

butes more than any other variable (25.0%). The ten debt-related variables

contribute 36.5% to the factor. Factor 5 is labeled a banking factor, with a

total contribution of 47.4% to the factor, and the three variables with highest

correlation to the factor being bank-related variables. Factor 6 is labeled an

external economic factor, with change in import cover and M2 as a percent-

age of foreign reserves contributing 11.2% and 9.6% respectively. The total

contribution of twelve external economic variables to the factor is 34.2%.

Factors 2, 7 and 8 do not have a clear profile.

In Table 3.1 we present estimation results for (1) the model with only

static factors, and (2) the model with both static factors and a combina-

tion of institutional variables. Interpreting the results is not straightforward,

but by combining the estimation results with the labels that we assigned to

the factors, we can identify which categories are most related to currency

crises in Argentina. For the model with static factors only (second and third

columns in Table 3.1), the significant factors are primarily debt factors (4, 9

and 10), followed by a banking factor (factor 5) and a global factor (factor 3).

For the model with static factors and institutional variables (last two
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Table 3.1. Ordered logit estimation results for Argentina 1991M5–2007M12,
with a 12 months run-up period.

Dependent variable: currency crisis dummy
(1) Without institutional (2) Including institutional

indicators indicators
Variable coef- standard coef- standard

ficient error ficient error
SF1 -0.130* 0.075 -0.269** 0.121
SF2 -0.327*** 0.078 -0.406*** 0.114
SF3 0.249** 0.116 0.341** 0.174
SF4 0.336*** 0.115 0.215** 0.104
SF5 -0.861*** 0.162 -1.252*** 0.247
SF6 0.223 0.145 0.064 0.183
SF7 0.650*** 0.141 0.847*** 0.193
SF8 0.288* 0.169 0.167 0.219
SF9 -0.514*** 0.151 -0.376** 0.183
SF10 0.459*** 0.166 0.234 0.271
∆ INTCONFL 1.074*** 0.235
∆ LAWORD 0.542 0.380
ELECLEGYR 1.048** 0.530
Pseudo R2 = 0.390 0.472
Adj Pseudo R2 = 0.344 0.411

Notes:
∗: significant at 10%, ∗∗: significant at 5%, and ∗ ∗ ∗: significant at 1%;
Explanations of the symbols used:

• SF1: Static Factor 1, SF2: Static Factor 2, et cetera;

• ∆ INTCONFL: Change in internal conflict dummy variable;

• ∆ LAWORD: Change in the law and order dummy variable;

• ELECLEGYR: Dummy variable that is 1 if there is an election year for the legislative
power and 0 otherwise.

Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation for the ordered logit regression model;
Adjusted Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation, adjusted for the degrees of freedom as a
consequence of including more explanatory variables.
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columns in Table 3.1), the significant factors are two debt factors (4 and 9),

followed by a banking factor (factor 5), a global factor (factor 3), and a com-

bined commodities and banking factor (factor 1).

Including institutional indicators improves the adjusted pseudo R2. The

Wald test (F-value is 7.557 and the p-value is 0.000) shows that the included

institutional variables contribute to explaining the currency crises in Argen-

tina. A lower level of internal conflict and an election year (for legislative

power) are associated with deeper currency crises. The first seems counter-

intuitive. The latter can be explained by the political economy theory that

shows that governments prefer to postpone painful decisions (including the

devaluation of an overvalued currency), and a new government may see no

way out then to devalue.

For Brazil the OJdR criterion suggests 8 factors, which are labeled as fol-

lows: Factor 1 is labeled as a debt factor, factor 2 a combined bank and debt

factor, factor 4 a combined global and bank factor, factor 5 a commodities

factor, factor 7 a combined global and external economic factor, and factor 8

is labeled as a bank factor. Factors 3 and 6 are not dominated clearly by any

category (see tables D.3 and D.4 in Appendix D).

We see from the last two columns in Table 3.2 that the significant factors

consist of debt (factors 1 and 2), banking (factors 2 and 8), commodities

(factor 5), external economy and global indicators (factor 7). Including in-

stitutional indicators improves the adjusted pseudo R2, which is confirmed

by the Wald test (F-value is 13.305 and the p-value is 0.000). Bureaucratic

quality represents the institutional strength and quality of the bureaucracy

as a shock absorber that tends to minimize revisions of policy when govern-

ments change. In our model an increase or improvement in bureaucratic

quality is associated with no or milder crises, which seems plausible. The

other institutional variable is a scale for law and order conditions, which

reflects the strength and impartiality of the legal system and the popular

observance of the law. In our model an increase or improvement in law and

order is associated with deeper currency crises, which seems at odds with

intuition.
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Table 3.2. Ordered logit estimation results for Brazil 1994M8–2007M12, with
a 12 months run-up period.

Dependent variable: currency crisis dummy
(1) Without institutional (2) Including institutional

indicators indicators
Variable coef- standard coef- standard

ficient error ficient error
SF1 0.209*** 0.044 0.243*** 0.049
SF2 -0.342*** 0.063 -0.318*** 0.079
SF3 0.059 0.056 0.168*** 0.064
SF4 -0.191** 0.076 -0.048 0.081
SF5 -0.574*** 0.101 -0.627*** 0.108
SF6 0.182** 0.090 -0.085 0.111
SF7 0.211** 0.094 0.589*** 0.125
SF8 0.366*** 0.116 0.433*** 0.127
∆ BURQUAL -1.441*** 0.319
∆ LAWORD 1.336*** 0.293
Pseudo R2 = 0.257 0.333
Adj Pseudo R2 = 0.221 0.287

Notes:
∗: significant at 10%, ∗∗: significant at 5%, and ∗ ∗ ∗: significant at 1%;
Explanations of the symbols used:

• SF1: Static Factor 1, SF2: Static Factor 2, et cetera;

• ∆ BURQUAL: Change in the bureaucratic quality dummy variable;

• ∆ LAWORD: Change in the law and order dummy variable;

Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation for the ordered logit regression model;
Adjusted Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation, adjusted for the degrees of freedom as a
consequence of including more explanatory variables.
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Mexico has 6 factors according to the OJdR criterion. We label factor 1

as a combined commodities and bank factor, factors 2 and 6 as debt factors,

factor 3 as a combined external economic and bank factor and factor 4 as a

global factor. Factor 5 does not receive a label since there is no dominance

of any category (see tables D.5 and D.6 in Appendix D). Combining the es-

timation results from the model with both factors and institutional variables

(last two columns in Table 3.3) with the labels that we assigned to the factors,

we see that bank indicators (factors 1 and 3), debt indicators (factor 2), and

to a lesser extent commodities (factor 1) and external economic indicators

(factor 3) are associated with currency crises. Institutional indicators con-

tribute significantly to the explanation of currency crises in Mexico: their

inclusion increases the adjusted pseudo R2 and the Wald test has an F-value

is 4.301 and the p-value is 0.001. An increase (or improvement) in bureau-

cratic quality and investment profile is associated with deeper crises, which

seems counter-intuitive.

We conclude that currency crises in Argentina, Brazil and Mexico are as-

sociated with debt, banking and commodities indicators. Furthermore, cur-

rency crises in Argentina and Brazil are related with global indicators, and

currency crises in Brazil and Mexico are related with external economy in-

dicators. In both Argentina and Mexico the election year for the legislative

power is significant. All models improve when institutional variables are in-

cluded. Various institutional indicators have a counterintuitive relation with

currency crises, which we will discuss in Section 3.6.

3.5.2 Forecast performance

In this section we investigate the out-of-sample performance in the period

2008M1–2009M12 of the estimated models. In the text we will focus on the

model with the 12 months run-up period, and in section 3.5.3 we discuss the

performance of the models with a 6 and 24 months run-up period.
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Table 3.3. Ordered logit estimation results for Mexico 1990M1–2007M12,
with a 12 months run-up period.

Dependent variable: currency crisis dummy
(1) Without institutional (2) Including institutional

indicators indicators
Variable coef- standard coef- standard

ficient error ficient error
SF1 -0.147** 0.059 -0.193*** 0.069
SF2 0.281*** 0.079 0.278** 0.110
SF3 0.682*** 0.095 1.201*** 0.204
SF4 -0.080 0.113 0.065 0.123
SF5 0.508*** 0.112 -0.159 0.211
SF6 -0.078 0.137 0.055 0.190
∆ BURQUAL 0.724** 0.338
∆ CORRUPT 0.355 0.351
∆ INVPROF 1.340** 0.682
∆ LAWORD 0.142 0.417
ELECLEGYR 1.193* 0.617
Pseudo R2 0.388 0.493
Adj. Pseudo R2 0.358 0.435

Notes:
∗: significant at the 10% level, ∗∗: significant at the 5% level, and ∗ ∗ ∗: significant at the 1%
level;
Explanations of the symbols used:

• SF1: Static Factor 1, SF2: Static Factor 2, et cetera;

• ∆ BURQUAL: Change in the bureaucratic quality dummy variable;

• ∆ CORRUPT: Change in the corruption dummy variable;

• ∆ INVPROF: Change in the investment profile dummy variable;

• ∆ LAWORD: Change in the law and order dummy variable;

• ELECLEGYR: Dummy variable that is 1 if there is an election year for the legislative
power and 0 otherwise.

Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation for the ordered logit regression model;
Adjusted Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation, adjusted for the degrees of freedom as a
consequence of including more explanatory variables.
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The out-of-sample performance of our EWS model for Argentina is shown

in Figure 3.5. The probability of no crisis decreases steadily since the begin-

ning of 2008. In September 2008, the month of the Lehman Brothers event,

the probability of no crisis is less than 50%, while the probability of a mild

crisis is approximately 25%. In 2009 the probability of no crisis continues to

decline and is close to zero by the end of 2009. The probability of a deep

crisis continues to increase and is highest of the three severity classes in

2009. Forecasts with the model with factors only performs very similar to

the forecasts of the model with factors and institutional indicators.

Figure 3.6 shows the out-of-sample performance of our EWS model for

Brazil. The graph shows a modest increase in the probability of a crisis in

the run-up to the mild currency crisis that initiated in September 2008. The

probability of no crisis decreases rapidly after September 2008. In the same

period the probability of a deep crisis rises to reach 70%. In reality a mild

currency crisis occurred. For the out-of-sample period 2008–2009 the model

with factors and institutional indicators (lower panel of Figure 3.6) shows a

more pronounced effect, as the probability of no crisis decreases faster and

the probability of a deep crisis reaches 80%.

Outcomes for Mexico differ substantially from Argentina and Brazil.

Forecasts with our EWS model for the model with factors only (top panel

in Figure 3.7) show virtually no increase in the probability of a crisis. Out-

of-sample performance of our model with both factors and institutional in-

dicators shows a small increase in the probability of a mild crisis in 2009. In

reality a very deep crisis occurred.
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Figure 3.5. Argentina: probability of a crisis for the out-of-sample period,
2008–2009, for the model with a 12 months run-up period. The upper
panel contains the graph with the forecasts of the model with factors
only. The lower panel contains the graph with the forecasts of the model
with factors and a combination of institutional indicators.
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Figure 3.6. Brazil: probability of a crisis for the out-of-sample period, 2008–
2009, for the model with a 12 months run-up period. The upper panel
contains the graph with the forecasts of the model with factors only.
The lower panel contains the graph with the forecasts of the model with
factors and a combination of institutional indicators.
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Figure 3.7. Mexico: probability of a crisis for the out-of-sample period, 2008–
2009, for the model with a 12 months run-up period. The upper panel
contains the graph with the forecasts of the model with factors only.
The lower panel contains the graph with the forecasts of the model with
factors and a combination of institutional indicators.
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Forecast evaluation

We use the Quadratic Probability Score (QPS) to evaluate the probability

of a crisis out-of-sample (2008M1–2009M12) for mild, deep and very deep

crises. In this period Argentina and Brazil faced a mild crisis, while Mexico

experienced a very deep crisis. We show the results in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4. Out-of-sample performance of logit models with 12 months run-
up, using the Quadratic Probability Score (QPS). Mild crises are identi-
fied when the EMPI is 1 to 2 times the standard deviation, deep crises
when the EMPI is 2 to 3 times the standard deviation, and very deep
crises when the EMPI is greater than 3 times the standard deviation.

Severity of crises
Country Mild Deep Very deep

Argentina Factors only 0.651 0.260 0.019
+ Institutional indicators 0.778 0.200 0.022

Brazil Factors only 0.627 0.553 0.035
+ Institutional indicators 0.627 0.606 0.100

Mexico Factors only < 0.001 < 0.001 0.831
+ Institutional indicators 0.010 < 0.001 0.833

Recall that the closer the score statistics in Table 3.4 are to zero, the more

accurate the model predictions are. A value of 2 indicates a perfect false sig-

nal. Our EWS model performs reasonably well for Argentina. The QPS for

the actual crisis severity (mild crisis) is 0.651. With a score closer to zero than

to two, we interpret this as a reasonable, yet not highly accurate model pre-

diction. The scores are much lower for the probabilities of a deep crisis and

a very deep crisis, which means that our model predicts a low probability of

a deep and very deep crisis reasonably well. In Figure 3.5 we observed that

the probability of a currency crisis increases in 2008. Both mild and deep

crises show an increased probability. The outcomes for Brazil are similar to

the outcomes for Argentina. The model performs slightly better for predict-

ing the correct severity of a crisis (mild crisis), as the QPS is lower (0.627),

but it performs worse for identifying a deep and very deep crisis, as the QPS
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are higher than for Argentina (0.553 versus 0.260). When we combine both

the QPS outcomes and Figure 3.6, we can conclude that our EWS does a rea-

sonably well job in indicating a currency crisis, although it indicates a more

severe crisis than actually occurred. Our EWS model does not perform well

for Mexico. It correctly predicts very low values for mild and deep crises,

but the value for very deep crises is fairly high (0.831), which indicates that

our model does not pick up the very deep crisis. In other words, our mo-

del predicts no crisis, which is in sharp contrast with reality (a very deep

crisis). Figure 3.7 confirms that our model predicts a very low probability of

a currency crisis in Mexico.

We conclude that our EWS model performs fairly well out-of-sample for

Argentina and Brazil. Our model picks up the currency crisis in the fall of

2008, but the indication for severity is less accurate. For Mexico our model

does not perform well. A second finding is that including institutional vari-

ables does not improve the forecasts. This is in contrast to our findings of

the in-sample performance of our model, where including institutional in-

dicators improves the performance in terms of a higher adjusted pseudo R2.

We can explain this result by taking a closer look at the pattern of the in-

stitutional variables in the out-of-sample period. For Argentina and Brazil

there is very little variation in the indicators, while for Mexico there is more

variation in the indicators.

3.5.3 Robustness checks

We also perform the analysis for two alternative run-up periods. An Early

Warning System with a run-up period of 12 months may be too short for

the authorities to implement policies to avoid a currency crisis. Therefore

we construct an EWS with a run-up period of 24 months. An Early War-

ning System with a run-up period of 6 months is useful for investors, as this

horizon is long enough to make adjustments to portfolios.

The results for the models with a 6 and 24 months run-up period are

shown in Appendix E and are discussed below. Contrary to findings of

Kaminksy (2006), we find that the model is sensitive for changes in the
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length of the run-up period. The fit of the regression during the in-sample

period differs widely from one run-up period to the other, as shown in Sec-

tion E.1 of Appendix E. Argentina and Mexico have in common that the fit is

better for models with a short run-up period (6 months), and worse for mo-

dels with a long run-up period (24 months). For Brazil the opposite holds:

the model with a 24 months run-up has a better fit than the models with a

12 and 6 months run-up period. For all countries and for all run-up periods

except one (Argentina, run-up period of 6 months), the combination of insti-

tutional indicators improves the fit of the model and the Wald test confirms

the statistical significance of the combination of institutional indicators.

For the forecasted period (2008–2009) the results are more homogeneous,

as shown in Sections E.2 and E.3 of Appendix E. For the three countries the

24 months run-up period leads to the best possible predictions. For Argen-

tina the model with factors only and a 24 months run-up has a good perfor-

mance, with the lowest QPS score (0.502) a sharp increasing probability of a

crisis in the third quarter of 2008. The model does not differentiate well be-

tween the different severity classes. The sharp increase in the possibility of a

currency crisis by the end of 2009 is caused by the continued deterioration of

the economic fundamentals. For Brazil all models, irrespective of the run-up

period, produce an increased probability of a crisis in 2008. The model with

the highest probability of a crisis, and the highest probability of a mild crisis

is the model with a 24 months run-up period. The model with institutional

indicators and factors shows the highest probability of a mild crisis in the

last months of 2008. Also the QPS score is the lowest for this model (0.301).

For Mexico only one model specification shows an increased probability of

a crisis in 2008, the model with institutional indicators and factors, with a 24

months run-up period. This model has the lowest QPS score (0.460). A pos-

sible explanation is that Mexico has variation in the institutional indicators

in the out-of-sample period.
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3.6 Discussion

As mentioned in the Introduction of this chapter, we discuss common char-

acteristics of the three countries’ EWS models in this section. We also discuss

the out-of-sample performance of the model.

Common characteristics in currency crises in Latin America, up to
2007

We find that currency crises in Argentina, Brazil and Mexico are primarily

associated with debt, banking and commodities-related indicators. This can

be explained by looking closer at the very deep currency crises that hit the

countries: the Mexican 1994–1995 crisis, the Brazilian 1998–1999 crisis and

the Argentinian 2001–2002 crisis are accompanied by severe debt servicing

problems. While Mexico and Brazil can avoid a sovereign debt default by

using IMF assistance, Argentina defaults on its sovereign debt. Mexico ex-

periences a banking crisis in 1994–1996, as well as Argentina in 2001–2003.

Brazil’s banking crisis, which started in 1994 ended in 1998 (Laeven and

Valencia, 2012). For all countries commodities-related indicators are asso-

ciated with currency crises.

A second common feature is that a combination of institutional indica-

tors improves the fit of the model for all countries. In most cases the insti-

tutional indicators show a counterintuitive relationship with deeper crises.

A possible explanation can be found in the third generation currency crisis

models, combined with elements from boom-bust and sudden-stop models.

When institutional conditions improve, expectations increase, and invest-

ments increase. This attracts foreign capital and leads to a capital account

surplus, accompanied by a consequent current account deficit. Addition-

ally, the high expectations may lead to overlending and overborrowing, thus

creating a bubble in debt and other asset prices. When the expectations de-

crease, foreign investors withdraw their investments, thus causing a sud-

den stop in capital flows. As a consequence, the pressure on the exchange

rate to depreciate increases. Under a fixed exchange rate regime, as is the
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case for the three very deep currency crises in our sample, the central bank

uses foreign reserves to defend the currency. However, if the pressure on the

exchange rate becomes too big, the central bank will not have enough re-

serves and a devaluation follows. This can trigger debt servicing difficulties

if government and private sector have borrowed in foreign currency. Fur-

thermore, lower expectations affect asset prices and increase interest rates,

which has a negative influence on economic growth and the fiscal budget.

The banking sector becomes fragile as funding costs increase, while the

loan portfolio is affected by bankruptcies. With this scenario, a triple crisis

will unfold. The clearest illustration is the Mexico 1994–1995 financial crisis,

which occurred after the investment boom that followed when the coun-

try privatized state-owned companies and banks, and joined the WTO, the

OECD and the NAFTA. The boom in investments and capital inflows was

partially founded on the moral hazard behavior of investors and banks. Our

findings confirm Kaminsky (2006) who categorizes the Mexican 1994–1995

crisis and the Brazilian 1998–1999 crisis as third generation crises, character-

ized by ‘excessive’ booms and busts in international lending and asset price

bubbles.

Latin America in the period 2008–2009

In the run-up to the crisis in the fall of 2008 the three Latin American coun-

tries experience a period of economic prosperity in the 2002–2007 boom,

featuring large foreign reserves, small sovereign external debt levels, small

fiscal deficits (or even surpluses), and a more flexible exchange rate regime.

Considering the individual countries we observe that Brazil faces a strongly

appreciated currency before the onset of the crisis and an unprecedented

large amount of foreign reserves (Ocampo, 2009). Mexico depends strongly

on the US economy and has a highly regulated financial sector. The Mexi-

can peso appreciates in the summer of 2008. For Argentina key economic

conditions are less favorable, in particular the high and persistent inflation,

which reflects important macroeconomic imbalances (Rojas-Suarez, 2011).

In addition, the central government debt is higher than in the other two
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countries (Ocampo, 2009), as well as the ratio of short-term external debt to

international reserves (Rojas-Suarez, 2011). Political risk increases, because

of its macroeconomic and debt-servicing policies (Porzecansky, 2009), the

anti-globalization policies that it shares with Ecuador and Venezuela (Rojas-

Suarez, 2011), and through government’s decisions such as the nationaliza-

tion of its private pension regime in late 2008.

In the fall of 2008 all three countries experience a currency crisis. The

Mexican peso depreciates strongly and fast. The Brazilian real depreciates in

a similar magnitude as the Mexican peso, but over a longer time span. The

Argentinian peso depreciates less than the other two currencies. According

to our crisis classification the crises in Argentina and Brazil are mild, but in

Mexico the crisis is very deep.

The picture is different for 2009. In Brazil and Mexico the exchange rates

appreciate in 2009—in Brazil the exchange rate falls even below the pre-

crisis level—which makes this crisis more special compared to previous

currency crises. Argentina’s peso does not appreciate. All three countries

are hit by an unusually heavy drop in export earnings between the fourth

quarter of 2008 and the first quarter of 2009. Brazil is hit by a second exog-

enous shock: heavy reversals in capital flows in the fourth quarter of 2008.

Surprisingly, Brazil does not experience a major financial crisis, or even a

worse-than-average deceleration in economic growth (Porzecanski, 2009).

During the crisis Brazil implements both counter-cyclical fiscal and mone-

tary policies (Rojas- Suarez, 2011). Mexico experiences a deep economic con-

traction in 2009, which heavily affects its fiscal revenues. Mexico responds

by pro-cyclical fiscal policy and counter-cyclical monetary policy (Rojas-

Suarez, 2011). In 2009 economic conditions prevent Argentina to undertake

counter-cyclical monetary policy, but it implements counter-cyclical fiscal

policy. Rating agencies downgrade Argentinian government bonds and the

spread surges to even higher values than during the 2002 crisis. The institu-

tional environment does not help to deal with the crisis. The elections sche-

duled for October 2009 are held already in June 2009 in order to deal with

the GFC. However, the outcomes of the elections make things worse for the
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ruling president’s party which loses its majority in parliament.

Does our model predict the currency crisis of 2008?

Our model picks up the currency crises during the GFC in Argentina and

Brazil, although it does not predict the severity well. The five currency crises

in Argentina in the period from 1991 to 2007 are associated with debt, bank-

ing, commodities and global indicators. With its restructuring of the 2001–

2005 debt crisis the debt burden for Argentina is lower than in the previous

decade. Although global indicators are adverse in the out-of-sample period

2008–2009, the country experiences only a mild currency crisis. The seven

currency crises in Brazil that take place in the period 1994–2007 are asso-

ciated with debt, banking, commodities, global and external economy indi-

cators. With the fall in commodity prices and the sudden stop in external

trade, Brazil is affected strongly in the second half of 2008. Although the

depreciation is as high as for the Mexican peso, there are two reasons why

the fall of the Brazilian real is considered a mild crisis in our definition. First

because the depreciation takes place over a relatively longer period, and

second because Brazil has experienced high exchange rate volatility in the

period 1994–2007.

For Mexico our model does not predict a currency crisis, contrary to the

actual situation. Mexico experiences only two currency crises in the period

1990–2007, in 1994 a very deep crisis (with some aftershocks in 1995) and

in 1998 a mild crisis. These crises are associated with debt, banking, com-

modities and external economy indicators. The conditions prior to the very

deep currency crisis in Mexico in 1994 are very different than in the run-up

to the 2008 currency crisis. In the early 1990s a widespread hope surges that

Mexico’s economy would finally speed up, which leads to capital inflows,

increased sovereign debts and an increase in credit offered by a poorly regu-

lated banking sector. Mexico has adopted a fixed exchange rate regime and

allows its currency to strengthen, which reduces export competitiveness and

encourages speculation (Edwards, 2008). When the currency is devalued by

more than 65% in December 1994 and the following months a sudden stop
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occurs, a banking crisis follows, and IMF assistance is needed to avoid a

sovereign debt default. In 2008 Mexico has a flexible exchange rate regime,

low sovereign debt and high foreign reserves, and a sound banking system.

This time the shock is external and leads to a sudden stop in both capital

and trade flows, which affects economic growth heavily, particularly since

its main trading partner (USA) is at the epicenter of the GFC. No banking or

debt crises occur.

3.7 Conclusion

The financial panic that followed the fall of Lehman Brothers in Septem-

ber 2008 affected many countries and regions including Latin America. In

Brazil and Mexico the exchange rates depreciate by more than 40%, the Ar-

gentinian peso depreciates by 20% and financial markets (stocks, bonds) are

hit hard. This chapter investigates the experience of Latin America with cur-

rency crises since the 1990s.

We first determine which indicators are related to past currency crises,

including the run-up to the crises. For that reason we develop an Early

Warning System for currency crises. We develop an EWS consisting of an

ordered logit model, using static factor models to reduce the dimension

of the information set. We find that currency crises are driven by a limi-

ted number of indicator categories. Currency crises in all three countries

are associated with debt, banking and commodities indicators. Addition-

ally, currency crises in Argentina and Brazil are associated with global in-

dicators, currency crises in Brazil and Mexico are associated with external

economy indicators, and currency crises in Argentina and Mexico are asso-

ciated with elections for the legislative power. Including institutional indica-

tors improves the ability of our model to pick up the crises up to 2007. Very

deep crises are associated with an improved institutional climate, which

seems contradictory, but fits in with the third generation currency crisis mo-

dels and the boom-bust model. The optimism of improved institutional con-

ditions leads to excessive lending and inflated asset prices. When expecta-
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tions turn bad, finance flows reverse, interest rates increase and the pressure

on the exchange rate increases, which can trigger a currency crisis.

Secondly, we use our EWS to forecast the probability of currency crises in

2008 and 2009, which is the period in which the GFC hit the region the hard-

est. Our model predicts the currency crises in the fall of 2008 for Argentina

and Brazil, but the predicted crises are more severe than actually occurred.

Our model does not pick up the very deep currency crisis that occurs in

Mexico. We can explain the performance of our model for Mexico with two

arguments. First, Mexico has experienced few currency crises in the period

1990–2007, and second, the situation in the run-up to the very deep currency

crisis in Mexico in 1994–1995 is very different than in 2008, in terms of ex-

change rate regime, overlending and overborrowing, international reserves

levels and financial sector regulations. Contrary to the model’s performance

up to 2007, the forecasts of our model do not improve when institutional

variables are included. This can be explained by the low variability in insti-

tutional variables, particularly for Argentina and Brazil.



Chapter 4

Sovereign Debt Crises in Latin

America: A Market Pressure

Approach∗

4.1 Introduction

In the sovereign debt crisis literature the traditional crisis indicator is a bi-

nary variable to distinguish default (crisis) periods from non-default (non-

crisis) periods—see Section 1.2.3. This indicator is limited, because it only

distinguishes two possible states: default or no default. De Paiva Abreu

(2006) mentions that this zero-one approach does not take into account the

reduction of the original obligations (for instance debt renegotiations). In

reality there is a more subtle range. We present two cases that would not be

captured well in the binary variable. The first example is related to the end

of the default period. In general it takes a long time to renegotiate and re-

structure debt after a default. This process is often depends on political and

legal issues, and does not reflect debt servicing difficulties. It can happen

that a country that is still in default has access to the international capital

markets. The second example is related to the run-up to the default period.

It is possible that a default is unavoidable due to the high debt level and

∗This chapter is based upon Boonman, Jacobs and Kuper (2015).
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increasing interest rates, but the government refuses to default for fear of

electoral losses.

The analysis of sovereign debt defaults (crises) is limited by this binary

crisis indicator. To overcome this limitation we construct a continuous index

for sovereign debt crises. A continuous index has two advantages. First, a

continuous index is more informative. It makes it possible to compare the

relative size of different debt crises, to identify near-default periods, and

to perform for instance Granger causality tests with the business cycle or

economic growth. Second, a sovereign debt crisis index reflects debt servi-

cing difficulties—also if these do not end in a default. We call this sovereign

debt crisis index a market pressure index. The construction of a Debt Market

Pressure Index (DMPI) is our main contribution to the literature.

To construct a continuous index we combine indicators that show dif-

ferent patterns in times of a debt crisis compared to normal times for Ar-

gentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico in the period 1870–2012. These countries

cover roughly 70% of Latin Americas GDP (Aiolfi et al., 2011), and have a

long history of sovereign debt crises.

Our crisis identification procedure is based on the idea underlying the

Exchange Market Pressure Index (EMPI), which was inspired by Girton and

Roper (1977), and used by Eichengreen et al. (1995) to identify currency

crises. The EMPI not only captures significant currency depreciation, but

also periods where the exchange rate is under pressure, and defended by

depleting foreign reserves and/or increasing interest rates. Similarly, we ex-

tend the traditional focus on sovereign debt defaults to sovereign debt crises

by including periods of debt servicing difficulties which puts a pressure on

the market for sovereign debt.

We select indicators that could possibly be related to debt crises. The

selection is based on stylized facts of sovereign debt crises in emerging eco-

nomies and on the theoretical literature on sovereign debt crises, notably

Arellano’s (2008) incarnation of the sovereign default model of Eaton and

Gersovitz (1981), and the sudden-stop model of Calvo (1998, 2003), which

are explained in detail in Section 2.3. Based on the performance as a measure
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for debt servicing difficulties we select the best combination which consists

of the debt-to-GDP ratio, the external interest rate spread and the exports-

to-imports ratio. These three indicators fit well with previous studies. Em-

pirical research on sovereign debt suggests that the debt-to-GDP ratio is

a strong indicator of sovereign defaults in emerging economies (Manasse

and Roubini, 2009; Furceri and Zdzienicki, 2012; Catão and Milesi-Ferretti,

2014). Reinhart and Rogoff (2011) observe that the debt-to-GDP ratio con-

tinues to rise after defaults, as debts increase through accumulated arrears,

and GDP contracts. This debt overhang will remain high until the debt is re-

structured, which is typically defined as the end of the debt default period.

Borensztein and Panizza (2009) observe that credit ratings and external in-

terest rate spreads surge in the first years of a debt default. The current

account typically reverses in times of a debt crisis (Aguiar and Gopinath,

2006; Catão and Milesi-Ferretti, 2014). This also holds for sovereign debt

crises that are related to sudden stops. Agosin and Huaitu (2011) find that

the higher the current account deficit, the higher the probability of a sudden

stop in capital flows. And when capital flows reverse, the current account

deficit decreases.

When the DMPI is used as a crisis index, it has to be combined with

a decision rule—a crisis is signaled when the index exceeds a threshold—

and compared to a benchmark crisis series. For the benchmark we follow

the definition of Manasse et al. (2003), who define sovereign debt crises as

episodes of either an outright default or a near-default. Near-default epi-

sodes are periods of large IMF assistance (access in excess of 100 percent of

quota) to avoid a possible default. Debt defaults are thus a subset of debt

crises. The threshold is determined by the trade-off between missed crises

and false alarms, each having its own cost. We apply the Receiver Operating

Characteristic (ROC) curve to find simultaneously the optimal set of indica-

tors and the value of the threshold. The ROC curve was first developed by

electrical engineers and radar engineers during World War II for detecting

enemy objects in battlefields and was soon introduced to psychology to ac-

count for perceptual detection of stimuli. Recently, the ROC methodology
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has been applied in different fields of economics. Berge and Jordá (2011) ap-

ply ROC curves to evaluate the performance of their business cycle index.

They write that “A major advantage of the ROC curve is that it is not tied to

a specific loss function as it itself is a map of the entire space of trade-offs for

a given classification problem. [ . . . ] The ROC curve can be estimated non-

parametrically and ROC-based summary statistics have large sample Gaus-

sian distributions that make formal inference convenient.” (Berge and Jordá,

2011, page 249). Other applications are Jordá, Schularick and Taylor (2011) to

signal banking crises, and Catão and Milesi-Ferretti (2014) to signal external

debt crises. The latter use a multivariate probit model to determine which in-

dex best signals sovereign debt defaults. Our work is fundamentally differ-

ent since we construct a crisis index that reflects stress on the sovereign debt

position, while they set up an Early Warning System to determine which in-

dicators have the highest predicting power for external debt crises. Also, we

take into account the entire sovereign debt crisis episode while they focus

only on the first year of the external debt crisis. Furthermore, whereas Catão

and Milesi-Ferreti (2014) implicitly assume that missed crises are as costly as

false alarms, the utility function criterion we adopt allows us to choose the

optimal index under different combinations of penalties for missed crises

compared to false alarms. Bussiere and Fratzscher (2006) mention two argu-

ments for the relative importance of missed crises versus false alarms. First,

false alarms are less costly from a welfare perspective than unpredicted or

missed crises. Second, false alarms may have been caused by appropriate

policy initiatives that were taken when the fundamentals were so weak that

a crisis was predicted. The choice for the threshold depends on the perspect-

ive. A policy maker will prefer a lower threshold, hence giving a relatively

large weight to avoid missed alarms, and to accept more false alarms.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 de-

scribes the design of our new crisis index, the weights and the threshold

used. The data are presented in Section 4.3, followed by the results in Sec-

tion 4.4. We apply our crisis index to analyze the relation between sovereign

debt crises and business cycle turning points in a formal way in Section 4.5.
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Section 4.6 concludes.

4.2 Methodology

To build a debt market pressure index (DMPI) we need to select indicators,

weights and thresholds similar to the construction of an exchange market

pressure index for currency crises (cf. Eichengreen et al., 1995) or a money

market pressure index for banking crises (see Von Hagen and Ho, 2007).

4.2.1 Construction of the DMPI

We construct different debt crisis indices, with different combinations of in-

dicators suggested by the literature. All indicators are transformed when

required to avoid non-stationarity, and standardized per country.

We define DMPIi
t as a weighted average of three variables Xi

1,t, Xi
2,t and

Xi
3,t say, with standard deviations σXi

1
, σXi

2
and σXi

3
respectively. Index i refers

to the country (1 = Argentina, 2 = Brazil, 3 = Chile, 4 = Mexico), and t refers

to the observation (t = 1, . . . , T). The standard deviations are calculated for

each variable and for each country separately. For the weights we follow

Eichengreen et al. (1995) by taking inverted standard deviations, such that

all underlying variables contribute equally.

DMPIi
t ≡

Xi
1,t

σXi
1

+
Xi

2,t

σXi
2

+
Xi

3,t

σXi
3

. (4.1)

4.2.2 The DMPI as a crisis index

The DMPI identifies periods with increased pressure on debt servicing. How-

ever, we have no similar benchmark that captures debt servicing difficulties,

only a binary benchmark variable. Therefore, to evaluate the effectiveness of

the continuous index as a crisis index we convert the index into a binary va-

riable such that we can compare our index with a benchmark. If the index

exceeds a pre-established threshold, then a crises is signaled and the value

of 1 is assigned to the binary variable, and zero otherwise. The higher the
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threshold, the less exceedences are to be expected. This will result in less

false alarms (type I error), but also in more missed crises (type II error).

The optimal threshold depends on the relative costs of the two error types.

To determine the optimal threshold we do a grid search and compare the

crisis signals to a published benchmark crisis series. For the grid search it is

important that the interval is big enough to plot a curve from one extreme

(all false alarms, no missed crises) to the other extreme (no false alarms, all

missed crises). For our data this implies the interval of [-2.5; 2.5] in steps of

0.1 times the standard deviation of the DMPI. For each country and each

period the constructed crisis signal dummy is compared with the bench-

mark crisis dummy. For each threshold we construct a contingency table as

in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Contingency table of crisis realizations and signals.

Realization

Index Crisis No crisis

Crisis n1 (TP) n2 (FP)
No crisis n3 (FN) n4 (TN)

Notes:
n1 is the number of observations in which the model signals a crisis that actually took place:
correct crisis signals (TP: True Positive); n2 is the number of observations in which the
model signals a crisis that did not take place: false alarms (FP: False Positive); n3 is the
number of observations in which the model does not signal a crisis that actually took place:
missed crises (FN: False Negative); n4 is the number of observations in which the model
does not signal a crisis that did not take place: correct non-crisis signals (TN: True
Negative).

4.2.3 The ROC curve

In signal detection theory a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve

is a graphical illustration of the performance of a binary classifier system as
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its discrimination threshold is varied. We apply the method to calibrate our

crisis index and the threshold in the decision rule.

The Total Positive Rate (TPR) or R(c) is defined as n1/(n1 + n3), i.e. the

percentage of correct crisis signals relative to the total number of crises. The

TPR depends on the threshold c. A high TPR means that the index picks up

the crises well, while a low TPR implies that the index misses crises. TPR is

also known as the sensitivity or recall rate, the power of the test, or 1 minus

the Type II error.

The other principal statistic is the False Positive Rate (FPR), or r(c), which

is defined as the percentage of false alarms relative to the total number of

non-crisis years: n2/(n2 + n4). FPR equals 1 minus the specificity, or the Type

I error, the size of the test. A high FPR means that the index signals crises

that do not take place, and a low FPR implies that the index correctly does

not signal a lot of crises. In the remainder of this chapter we use R and r to

indicate the Total Positive Rate and the False Positive Rate, respectively.

Figure 4.1 displays a ROC curve for our index. A completely random

guess gives a point along a diagonal line from the left bottom to the top right

corner (the so-called line of no-discrimination). Points above the diagonal

represent good classification results (better than random), points below the

line poor results (worse than random). The perfect classifier system has a

TPR of 1 and a FPR of 0. This means that the index shows 100% sensitivity

(no missed crises) and 100% specificity (no false alarms).

Utility

To determine the combination of indicators and the threshold that gener-

ate the best possible outcome we employ a utility function approach. Al-

ternatives to evaluate the signals of binary variables are the Area under the

Curve, and as a special case the Youden index (Youden, 1950). However,

these methods do not make a distinction between false alarms and missed

crises, because all events have the same weight. We employ the utility func-

tion approach, because the cost of a missed crisis is not necessarily the same

as the cost of a false alarm. This method was first introduced by Peirce in
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Figure 4.1. Illustration of the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.
r is a measure for the false alarms, where a higher value represents more
false alarms. R is a measure for missed crises, where a higher value re-
presents less missed crises.
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1884 (Baker and Kramer, 2007). After assigning utility values we calculate

the overall utility of the classification

U(r) = U11R(r)π + U01(1− R(r))π + U10r(1− π) + U00(1− r)(1− π)(4.2)

where Uij is the utility associated with signal i, given the true state j; U11 is

the utility of a correctly signaled crisis; U01 is the utility of a missed crisis;

U10 is the utility of a false alarm; and U00 is the utility of a correctly signaled

non-crisis episode; and π is the unconditional probability of observing a

crisis. R is not independent from r and vice versa. In ROC curves, it is more

convenient to view R as a function from r, which is written as R(r) (Baker

and Kramer, 2007).

The utility is maximized by taking the first derivative of the utility func-
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tion with respect to r, the false positive rate. After rearranging we obtain

s =
dR(r)

dr
=

U00 −U10

U11 −U01

1− π

π
. (4.3)

So, the optimum is the point where the slope of the ROC curve equals the

expected marginal rate of substitution between the net utility of accurate

non-crisis and crisis signals. If the ROC curve is continuous and concave,

the optimum is the point where the slope of the ROC curve equals s (Baker

and Kramer, 2007).

If the loss-to-profit ratio (U00−U10)/(U11−U01) is large or the outcome

rare (π small), the slope will be steep and the optimal operating point will

occur at a small value of FPR. This is the case when false alarms are re-

latively ‘expensive’ compared to missed crises. If the loss-to-profit ratio is

smaller or the outcome is more common, the slope will be less steep and

the optimal operating point will occur at a larger FPR value. This is the case

when missed crises are relatively ‘expensive’ compared to false alarms.

In order to determine the optimal set of indicators and the threshold we

assign values to the utilities Uij of signal i given the true state j in Equa-

tion (4.2). We use U11 = 1, U00 = 1, U10 = −1, and apply a range of

−1,−2,−3, . . . ,−10 for U01 . The motivation behind this non-symmetric

treatment is that we assume that missed crises are more costly than false

alarms. The costs of a false alarm are the costs of taking preventive actions,

the risk of a self-fulfilling prophecy and the loss of trust in the policy makers

when false alarms become frequent. However, policy makers and practition-

ers will prefer to be ‘safe than sorry’. For them missed crises are far more

important than false alarms. Jing, De Haan, Jacobs and Yang (2015) consider

the cost of missed banking crises with a factor 5 or 10 higher than the cost

of false alarms for banking crises. The more negative U01, the more a missed

crisis is penalized compared to false alarms.
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4.3 Data description

We use an unbalanced panel consisting of four large Latin American eco-

nomies (Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico) for the period 1870 (for Mexico

the starting year is 1895), up to and including 2012. Based on stylized facts

and theoretical models of sovereign debt crises in emerging economies, as

well as data availability, we select the following variables as potential crisis

indicators: total (external and domestic) central government debt as a per-

centage of GDP (from Reinhart and Rogoff, 2011), external interest rate spread,

inflation, changes in government expenditure, fiscal budget, domestic nom-

inal interest rate, terms of trade, and the ratio of exports to imports (all from

Aiolfi et al., 2011), and polity2, a dummy variable that captures the political

system on a scale of +10 (full democracy) to -10 (autocracy) drawn from

Polity IV, Center for Systemic Peace. We updated data from Aiolfi et al.

(2011) from 2005 to 2012. All series are standardized as mentioned above.

Appendix F contains further details on definitions and sources.

The external spread series is incomplete, with missing observations for

Argentina 1961–1992, Chile 1957–1999, Mexico 1895–1995. We replace miss-

ing data by inflation as suggested by Manasse and Roubini (2009) and Rein-

hart and Rogoff (2009) especially for emerging markets. Visual inspection of

the combined series (standardized external spread and standardized infla-

tion) shows no signs of structural breaks. Correlation coefficients between

inflation and external spread in years that both series are available are equal

to 0.85 for Mexico (1996–2012), 0.65 for Argentina (1993–2012) and 0.33 for

Chile (1870–1956). The debt-to-GDP ratio is based on total gross central go-

vernment debt, which consists of both external and domestic debt.

To determine the accuracy of the DMPI we compare the crisis signals

with reported benchmark crisis dummies that consist of the debt defaults

according to Standard and Poor’s, as reported in Borensztein and Panizza

(2009), complemented with IMF large financial assistance packages (Ma-

nasse and Roubini, 2009) (see column (3) in Table 4.2). Following Reinhart

and Rogoff (2009) we use an exclusion window of two years, which implies
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that debt crises with two years intervals or shorter are considered the same

crisis.

Table 4.2. Sovereign debt crisis episodes for Argentina, Brazil, Chile and
Mexico, 1870–2012. The last column combines the sovereign debt de-
faults with the years of IMF financial assistance. We use a window ex-
clusion period of 2 years.

Standard & Poor’s
(Borensztein and Pan-
izza, 2009)

Manasse and Roubini
(2009)

Combined

Sovereign debt defaults IMF financial assis-
tance

Sovereign debt crises

Argentina 1890-1893, 1982-1993,
2001-2005

1995 1890-1893, 1982-1995,
2001-2005

Brazil 1898-1901, 1902-1910,
1914-1919, 1931-1933,
1937-1943, 1983-1994

1998-1999, 2001-2002 1898-1910, 1914-1919,
1931-1933, 1937-1943,
1983-1994, 1998-2002

Chile 1880-1883, 1931-1947,
1983-1990

- 1880-1883, 1931-1947,
1983-1990

Mexico 1866-1885, 1914-1922,
1928-1942, 1982-1990

1995 1914-1922, 1928-1942,
1982-1990, 1995

4.4 Empirical results

Based on the theoretical models, we select the debt-to-GDP as the indicator

that has to be included. Then, we try all possible combinations with two

or more indicators, and find that the optimal set of indicators consists of

the debt-to-GDP ratio, the external interest spread and the ratio of exports

to imports. This combination yields the highest utility scores for different

values of the cost of a missed crisis (the only parameter that is allowed to

vary). The second best combination consists of two variables, the debt-to-

GDP ratio and the ratio of exports and imports.

The selected indicators are in line with the sovereign debt default model

of Arellano (2008). A high debt-to-GDP ratio makes a country vulnerable
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to debt crises, because the probability of a debt crisis increases. The high

probability causes external spreads to increase, and when a crisis unfolds

the current account deficit reduces sharply. The crisis can also be caused by

a sudden stop in capital inflows (Calvo, 2003). Government expenditures,

the fiscal budget, the terms of trade, and (changes in) the political system do

not contribute to a higher utility.

Figure 4.2. DMPI and benchmark debt crisis periods for Argentina, Brazil,
Chile and Mexico, 1870–2012. DMPI: solid line; benchmark debt crisis
periods: shaded areas. The benchmark for debt crises is the combina-
tion of defaults as reported by Standard and Poor’s (Borensztein and
Panizza, 2009) and IMF assistance as reported by Manasse and Roubini
(2009), with a window exclusion period of 2 years—as shown in the last
column of Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 shows the DMPI and the benchmark crisis periods for the four

Latin American countries. A peak in the DMPI implies increased pressure

on debt servicing. We can see that our debt crisis index peaks at the time

of the debt crises, except for the Mexican debt crisis in the 1930s. We also

observe that our index has peaks that are not associated with debt crises,
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such as for the revolutionary reforms during Peronist era in Argentina in

the 1940s and for Chile in the 1970s (high inflation and political turmoil).

Figure 4.3 shows the utility values for different values of the partial uti-

lity indicator U01. With a low threshold (the minimum is−2.5 times the stan-

dard deviation), there are no missed crises, but the number of false alarm is

very high. The total utility score is negative, and there is no difference be-

tween different penalty values for missed crises, because with such a low

threshold no crises are missed. When the threshold increases the number

of false alarms will be lower and as a consequence the utility score is less

negative. From a threshold of approximately −0.5 times the standard de-

viation and higher, we can observe an increasing difference in the lines that

represent different penalties for missed crises. This means that with these

thresholds our index misses some actual crises.

Figure 4.3. DMPI: utility (vertical axis) under different penalty values for
missed crises, with the threshold on the horizontal axis.
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The higher the threshold, the more missed crises and the less false alarms.

The line with the highest penalty for a missed crisis (U01 = −5) peaks at a

threshold of 0.1 times the standard deviation. With higher thresholds, the

number of missed crises increases and reduces the utility score. The line

with the lowest penalty for a missed crisis (U01 = −1) has a higher utility

score, which does not come as a surprise, because missed crises are penal-
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ized less, while the penalty for a false alarm and the rewards for correctly

predicted outcomes remain the same. The curve is also flatter and the peak

comes at a higher threshold, 0.8 times the standard deviation. With even

higher thresholds, the number of missed crises increases and is penalized,

which reduces the utility score. The optimal threshold for this penalty is

therefore 0.8 times the standard deviation.

We apply two criteria to choose the penalty for a missed crisis: (i) the

threshold is positive, and (ii) the cost of a missed crisis is higher than the

cost of a false alarm. We report two optimal thresholds for different penal-

ties for a missed crisis:

1. Mild penalty for missed crises (U01 = -2): the optimal threshold is

0.5 times the standard deviation. The corresponding R (Total Positive

Rate) is 0.704 and the r (False Positive Rate) is 0.108, and the contin-

gency table:

Realization

DMPI index Crisis No crisis

Crisis 93 (17.0%) 45 (8.2%)

No crisis 39 (7.1%) 370 (67.6%)

2. Strong penalty for missed crises (U01 = -4, -5): the optimal threshold is

0.1 times the standard deviation. The corresponding R is 0.909 and r is

0.258. The results are shown in the contingency table:

Realization

DMPI index Crisis No crisis

Crisis 120 (21.9%) 107 (19.6%)

No crisis 12 (2.2%) 308 (56.3%)

Comparison of the contingency tables shows that increasing the threshold

decreases the number of false alarms, but at the cost of an increase in the

number of missed crises. When comparing the lower threshold (0.1) with
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the higher threshold (0.5) we observe that R (the True Positive Rate) in-

creases by 0.205 and r (the False Positive Rate) increases by 0.150. By using

a higher threshold the performance in terms of missed crises improves rela-

tively more than the performance in terms of false alarms deteriorates.

The performance of DMPI against the benchmark for debt crises is shown

in Table 4.3. The third column lists the identified debt crises for a high pen-

alty for missed crises, and the last column for a mild penalty for missed

crises. Which threshold to use depends on how strong the policy maker

wants to penalize missed crises. In our analysis in the remainder of this sec-

tion we use a threshold of 0.5 (the last column of Table 4.3). The crisis signals

are to a large extent similar to the published benchmark crisis dummies (the

default episodes as identified by Standard and Poor’s, complemented by the

episodes of substantial IMF assistance). Our index does not miss any crisis

period, although in some crises our DMPI does not identify the entire debt

crisis periods. Especially towards the ends of the crisis periods our index

often does not identify an increased pressure on the debt position. This can

be explained by the renegotiations that often depend on political and legal

issues. Even when the renegotiations have not ended and therefore the crisis

period continues according to the traditional binary variable definition, it is

possible that the economy has recovered from the negative impact of a so-

vereign debt crisis and that the country can access the international capital

markets. In this respect our index does precisely what it was made for: re-

flecting debt servicing difficulties. Our index picks up most crises in time;

there are four crises that are picked up one year late, and one crisis (Mexico

1928–1942) that is picked up six years late.

The false alarms occur in periods with high volatility in the region or ma-

jor political events. The sovereign debt crisis in Argentina in 1890 (Barings

crisis) causes increased pressure from international investors on the entire

region, in particular Brazil. In the late 1890s Brazil experiences a debt crisis
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Table 4.3. Benchmark debt crises and the constructed DMPI, with thresholds
of 0.1 and 0.5 standard deviation. The benchmark for debt crises is the
combination of defaults as reported by Standard and Poor’s (Borensztein
and Panizza, 2009) and IMF assistance as reported by Manasse and
Roubini (2009), with a window exclusion period of 2 years—as shown
in the last column of Table 4.2.

Country Benchmark DMPI
Threshold 0.1 σ 0.5 σ

Argentina — 1876 —
Argentina 1890-1893 1891-1903 1891-1894, 1899-1902
Argentina — 1915 —
Argentina — 1932-1937 —
Argentina — 1941-1946 1943-1945
Argentina — 1975-1979 1976-1978
Argentina 1982-1995 1982-1991, 1995 1982-1991
Argentina 2001-2005 2001-2012 2001-2012
Brazil — 1889-1890 1889-1890
Brazil 1898-1910 1898-1909 1900-1905, 1909
Brazil 1914-1919 1914-1916 1914-1915
Brazil — 1922-1923 —
Brazil 1931-1933, 1937-1943 1930-1945 1931-1945
Brazil 1983-1994, 1998-2002 1981-2006 1982-2005
Chile 1880-1883 1878-1882 1879-1880
Chile — 1898-1899 1898
Chile 1931-1947 1915-1950 1915-1917, 1931-1946
Chile — 1969-1977 1973-1976
Chile 1983-1990 1983-1991 1983-1988
Mexico — 1896-1897 —
Mexico 1914-1922 1909-1927 1913-1918, 1924
Mexico 1928-1940 1931-1943 1934-1935, 1943
Mexico 1982-1990 1982-1990 1982-1989
Mexico 1995 1995-1999 1995-1996
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which affects Argentina and Chile. In Argentina a period of frauds in the

1930s is followed by revolutionary reforms in the Peronist era starting in

1943. In the mid 1970s both Argentina and Chile experience military coups,

start market reforms experiments and suffer from (very) high inflation (Ocampo

and Ros, 2011).

4.5 Sovereign debt crises and business cycles

An advantage of a continuous index as opposed to a binary variable is that

the continuous index is more informative. This additional information can

be used for a more detailed analysis, such as testing for endogeneity or cau-

sality between sovereign debt crises and economic growth and/or business

cycles. Here we analyze the relation between business cycles and sovereign

debt crises for four Latin American countries, and show impulse response

functions based on a two-variable VAR system.

We perform an econometric analysis for the relation between debt crises

and the short business cycle index of Aiolfi et al. (2011), which is shown

in Figure 4.4. This index is constructed by common factor extraction with

backcasting procedures to build an index from an extensive set of aggre-

gate and sector variables, such as sector output, investments, government

revenues and expenditures, money aggregates, inflation, domestic interest

rate, foreign trade, wage, population and foreign capital flows, real GDP

and interest rate. We do not update the index, so the comparison is for the

period 1870–2004. We determine the DMPI for this shorter time horizon and

find that the same combination of indicators performs best in mimicking its

benchmark, the debt-to-GDP ratio, the external interest rate spread and the

exports-to-imports ratio. The correlation coefficient between the business

cycle index and the DMPI is −0.388. The negative sign is expected since

defaults typically take place in the recession phase of the business cycle.

To gain more insight into the relationship between the debt crisis index

(DMPI) and the business cycle (BCS) we build a VAR system and analyze

the impulse response functions (i.e. responses to one unit reduced form in-
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Figure 4.4. Business cycle indexes for Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico,
1870–2004. The business cycle index is constructed by Aiolfi et al. (2011).
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novations) derived from the moving average or Wold representation of the

reduced form model. The number of lags based on the likelihood ratio test

is eight, which is about the average length of a sovereign debt crisis. Ex-

perimenting with different lags, or including exogenous variables like the

US long-term interest rate and US real GDP growth yields similar impulse

response functions.

According to the block exogeneity Wald (Chi-square) test Granger cau-

sality is uni-directional from business cycles to the DMPI at a level of sig-

nificance of 5%. Accordingly, we assume that contemporaneous shocks to

business cycles Granger-cause debt crises. The impulse response functions

are shown in Figure 4.5.

The bottom-left panel represents the response of the DMPI after a shock

to the business cycle index (BCS). A one standard deviation shock to BCS

lowers DMPI for two periods, which implies that the pressure on the debt
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Figure 4.5. Impulse response functions for the Debt Market Pressure Index
(DMPI) and the business cycle index (BCS) with 2 standard error bands
about the impulse responses. Cholesky ordering: BCS−DMPI. The solid
line represents the impulse response, and the dotted lines represent the 2
standard error bands about the impulse response. The graph shows the
response of a variable to a shock of 1 standard deviation. The response is
shown up to 10 years after the shock occurred. The Business Cycle Index
is from Aiolfi et al. (2011).
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market decreases, in other words, the probability of a debt crisis decreases.

The DMPI increases in periods 4–7, which means that the pressure on the

debt market increases 4 years after the shock. Since the model is linear, for

negative shocks the signs of the responses are opposite. At continuation, we

explain the graphs with an opposite impact. A negative shock to economic

activity increases the probability of a debt crisis for two years. In a recession

the probability of a default is higher, which explains the increased probabi-

lity of a debt crisis. After four periods the debt crisis index decreases while

at the same time the business cycle starts an upturn (see top-left panel in
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Figure 4.5). The top-right panel represents the impact on the business cycle

as a consequence of the change in the DMPI. There is no significant impact.

The bottom-right panel shows the ‘aftershocks’ of the DMPI after a shock in

the DMPI. The effect of a temporary increase in the DMPI do not fade away

within 10 years after the shock.

Our approach to construct a continuous DMPI can be easily applied to

other countries. In Boonman et al. (2013) we calculate the continuous sove-

reign debt crisis index for five European countries for the period 1992–2012.

For these European countries we use the same three indicators as for the

Latin American countries. However, we can not calibrate the continuous so-

vereign debt crisis indexes in terms of the selection of indicators and the

threshold in the decision rule by maximizing utility as explained in this sec-

tion, because of the low number of currency crises that have occurred in the

period 1992–2012.

4.6 Conclusion

We construct a continuous sovereign debt crisis index for four large Latin

American countries for the period 1870–2012. Applying the Receiver Ope-

rating Characteristic (ROC) curve we determine the optimal sovereign debt

crisis index and the threshold by converting the index into a binary variable

to compare it with a benchmark crisis index.

To determine the optimal sovereign debt crisis index (DMPI) we try all

possible combinations of a selection of eight variables that are associated

with sovereign debt crises according to empirical research and theoretical

models. The combination that has the best performance in terms of highest

utility value of the ROC curve consists of the debt-to-GDP ratio, the external

interest rate spread, and the exports-to-imports ratio. These indicators fit

within the model of Arellano (2008). In this model an increase in the proba-

bility of default leads to an increase in the interest rate spread. Additionally,

default is more likely when the debt level is high (‘debt overhang’) and the

economy experiences a recession. From stylized facts we know that the debt
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overhang will remain high until the debt is restructured, which marks the

end of a debt default period. Also the interest rate spread remains at an

elevated level during the debt crisis compared to tranquil periods. Further-

more, in a sovereign debt default capital inflows reverse, which lead to a

deficit on the capital account. The reversal can occur as a consequence of the

default (balance of payment crisis as in Krugman, 1979), or the reversal can

cause the default (sudden stop model as in Calvo, 2003). In either case, there

will be a real depreciation of the exchange rate and a slowdown in the eco-

nomy, which leads to a decrease in imports and an increase in exports. The

resulting surplus in the current account is necessary to finance the deficit in

the capital account, when international reserves are not sufficient to finance

the net capital outflows.

The benchmark for the DMPI consists of defaults according to Standard

and Poor’s, complemented by periods when IMF assistance was required.

The optimal threshold is 0.5 times the standard deviation when missed crises

have a relatively low cost (two times the costs of a false alarm), or 0.1 when

missed crises have a relatively high cost (four to five times the costs of a false

alarm). Using the former as threshold, the DMPI performs well in terms of

missed crises: it does not miss any debt crisis period, although for various

crises our constructed crisis dummy does not identify the entire debt crisis

period. Our index generates many false signals, yet all these periods can

be traced down to high volatility in the region (debt crises in neighboring

countries), sharp drops in commodity prices or major political events (mili-

tary coups).

We illustrate the potential of our debt market pressure index with an

analysis of the relationship between the business cycle index and the debt

crises index in a two-variable VAR model. The impulse responses show that

a negative shock to economic activity increases the probability of a debt

crisis for two years. Four years after the shock the probability of a debt crises

drops.





Chapter 5

The economic impact of

sovereign defaults in Latin

America ∗

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we investigate the impact of sovereign debt defaults on eco-

nomic growth. We use the definition for sovereign debt defaults from Stan-

dard and Poor’s, as explained in Section 1.2. There seems to be consensus

in the literature on the negative impact of sovereign defaults on economic

growth, but the size and duration of the impact are still debated. On the

one extreme, De Paoli, Hoggarth and Saporta (2011) find that median out-

put losses following sovereign defaults are 4.4 percent per year, for more

than 8 years. On the other extreme, Levy Yeyati and Panizza (2011) find that

the economy recovers within one year after a default. Reasons for these dis-

perse outcomes are related to the data set (countries, periods, frequency), to

the measure for the impact of financial crises, and to the different mecha-

nisms that the theories describe (see Section 2.3). In boom-bust models the

increasingly euphoric sentiments cause the price of assets (such as shares,

commodities, or debt of emerging economies) to increase continuously and

∗This chapter is based upon Boonman (2013).
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interest rates to decrease. Debt lending and borrowing surge as speculative

financing increases. This boom may end in a sovereign debt crisis when sen-

timents change and interest rates increase sharply. Output losses will be re-

latively large, because economic growth drops from a high pre-default rate

to a low or even negative post-default rate. In the sovereign debt default mo-

dels for emerging economies (for instance Arellano, 2008) sovereign defaults

occur in recessions, and when debt is high. In recessions economic activity

slows down, the probability of a default increases and as a consequence the

interest rates rise. Pre-default real GDP growth is low, since the economy

is in a recession. The gap between pre-default and post-default real GDP

growth will be relatively small. The main consequences of a sudden stop in

capital flows are the real depreciation of the exchange rate, the increase of

interest rates and the downturns of economic activity (Calvo, 2003; Catão,

2006). The effects are more dramatic in emerging economies. Most emerging

economies face a currency mismatch in liabilities and assets since they bor-

rowed in foreign currency denominated debt, while revenues are denomi-

nated primarily in domestic currency (original sin). This makes the country

more vulnerable for depreciations of the real exchange rate.

Most cross-section analyses on financial crises rely on standard data sets

that go back to 1970 or 1980 (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2011). We quantify the

impact of debt crises on economic growth over a long period, for a single

region. We choose Latin America, a relatively underinvestigated region with

a rich history of sovereign debt crises, a large commodity production and

open during most of its history after gaining independence. We extend the

work of Aiolfi et al. (2011) on business cycles to sovereign debt defaults

for the four largest Latin American economies, Argentina, Brazil, Chile and

Mexico from 1870 to 2012. These countries have experienced 14 sovereign

debt defaults, and have been in sovereign debt default episodes more than

20% of the time.

Taking into account a longer history allows us to study one region with

common features and with a sufficient number of sovereign default obser-

vations. The first globalization period (1870–1913) has similar characteristics
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as the second globalization period (1972–now), as mentioned by Bordo and

Meissner (2007) and Della Paoleri and Taylor (2012). As Rose comments on

Bordo, Eichengreen, Klingebiel and Martinez-Peria (2001) it is important to

exploit all available data to try to understand financial crises, and that in-

cluding data going back to the 19th century must be the final frontier. The

only work on sovereign debt crisis impact with a similar long time horizon

is Tomz and Wright (2007). However, these authors include both developed

and emerging economies, and do not distinguish historical periods or his-

torical patterns of recurring defaults in single countries.

We measure the impact of a default in two ways, on real GDP growth

and on (cumulative) output losses. Our findings can be summarized as fol-

lows. We find a short-lived negative impact of a default on real GDP growth

and on the cumulative output loss. In general, two years after the default

the output gap starts to decrease and economic growth is not affected in

a significant manner. This is in line with Levy Yeyati and Panizza (2011)

who propose political reasons: a country postpones a default until avoiding

it is no longer possible. By that time the worst of the recession is already

over, and the economy recovers fast. A second finding is that crises in the

period 1972–2012 tend to have a significant deeper and longer lasting impact

than in the other two episodes. This result is in line with Furceri and Zdzie-

nicka (2012). The defaults in the 1980s take place at the end of an extended

boom phase, and mark a structural break in growth patterns, particularly

in Mexico. The differences between countries can be compared in a similar

manner. Defaults in Argentina and Chile fit with the findings of Levy Yeyati

and Panizza (2011) of a short-lived impact. Defaults in Mexico fit with the

boom-bust model that lead to extended output losses. Brazil is an exception

as on average defaults have no significant impact on economic growth and

a minimal impact on output losses.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. After a review

of the literature on sovereign defaults in Section 5.2, Section 5.3 discusses

how we measure the impact and the severity of the default. The data are

presented in Section 5.4, followed by the empirical results in Section 5.5.
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Section 5.6 concludes.

5.2 Literature review

Most studies find that sovereign debt defaults have a negative impact on

economic growth, but the size and duration of the impact vary to a large

extent. For instance Sturzenegger (2004) estimates output losses at around

0.6 percentage points of real GDP for 100 countries in the period 1974-1999.

De Paoli et al. (2011) investigate the impact of debt crises on output for 35

countries for the 1970–2000 period. They find that sovereign crisis episodes

last more than eight years, and have output losses of almost 5 percentage

points per year. Mendoza and Yue (2012) present empirical evidence that

default events are associated with deep recessions. In a cross-country study

with 23 default events in the 1977—2009 period, GDP and consumption fall

on average about 5 percentage points below trend after a sovereign default.

Levy Yeyati and Panizza (2011) use samples of annual and quarterly data for

40 countries, with ten defaults in the 1980s and ten defaults between 1990

and 2006. They find that output contractions precede defaults. In addition

economic growth recovers fast: one year after a default economic growth

is already positive. Their explanation is based on political economy argu-

ments. Sovereign defaults are postponed as much as possible because of

the high political costs. So, once a country defaults, it has already been in a

period of low economic growth. Furceri and Zdzienicka (2012) use an un-

balanced panel of 154 countries from 1970 to 2008 to estimate the short and

medium term impact of debt crises on output. They find that sovereign debt

crises have a deep and long-lasting effect on economic output. Eight years

after a default the output loss is 10%.

Tomz and Wright (2007) use a data set with 106 countries that defaul-

ted in total 250 times since 1820. They report that output is 1.4 percentage

point below trend in default years, and 0.2 percentage point above trend in

non-default years. Kaminsky and Vega-Garcia (2014) provide a detailed de-

scription of sovereign debt crises in Latin America in the period 1820 to 1931
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in which they distinguish different types of defaults. They observe great dis-

persion in debt default characteristics, such as timing and length of the debt

crisis, and losses for lenders. They investigate which country-specific (ex-

ports and terms of trade) and global fragilities (international issuance and

real interest rate in the UK) trigger the crisis.

5.3 Methodology

Similar to Reinhart and Rogoff (2011) we base our calculations of the eco-

nomic impact of sovereign defaults on the first year of the default instead of

taking the entire official length of the crisis, because there are cases where

the final resolution with the creditors takes an unrealistically long time. A

sovereign debt default ends when renegotiations have resulted in an agree-

ment. Standard and Poor’s defines the end of a default ‘when a settlement

occurs or when no further near-term resolution of creditors’ claims is likely’

(Tomz and Wright, 2013). Often this process is dominated by political, legal

and institutional factors, and not related to the economical situation. Two

famous examples are Honduras, which has experienced only three sove-

reign debt defaults, but has been in default for 122 out of 179 years since in-

dependence, and Russia that defaulted on its sovereign debt in 1918, which

was resolved in 1986, 69 years later (Reinhart and Rogoff, 2011).

Following Furceri and Zdzienicka (2012) we measure the medium-term

impact for the period up to eight years after the default, unless the default

episode ends earlier—then we only take the default episode in account. We

focus on real GDP, because we are interested in the overall or total impact

of a default on the economy. We do not use real GDP per capita, because we

do not have enough data to construct a complete economic development

growth model to measure the impact of a default on (long term) economic

development or in the approximate loss in living standards (Reinhart and

Rogoff, 2014). The majority of the studies focuses on the impact of sove-

reign defaults on real GDP (Bordo et al., 2001; Sturzenegger, 2004; Tomz and

Wright, 2007; Furceri and Zdzienicka, 2012; Mendoza and Yue, 2012; and
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Kapp and Vega, 2014). Levy Yeyati and Panizza (2011) measure the impact

of defaults on both real GDP and real GDP per capita, and find no difference

in the impact. De Paoli et al. (2011) use real GDP per capita.

There are three issues to account for when analyzing the impact of debt

defaults on economic growth: (i) economic growth is not only influenced by

debt defaults, but by a range of economic, social and political factors; (ii) de-

faults can be endogenous to economic growth: negative economic growth

may trigger a default; and (iii) debt defaults are often accompanied by a

currency and/or banking crisis. We focus on the first and second issue, but

do not include the third issue explicitly, because the sample does not con-

tain sufficient ‘stand-alone’ debt defaults that can be compared with twin or

triple crises.

We use two approaches to measure the impact of sovereign default on

real GDP, the dummy variable approach and the output loss approach. The

first approach confines attention to real GDP growth. The latter approach

focuses on the difference in actual real GDP levels and real GDP levels if the

pre-crisis growth would have continued.

5.3.1 Dummy variable approach

Following Levy Yeyati and Panizza (2011) we specify an economic growth

equation with crisis dummy variables and a wide range of control variables

(economic growth of the world economy, interest rates, fiscal, debt, trade

and monetary variables). Some control variables are included with a lag to

mitigate the effects of endogeneity. An alternative approach is Two Stage

Least Squares, as applied by Furceri and Zdzienicka (2012). However, for

our data set it is not feasible because it is impossible to find enough good

instruments due to the limited data availability. We test for autocorrelation

and heteroskedasticity and where necessary use robust estimators. We use

White estimators, because tests detect only heteroskedasticity. We also test

for fixed (country) effects. To evaluate the cumulative impact of debt default

on economic growth we use the Wald test, to test the cumulative significance
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of the lagged sovereign debt default entry dummies. The null hypothesis is

that the cumulative impact is not significant.

5.3.2 Output loss approach

The output loss is defined as the difference between actual real GDP and

real GDP if the pre-crisis growth would have continued. The choice of the

pre-crisis growth is not unambiguous. The first issue is the length of the

pre-crisis period. Using a long time horizon (5–10 years) raises the question

whether the pre-crisis period was truly a tranquil period, since crises may

recur in some countries. A short horizon (1–3 years) may not be represent-

ative due to the relative unstable pre-crisis conditions in the economy (Ang-

kinand, 2008). The second issue is how to estimate the pre-crisis growth.

One can use an average as in Bordo et al. (2001), or use the Hodrick-Prescott

(HP) filter, as in Tomz and Wright (2007), De Paoli et al. (2011) and Furceri

and Zdzienicka (2012).

We use a horizon of 5 years, as in Bordo et al. (2001). We determine the

pre-crisis growth in two ways. The first way is the average of the trend (HP

filter) economic growth in the 5 years prior to the default entry. The HP-filter

has a smoothness parameter equal to 100, which is common for data with

annual frequency. The second way is to use compounded annual growth

rate of real GDP in the 5 years preceding the default entry (ḡT,5).

The output loss is calculated for every year the default continues, with a

maximum of 8 years. The output loss in the j-th year after the default entry

(year T) is determined as:

LT+j = ln
[
RGDPT+j

]
− ln

[
(1 + ḡT,5)

j+1 RGDPT−1

]
, (5.1)

with j = 0, 1,. . . , K, and K = min{length of default, 8 years}. The second

term in equation (5.1) is real GDP if pre-default growth would have conti-

nued. The cumulative output loss during the entire debt default episode is

determined as:

CLT+K = LT + LT+1 + ... + LT+K. (5.2)
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5.4 Data description

We analyze four Latin American countries, Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexi-

co, for the period 1870–2012. For economic growth we use the change in the

natural log of GDP, measured in constant local currencies (2006 = 100). As

control variables we use financial and monetary variables (inflation rates,

domestic real interest rates), as well as fiscal variables (change in govern-

ment expenses and ratio of government’s expenses to revenues), debt vari-

ables (gross external debt to GDP), trade variables (terms of trade, ratio of

exports to imports) and other variables such as population growth and a po-

litical indicator that ranks political systems on a scale from fully autocratic

to fully democratic (polity2 of the Center for Systemic Peace). For world eco-

nomic growth we use the growth of real GDP of four core economies (USA,

UK, France and Germany), and for the international credit markets we use

the nominal interest rate deflated by the national consumer price inflation

on 3-months bills for the UK as our country of reference up to 1920, and the

USA thereafter. We use the UK up to 1920 because it was the most important

international investor and trade partner in the world up to WW I. The USA

took over this position gradually in the years after. Finally, we include prices

of ten commodities that are relevant for Latin America and which are avail-

able for the entire time horizon. Details on the data definitions and sources

can be found in Appendix F.

Sovereign debt defaults

We follow the definition of Standard and Poor’s, as reported in Borensztein

and Panizza (2009). We choose this definition because it is based on sove-

reign debt defaults only, unlike Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) who include both

external public and private debt, and Purcell and Kaufman (1993) who in-

clude also suppliers’ credits. We do not include periods of IMF assistance as

in Chapter 4, because we want to focus only on the consequences of an ac-

tual default, and do not want to bias the results if a debt default was avoided

by the use of IMF assistance.
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Table 5.1 shows defaults of the four Latin American countries of our in-

terest. Following Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) we use an exclusion window

of two years, which implies that debt defaults with two years intervals or

shorter are considered the same default.

Table 5.1. Sovereign debt default episodes for Argentina, Brazil, Chile and
Mexico, in three historical periods: 1870–1930, 1931–1971 and 1972–2012.

Period I Period II Period III
(1870–1930) (1931–1971) (1972–2012)

Argentina 1890–1893 − 1982–1993,
2001–2005

Brazil 1898–1910, 1931–1933, 1983–1994
1914–1919 1937–1943

Chile 1880–1883 1931–1947 1983–1990
Mexico 1866–1885, − 1982–1990

1914–1922,
1928–1942

Source: Standard and Poor’s (Borensztein and Panizza, 2009).
Note: Mexico’s series start in 1895, due to missing observations. As a consequence we shall
not take into account the 1866–1885 crisis.

5.5 Empirical results

We present the results for the pooled data of Argentina, Brazil, Chile and

Mexico from 1870 to 2012 in Section 5.5.1. In Section 5.5.2 we split the sample

in three parts, according to the two most important structural breaks in the

economic history in Latin America since 1870. In Section 5.5.3 we analyze

the impact per country.
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Table 5.2. Impact of sovereign debt defaults on economic growth for pooled
data (Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico; 1870–2012): dummy variable
approach.

Dependent variable: 100 ∆ log (real GDP)
Default Coefficient Standard
entry year error
+ 1 year -4.68 *** 1.51
+ 2 years 1.72 1.45
+ 3 years 0.82 1.52
+ 4 years -2.55 1.75
+ 5 years -0.33 1.47
+ 6 years 0.99 1.44
+ 7 years -1.47 2.44
+ 8 years -0.41 1.11
R2 0.173
Adjusted R2 0.124

Notes:
*: significant at the 10% level, **: significant at the 5% level, ***: significant at the 1% level.
Control variables: change in government expenses, ratio of government expenses to
revenues, population growth, ratio of gross central government debt to GDP, inflation,
terms of trade, ratio of exports to imports, polity2, U.S. 3 months T-bill rate, world
economic growth (real GDP USA, UK, Germany and France), U.S. business cycle dummy
and changes in commodity prices (cacao, coffee, copper, iron, maize, oil, silver, sugar, tin,
zinc); a constant is also included. The complete regression results are shown in Table G.1 in
Appendix G. Variables that are considered potentially endogenous are lagged one period.

5.5.1 Pooled data

Dummy variable approach

Table 5.2 shows the estimated impact of default on real GDP growth for

all four countries. Only in the first year after the default economic growth

is significantly affected, by −4.7%. In the years that follow the impact is

statistically insignificant. We do not find evidence for fixed country effects

in the panel. The redundancy test with the null hypothesis that all intercepts

are equal is not rejected (F-statistic is 0.172, and corresponding probability

is 0.916). We use the White estimator, since we find evidence of hetero–
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Table 5.3. Cumulative impact of sovereign debt defaults on economic
growth for pooled data (Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico; 1870–
2012): Wald tests. The column with the coefficients shows the cumulative
impact on real GDP growth.

Default Coefficient Standard
entry year error
+ 1 year -4.68 *** 1.51
+ 2 years -2.95 2.13
+ 3 years -2.13 2.78
+ 4 years -4.68 3.54
+ 5 years -5.01 4.01
+ 6 years -4.02 4.61
+ 7 years -5.49 5.44
+ 8 years -5.90 5.71

Notes:
*: significant at the 10% level, **: significant at the 5% level, ***: significant at the 1% level.
For the significance we use the F-statistic from the Wald test on cumulative significance of
the lagged sovereign debt default entry dummies. The F-statistic has 1 and T − N degrees
of freedom, with T the number of observations and N the number of explanatory variables
in the regression.
Control variables: change in government expenses, ratio of government expenses to
revenues, population growth, ratio of gross central government debt to GDP, inflation,
terms of trade, ratio of exports to imports, polity2, U.S. 3 months T-bill rate, world
economic growth (real GDP USA, UK, Germany and France), U.S. business cycle dummy
and changes in commodity prices (cacao, coffee, copper, iron, maize, oil, silver, sugar, tin,
zinc); a constant is also included. Variables that are considered potentially endogenous are
lagged one period.

skedasticity, but not autocorrelation in the panel. To evaluate the cumula-

tive impact of debt default on real GDP growth we use the Wald test on

the significance of the cumulative lagged sovereign debt dummies. The null

hypothesis is that there is no cumulative impact on real GDP growth. The

results are shown in Table 5.3.
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The cumulative impact is negative for all the eight years following the

default entry, however, with exception of the first coefficient, none of the

coefficients is statistically significant at the 10% level, which means that

there is no significant cumulative impact after the first year following a de-

fault entry.

Output loss approach

In the output loss approach the cost of a default is the deviation in the level

of actual real GDP from real GDP if it had continued the pre-crisis growth.

Figure 5.1 shows the output losses up to eight years after default, for the

pre-default 5 year geometric average growth in the top panel, and the pre-

default HP filtered trend average growth in the bottom panel. The graphs

are similar. Recovery follows two years after the default, with two small

setbacks, in the fourth and in the eighth year after the default. The output

loss is close to zero after 6 to 7 years. This means that the actual real GDP

almost reaches the real GDP that it would have had if the economy had

continued to grow at the pre-crisis growth rate.

5.5.2 Zooming in on three historical periods

There have been structural breaks in the sample we consider. Each period

has substantial different characteristics in terms of institutions, exchange

rate regimes, international trade and finance. We depart from the periods

shown in Section 2.1. We follow Grilli (2005), Aiolfi et al. (2011) and Kamin-

sky (2012) in their choice for structural breaks during the 1870–2012 period.

Kaminsky (2012) argues that the first period of financial globalization con-

tinues until the collapse of international capital markets in 1931. Although

international trade and finance collapse during World War I, trade and fi-

nance flows rebounce strongly after the end of the war. In the early 1930s

asset prices and international trade (including commodities) collapse and

deep recessions follow worldwide. As a reaction international capital and
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Figure 5.1. Output losses of sovereign debt defaults for Argentina, Brazil,
Chile and Mexico, 1870–2012 (pooled data). The output loss is the per-
centage difference between actual real GDP and real GDP if it had con-
tinued the pre-crisis growth. Pre-crisis GDP growth is calculated as the
average of the annual growth rate in the 5 years preceding the default
entry year (top-panel), and as the average of the HP filter growth rate in
the 5 years preceding the default entry year (bottom-panel).
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Actual real GDP is based on Barro and Ursua (2008), Aiolfi et al. (2011) and updated with
IFS and WDI, and expressed as an index with 2006 = 100. The output loss is calculated for
every year while the country remains in default, with a maximum of 8 years.
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trade are highly regulated and policies become increasingly inward-oriented

(Grilli, 2005). This period ends with the break-up of Bretton Woods in 1972.

The world returns to globalization and deregulations of international capi-

tal markets. The two structural breaks (1931 and 1972) coincide with in-

stitutional changes in the global economy, the end of the Gold Standard in

1931 and the end of Bretton Woods in 1972. Table 5.1 presents the sovereign

debt defaults in the three periods that we distinguish, 1870–1930, 1931–1971

and 1972–2012. The number of defaults differs per period, seven in the 1870–

1930 period, three in the 1931–1971 period and five defaults in the 1972–2012

period.

Dummy variable approach

We do not find evidence for fixed country effects in any of the three periods.

The redundancy test outcomes are shown in Table 5.4. The null hypothesis

that all intercepts are equal is not rejected for any of the three periods. We

use the White estimator, since we find evidence of heteroskedasticity, and

no evidence of autocorrelation.

Table 5.4. Redundancy test outcomes for fixed effects in Argentina, Brazil,
Chile and Mexico; 1870–2012.

Statistic Probability
1870–1930 0.372 0.773
1931–1971 2.058 0.109
1972–2012 0.261 0.853
1870–2012 0.172 0.916

Table 5.5 shows the impact in each of the three periods. We observe im-

portant differences. In the period 1870–1930 there is a significant negative

impact on economic growth one year after the default (−4.25%), and no

significant impact thereafter. In the other two periods, there is no significant

negative impact in the year that follows the default, but in later years there is

a significant negative impact on economic growth. In the period 1931–1971
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there is a significant impact of −7.05% four years after the default, and in

the period 1972–2012 we observe a significant impact on economic growth

three years after the default (−4.00%). When we turn to the cumulative im-

pact, in Table 5.6, we observe that debt defaults in the 1972–2012 period

have a prolonged cumulative impact on economic growth. Up to year 8 the

total economic growth is affected by −17.31%. Up to year 7 the cumulative

impact on the economic growth is even −19.18%.

Table 5.5. Impact of sovereign debt defaults on economic growth, in periods
1870–1930, 1931–1971 and 1972–2012 (pooled data): dummy variable ap-
proach.

Dependent variable: 100 ∆ log (real GDP)
Period I Period II Period III

1870–1930 1931–1971 1972–2012
Default coef- standard coef- standard coef- standard
entry year ficient error ficient error ficient error
+ 1 year -4.25** 1.76 -3.80 3.26 -4.32 3.65
+ 2 years 1.70 1.77 2.55 3.43 -2.08 2.10
+ 3 years 2.12 2.28 0.49 4.29 -4.00** 2.02
+ 4 years 1.08 3.65 -7.05* 3.59 -2.13 1.82
+ 5 years 0.43 2.87 0.65 3.42 -1.27 1.98
+ 6 years 2.85 2.27 0.63 1.42 -2.08 1.62
+ 7 years -5.72 5.00 3.31* 1.87 -3.29 2.24
+ 8 years -1.13 2.26 -1.40 2.30 1.87* 0.99
R2 0.245 0.319 0.444
Adjusted R2 0.105 0.171 0.324

Notes:
*: significant at the 10% level, **: significant at the 5% level, ***: significant at the 1% level.
Control variables: change in government expenses, ratio of government expenses to
revenues, population growth, ratio of gross central government debt to GDP, inflation,
terms of trade, ratio of exports to imports, polity2, U.S. 3 months T-bill rate, world
economic growth (real GDP USA, UK, Germany and France), U.S. business cycle dummy
and changes in commodity prices (cacao, coffee, copper, iron, maize, oil, silver, sugar, tin,
zinc); a constant is also included. The complete regression results are shown in Table G.2 in
Appendix G. Variables that are considered potentially endogenous are lagged one period.
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Table 5.6. Cumulative impact of sovereign debt defaults on economic
growth, for periods 1870–1930, 1931–1971 and 1972–2012 (pooled data):
Wald tests. The column with the coefficients shows the cumulative im-
pact on real GDP growth.

Period I Period II Period III
1870–1930 1931–1971 1972–2012

Default coef- standard coef- standard coef- standard
entry year ficient error ficient error ficient error
+ 1 year -4.25** 1.76 -3.80 3.26 -4.32 3.65
+ 2 years -2.56 2.52 -1.26 6.13 -6.41 4.78
+ 3 years -0.43 3.53 -0.77 10.09 -10.40* 5.68
+ 4 years 0.65 5.27 -7.81 12.07 -12.54** 6.26
+ 5 years 1.08 6.36 -7.16 13.95 -13.81* 7.19
+ 6 years 3.93 6.77 -6.53 14.96 -15.89* 8.06
+ 7 years -1.79 8.21 -3.22 15.85 -19.18** 8.69
+ 8 years -2.92 8.48 -4.62 16.53 -17.31* 8.92

Notes:
*: significant at the 10% level, **: significant at the 5% level, ***: significant at the 1% level.
For the significance we use the F-statistic from the Wald test on cumulative significance of
the lagged sovereign debt default entry dummies. The F-statistic has 1 and T − N degrees
of freedom, with T the number of observations and N the number of explanatory variables
in the regression.
Control variables: change in government expenses, ratio of government expenses to
revenues, population growth, ratio of gross central government debt to GDP, inflation,
terms of trade, ratio of exports to imports, polity2, U.S. 3 months T-bill rate, world
economic growth (real GDP USA, UK, Germany and France), U.S. business cycle dummy
and changes in commodity prices (cacao, coffee, copper, iron, maize, oil, silver, sugar, tin,
zinc); a constant is also included. Variables that are considered potentially endogenous are
lagged one period.
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Output loss approach

Figure 5.2 shows the annual output loss in each of the three different pe-

riods. The differences between the periods are relatively small in the first

four years after a default starts. Ordering for increasing impact in terms of

output losses, defaults that occurred in the period 1870–1930 have the mild-

est impact, followed by defaults that took place in the 1972–2012 period, and

defaults that occurred in the period 1931–1971. After the fourth year the dif-

ferences in impact in the periods become larger. Whereas in the 1870–1930

period real GDP recovers completely after a default (reflected by a positive

output loss), defaults in the 1931–1971 period are followed by a mild reco-

very with an output loss around zero, and defaults in the 1972–2012 period

show a deterioration of output losses (reflected by an increasingly negative

output loss).

Defaults in the period 1870–1930 have been characterized by a pronounced

negative and immediate impact on economic growth in the year after the de-

fault initiated. The output losses have been relatively small and short-lived

(up to four years after the default entry). The six defaults that occur in the

period 1870-1930 show a mixed picture, with some defaults taking place

after a period of high growth (Chile 1880-1883, Argentina 1890-1893, Brazil

1914-1919), while for other defaults we observe low or even negative growth

in the run-up to a default (Brazil 1898-1910, Mexico 1914-1922, Mexico 1928-

1942). For all defaults, except Chile 1880-1883, we observe negative growth

for one to two years after the start of the default, then a full recovery. De-

faults in this episode seem to have a less severe impact on real GDP growth

and output losses.

In the run-up to the three defaults that occur in the 1930s, economic

growth is substantially higher than the historical average. After a brief de-

crease, economic growth picks up gradually through a recovery of home

final demand (government investments increases, as well as private invest-

ments and consumption), and to a lesser extent by export growth (Bulmer-

Thomas, 2003).
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Figure 5.2. Output losses of sovereign debt defaults for Argentina, Brazil,
Chile and Mexico in three historical periods 1870–1930, 1931–1971, 1972–
2012: pooled observations. The output loss is the percentage difference
between actual real GDP and real GDP if it had continued the pre-crisis
growth. Pre-crisis GDP growth is calculated as the geometric average of
the annual growth rate in the 5 years preceding the default entry year
(top-panel), and as the average of the HP filter growth rate in the 5 years
preceding the default entry year (bottom-panel).
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Notes:
Actual real GDP is based on Barro and Ursua (2008), Aiolfi et al. (2011) and updated with
IFS and WDI, and expressed as an index with 2006 = 100. The output loss is calculated for
every year while the country remains in default, with a maximum of 8 years.
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Defaults in the period 1972–2012 feature a negative and long-lasting im-

pact on economic growth and output losses. The latter is in line with the

results of Furceri and Zdzienicka (2012), who analyze a very similar period

(1970–2008), although for a larger set of countries. Four out of five defaults

that occur in the period 1972-2012 take place in the Latin American debt

crisis of the early 1980s. Most countries experience high economic growth

prior to the debt default, particularly Mexico and Chile. After Mexico an-

nounced in 1982 that it was unable to meet payment on its foreign debt,

investors withdrew investments from the region, which caused defaults in

countries in the region, in what was later baptized a ‘sudden stop’ of capi-

tal inflows (Dornbusch, Goldfajn and Valdes, 1995). During the renegotia-

tions that lasted almost a decade, Latin America was excluded from global

financial markets, and suffered from low economic growth, quickly wor-

sening social conditions and hyperinflation. This period became known as

the ‘lost decade’ (Edwards, 2008), and suggests the importance of access to

global financial markets, and more in general the importance of fluctuations

in world economic growth and international credit conditions (Marichal,

1989). Brazil 1983 and Argentina 2001 show a slightly different picture as

economic growth slows down dramatically two years before the default,

and surges quickly after default. This confirms Levy Yeyati and Panizza

(2011), who find that a country postpones a default until avoiding it is no

longer possible. By that time the worst of the recession is already over, and

the economy recovers fast. Bordo et al. (2001) observe that currency, bank-

ing and twin crises (when currency and banking crises occur simultaneously

or when one crisis type triggers another) occur more frequently since 1973

compared to the pre-WW I period, but are not deeper. We find a different

result for sovereign debt defaults. The impact is significantly deeper in the

post-1972 period than in the pre-1930 period.
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5.5.3 Focusing on individual countries

Dummy variable approach

Splitting the sample at the country level (see Table 5.7) reveals that in Ar-

gentina and Chile the economic growth in the year after a default entry is

highly negative (approximately −9%), while in the years that follow eco-

nomic growth is not significantly affected, except for a negative impact 7 to

8 years after the default entry. Mexico also has a significant negative eco-

nomic growth in the year that follows the default entry, but of a lower mag-

nitude (−6%). In the years that follow statistically significant positive eco-

nomic growth dominates, except for a significant negative growth rate in the

fourth year of the default episode. Brazil’s economic growth is not affected

in a significant way after a sovereign default.

The cumulative impact on economic growth is presented in Table 5.8.

Chile stands out from the other countries with a negative and large cumula-

tive impact in the fifth (−14.60%) and eighth (−19.73%) year of the default

episode. Argentina, Brazil and Mexico do not have a significant cumulative

impacts beyond the first year after the default starts.

Output gap approach

Figure 5.3 shows the output loss after a sovereign default per country. All

four countries experience a negative output loss in the year of the default

and the following year. The output loss then slowly reduces over time, al-

though not in a smooth manner. Of the four countries, Argentina experien-

ces the deepest impact in the first years, then recovers fast, but falls back

after the fifth year. Mexico is not able to reach the high pre-default growth,

as the output loss continues to be negative. The 1980s debt crisis plays a role

here, because this crisis marked a structural break in economic growth.
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Table 5.7. Impact of sovereign debt defaults on economic growth per coun-
try (Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico), 1870–2012: dummy variable
approach.

Dependent variable: 100 ∆ log (real GDP)
Argentina Brazil Chile Mexico

Default coef- std coef- std coef- std coef- std
entry year ficient error ficient error ficient error ficient error
+ 1 year -8.88** 4.26 2.03 2.10 -9.40** 4.13 -6.03*** 1.24
+ 2 years 3.29 5.00 0.69 2.20 1.91 2.19 0.71 3.01
+ 3 years -4.66 4.50 3.66 2.30 -0.11 1.80 4.49*** 1.45
+ 4 years 6.50 4.34 -2.78 1.82 -3.64 3.30 -6.27*** 2.33
+ 5 years 0.98 2.89 0.38 2.94 -3.36 2.05 6.17*** 2.20
+ 6 years 0.24 3.46 1.72 2.44 0.22 1.97 3.25** 1.53
+ 7 years -11.99* 6.66 -0.82 2.30 1.97 2.18 3.25** 1.33
+ 8 years -0.82 3.64 1.18 1.51 -7.32*** 1.68 2.48* 1.36
R2 0.285 0.284 0.371 0.542
Adjusted R2 0.088 0.086 0.198 0.389

Notes:
*: significant at the 10% level, **: significant at the 5% level, ***: significant at the 1% level.
Control variables: change in government expenses, ratio of government expenses to
revenues, population growth, ratio of gross central government debt to GDP, inflation,
terms of trade, ratio of exports to imports, polity2, U.S. 3 months T-bill rate, world
economic growth (real GDP USA, UK, Germany and France), U.S. business cycle dummy
and changes in commodity prices (cacao, coffee, copper, iron, maize, oil, silver, sugar, tin,
zinc); a constant is also included. The complete regression results are shown in Table G.3 in
Appendix G. Variables that are considered potentially endogenous are lagged one period.
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Table 5.8. Cumulative impact of sovereign debt defaults on economic
growth, per country (Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico), 1870–2012:
Wald tests. The column with the coefficients shows the cumulative im-
pact on real GDP growth.

Argentina Brazil Chile Mexico
Default coef- std coef- std coef- std coef- std
entry year ficient error ficient error ficient error ficient error
+ 1 year -8.88** 4.26 2.03 2.10 -9.40** 4.13 -6.03*** 1.24
+ 2 years -5.59 7.67 2.72 3.32 -7.48 4.95 -5.32 3.58
+ 3 years -10.26 11.09 6.38 4.42 -7.60 5.69 -0.83 4.40
+ 4 years -3.76 14.30 3.59 5.53 -11.24 7.33 -7.10 4.93
+ 5 years -2.78 15.91 3.97 6.82 -14.60* 8.20 -0.93 5.95
+ 6 years -2.53 17.66 5.69 8.18 -14.38 8.80 2.32 6.61
+ 7 years -14.52 20.69 4.87 9.04 -12.41 10.07 5.58 7.24
+ 8 years -15.34 23.37 6.05 9.79 -19.73* 10.64 8.06 7.67

Notes:
*: significant at the 10% level, **: significant at the 5% level, ***: significant at the 1% level.
For the significance we use the F-statistic from the Wald test on cumulative significance of
the lagged sovereign debt default entry dummies. The F-statistic has 1 and T − N degrees
of freedom, with T the number of observations and N the number of explanatory variables
in the regression.
Control variables: change in government expenses, ratio of government expenses to
revenues, population growth, ratio of gross central government debt to GDP, inflation,
terms of trade, ratio of exports to imports, polity2, U.S. 3 months T-bill rate, world
economic growth (real GDP USA, UK, Germany and France), U.S. business cycle dummy
and changes in commodity prices (cacao, coffee, copper, iron, maize, oil, silver, sugar, tin,
zinc); a constant is also included. Variables that are considered potentially endogenous are
lagged one period.
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Figure 5.3. Output losses of sovereign debt defaults per country (Argen-
tina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico), 1870–2012. The output loss is the percent-
age difference between actual real GDP and potential real GDP, which is
based on pre-crisis real GDP growth. Pre-crisis GDP growth is calculated
as the average of the annual growth rate in the 5 years preceding the de-
fault entry year (top-panel), and as the average of the HP filter growth
rate in the 5 years preceding the default entry year (bottom-panel).
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Notes:
Actual real GDP is based on Barro and Ursua (2008), Aiolfi et al. (2011) and updated with
IFS and WDI, and expressed as an index with 2006 = 100. Output losses are calculated for
every year while the country remains in default, with a maximum of 8 years.
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Argentina, Chile and Mexico experience a similar significant economic

contraction immediately after the default entry. The recovery that starts after

the first year is not smooth, but the output loss decreases over time, and po-

sitive and negative economic growth alternate. There are also differences.

Although economic growth in Mexico is positive after two years, with a

setback in the fourth year, the output losses remain high. The default of

1914 occurred in the midst of the Mexican revolution, which lasted a de-

cade (1910-1920). In the default of the late 1920s real GDP growth is nega-

tive, which we attribute to the worldwide drop in commodity prices and

the political turmoil (Cristeros War, 1926-1929). The 1982 default followed

an extended boom phase in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Without access

to international capital markets, and with low exports due to the unfavor-

able economic situation in the USA, Mexicos main trade partner, economic

growth was very low for the remainder of the 1980s. Chile defaulted in 1880

on its debt, while it was in the War of the Pacific (1879–1883). Prior to the

1980s debt crisis Chile did not suffer from any fiscal problem, in sharp con-

trast to the other countries in the region. Chile’s default in 1983 was caused

by the nationalization of private debt and the bailout of the banking sec-

tor that had accumulated too much foreign debt and invested the proceeds

domestically. Brazils experiences with defaults have been different from the

other countries, as on average defaults have had no significant impact on

real GDP growth nor the output losses. We offer three explanations. First,

in the defaults of 1898-1900, 1902-1910 and in 1914-1919, Brazil continued to

service the coupon payments and was even able to borrow in the interna-

tional capital markets while in default (Kaminsky and Vega, 2014). Second,

Brazil could recover fast from the 1931-1933 and 1937-1943 defaults through

loose fiscal and monetary policy, made possible by the existence of spare

capacity and price-elastic supply response in the import-competing sector,

and the availability of funding for working capital at low financing costs

(Bulmer-Thomas, 2003). Third, with the oil price shocks of the 1980s, oil-

importer Brazil improved its terms of trade, which partially explains the

relatively weak impact on economic growth (Kaminsky and Pereira, 1994).
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5.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we analyze the impact of sovereign debt defaults and GDP

growth for four Latin American countries: Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexi-

co. These countries have experienced 14 sovereign defaults from 1870 to

2012. We use the dummy approach and output loss approach to get insights

in the impact of sovereign debt defaults on real GDP.

In general we observe a negative impact of a default on economic growth

in the first year after the default entry, and no significant impact thereafter.

The same pattern can be detected in the output loss. Typically, two years

after the default the output loss starts to decrease—although the cumulative

output losses remain high up to eight years after a default. When we zoom

in on different historical episodes and countries, we observe variety in the

impact.

Defaults in the period 1870–1930 have been characterized by a pronounced

negative and immediate impact on economic growth in the year after the

default initiated, but with a fast recovery and with relatively small and

short-lived output losses. Defaults in the period 1931–1971 occur in the early

1930s, after a period of high economic growth. After a brief decrease, eco-

nomic growth picks up gradually. Defaults in the period 1972–2012 tend to

have a deeper and longer lasting impact than in the other two episodes.

Four out of five defaults that occur in the period 1972-2012 take place in the

Latin American debt crisis of the early 1980s. Most countries experience high

economic growth prior to the debt default, particularly Mexico and Chile,

followed by a decade of slow economic growth, the ‘lost decade’. But not

all defaults follow this pattern. In the run-up to the debt defaults in Brazil

(1983) and Argentina (2001) economic growth slowed down dramatically,

while it surged quickly after default. This confirms Levy Yeyati and Panizza

(2011), who find that a country postpones a default until avoiding it is no

longer possible. By that time the worst of the recession is already over, and

the economy recovers fast.

Argentina and Chile experience a significant economic contraction in
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the year following the default, which is followed by a ‘bumpy recovery’,

in which the output loss decreases over time, and positive and negative eco-

nomic growth alternate. Mexico shows a slightly different picture as eco-

nomic growth picks up after a default, while the output losses continue.

We attribute this to domestic political turmoil in the default episodes in the

period 1870–1930 and to the high economic growth in the run-up to the 1982

debt crisis. Brazil has handled defaults different than the other countries. It

has continued to service part of the debt obligations and maintained access

to international capital markets during the debt defaults in the period 1870–

1930, and it has implemented loose fiscal and monetary policy during debt

defaults in the 1930s.

We find differences in the impact of sovereign defaults between periods

and countries. Some defaults, such as the debt defaults in the 1980s, fit with

the boom-bust models because real GDP growth is high in the years prior

to the default, and low or even negative in the years after the default. Sud-

den stops also have a dramatic impact in emerging economies, particularly

when accompanied by a currency mismatch in the assets and liabilities.

Other defaults, such as the Argentina 2001–2005 default, fit with sovereign

debt default models for emerging economies (for instance Arellano, 2008), as

the sovereign defaults occur in recessions, when debt is high. Output losses

are relatively small, because the real GDP growth was low in the run-up to

the default. In the next chapter we will explore the diversity in the impact.
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Sovereign defaults, business

cycles and diversity in impact

6.1 Introduction

One of the conclusions of the previous chapter is that there is diversity in

the impact of sovereign debt defaults in different historical periods, and for

different countries. We regard this variation in impact of past defaults as

an opportunity to analyze the determinants of the length and severity of

contraction following defaults, to paraphrase Cecchetti, Kohler and Upper

(2009) in their analysis of banking crises.

One of the possible determinants of the diverse impact can be the timing

of the default. Empirical research has found that in emerging economies so-

vereign borrowing is procyclical and defaults take place in recessions. How-

ever, Tomz and Wright (2007) find that the relationship between output and

default is unexpectedly weak: only 62% of the defaults occur in a recession.

They expect that other factors play a role, such as political circumstances,

external trade, fiscal balance and international conditions. Several authors,

like Furceri and Zdzienicka (2012) and Tomz and Wright (2007), hint at the

diversity of the default impact. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009) note that external

conditions such as world interest rates, global business cycles, commodity

prices and contagion play an important role in the likelihood of sovereign
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debt defaults, but no reference is made to the severity of these defaults.

We contribute to the sovereign debt default literature in two ways. First,

we investigate if there exists a relation between business cycles and defaults,

and whether other variables have a closer relationship with defaults. We

extend the work of Aiolfi et al. (2011) on business cycles to defaults. We

use a more homogeneous data set, with less sovereign debt defaults than

Tomz and Wright (2007) do. We use different business cycle turning points:

Aiolfi et al. (2011) based their index on a wider set of variables than just

real GDP, which is used by Tomz and Wright (2007). Second, we analyze

the differences in impact (severity and contraction period) of sovereign debt

defaults. To the best of our knowledge this has not been done. We do not

discuss causality, but we can provide insights through the stylized facts that

we present in this chapter.

We find that the majority of the debt defaults (eleven out of fourteen, or

80%) starts in a recession phase of the business cycle. In ten cases (75%) the

business cycle was in a recession phase one year before the default. On aver-

age, real GDP growth is negative in the year of the default and the year after,

as shown in Chapter 5. Furthermore debt defaults take place when debt-to-

GDP ratios and government expenditures as a percentage of government

revenues are high. When the default occurs, debt increases, while GDP con-

tracts, and government revenues drop even more than government expen-

ditures do. This reflects the negative impact on a government’s financial

position. Prior to the default and in the first year of default the international

conditions are adverse, with low global economic growth and high world in-

terest rates. Sovereign debt defaults take place in periods of increased global

capital mobility, which reflect financial liberalization. The majority of the de-

faults starts when terms of trade are unfavorable (indicating an overvalued

currency) and exports are relatively low compared to imports. This quickly

reverses when the default starts. The prices of most commodities decrease

from the year prior to the default until one year after the default. Given the

importance of commodities for the economies in Latin American countries,

the drop in prices could well lead to debt service difficulties. Our results
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fit into the boom-bust theories, because debt crises occur when a period of

high growth and increasing commodity prices is followed by adverse in-

ternational conditions including decreasing commodity prices. Our results

also fit into the sudden-stop models, because capital inflows reverse, a cur-

rency devaluation follows, with a consequent drop in the terms of trade and

a reversal in the current account.

The depth or severity of a default, measured as the cumulative out-

put loss during the contraction period, is associated with domestic indi-

cators: government expenditure and the stance of the business cycle prior

to the default. The time it takes to reach the trough of the business cycle

(the “contraction period”) is associated with international variables; particu-

larly pre-default commodity price increases tend to lengthen the contraction

period. The latter is interesting in light of the significant differences between

autocracies and democracies, as found by Arezki and Bruckner (2010) and

Frankel, Vegh and Vuletin (2013). In autocracies positive commodity price

shocks lead to increased government expenditures, while external debt is

not significantly reduced. Fiscal policy is procyclical and positive windfalls

from international commodity price shocks increase the risk of default on

external debt. In democracies positive commodity price shocks lead to a sig-

nificant reduction in external debt, while government expenditures do not

increase. The risk of default in democracies decreases after positive wind-

falls from international commodity price shocks. Stronger checks and balan-

ces constrain policy space for politicians and increase accountability to the

public. In a more democratic system the checks and balances are stronger,

and fiscal policy is less procyclical. The four Latin American countries that

we investigate pursued procyclical fiscal policy during most of its history. In

the run-up to debt defaults these countries had an autocracy in eleven out

of fourteen defaults.

Our results may be useful for policy makers to smooth the impact of debt

defaults. The government can implement countercyclical rules that ensure

that temporarily high fiscal revenues are saved rather than spent. This is

precisely the policy that Chile has followed since 2001 (Frankel et al., 2013).
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The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. After a review of

the literature in Section 6.2, Section 6.3 discusses how we measure the im-

pact of sovereign debt defaults, and how we analyze the factors associated

with the size and length of the impact. The empirical results are shown in

Section 6.4. We discuss our results in Section 6.5, and Section 6.6 concludes.

6.2 Literature review

We review the literature related to the timing of the sovereign debt defaults

in Section 6.2.1, and the literature related to the impact of defaults on eco-

nomic growth in Section 6.2.2.

6.2.1 The timing of sovereign debt defaults

We first review literature on the relation between business cycles and sove-

reign debt defaults. Since we are interested whether sovereign debt defaults

could be closer related to international conditions, we turn to the literature

on commodity price cycles and sovereign debt defaults. The political eco-

nomy literature provides an additional explanation for the relation between

commodity prices and sovereign debt defaults. These theories also include

an explanation for the relation between political elections and defaults.

Business cycles and sovereign debt defaults. Conventional wisdom is that

countries default when output is low, and that a default provides costly in-

surance against economic adversity. In an unbalanced panel of 106 coun-

tries from 1820 to 2012 Tomz and Wright (2007) observe that only 62% of 169

default episodes begin in a recession phase. This is a less clear-cut relation-

ship than expected according to theoretical models for emerging economies,

which predict that defaults occur in recessions. Levy Yeyati (2006) finds that

private lending to sovereigns is procyclical and official lending to sovereigns

is countercyclical. Official flows consist of IMF lending, non-IMF multilate-

ral lending (concessional and non-concessional), and bilateral lending.

Commodity price cycles and sovereign debt defaults. Kaminsky and Reinhart

(2009) observe that peaks and troughs in commodity price cycles appear
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to be leading for peaks and troughs in capital flow cycles, with the latter

troughs typically resulting in defaults. When terms of trade are favorable

(for instance high prices for commodities to be exported), then borrowing

speeds up. When the prices of commodities drop, then borrowing drops

too, and the probability of default increases. Their data suggest that in the

period from 1800 to 1940 spikes in commodity prices are almost invariably

followed by waves of sovereign defaults. Kaminsky and Vega-Garcia (2014)

note that Brazil’s defaults in 1898 and 1914 are preceded by drastic declines

in its terms of trade due to collapses in coffee prices (in 1898) and rubber

prices (1914). The relation is less clear for the period 1940 to 2010.

Political economy. Apart from business cycles there are also political factors

that play a role in sovereign debt defaults. We identify two mechanisms

from the political economy literature that are relevant for sovereign debt.

Political uncertainty leads to a higher level of debt, and excessive corruption

leads to procyclical fiscal policy when it comes to revenues from windfalls

in commodity prices. In autocracies political uncertainty and corruption is

higher (Alesina and Tabellini, 1989; Alesina, Campante and Tabellini, 2008).

In a sample of 93 countries in the period 1970–2008, Arezki and Bruckner

(2010) find that in autocracies positive commodity price shocks lead to an in-

crease in government expenditures, and not to a reduction in external debt.

After positive windfalls from commodity price shocks, the probability of a

debt crisis increases significantly in a country with an autocratic political

system, while it decreases in democracies.

Policy makers who take the decision to default run a substantial and

high probability of damage: they may loose their jobs and political career,

and the ruling party typically loses in the next elections (Borensztein and

Panizza, 2009). Levy Yeyati and Panizza (2011) show that policy makers

have incentives to postpone the default. They define two types of default,

the forced default when no other decision than default is possible, and the

strategic default when the policy maker voluntarily chooses for a default

even if it could have been avoided. The latter is considered more damaging

for the policy maker. As a consequence, they will postpone a default until
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there is no other solution then to default, and will thus provoke less damage

to their political reputation.

6.2.2 Determinants of impact of debt default on economic growth

The literature distinguishes various transmission channels of debt defaults

on economic growth. Some of the transmission channels provide arguments

for a long-term impact, while for others there is no agreement on the length

of the impact.

Capital market access and borrowing costs. Most studies find that default-

ers regain access to new credit shortly after the end of the crisis. For ex-

ample, Panizza et al. (2009) find that most countries regain access within

one or two years after a debt default. Global credit cycles and the size of the

‘haircut’ (percentage creditor losses as a consequence of a default) are more

important for re-access than default history (Richmond and Dias, 2009).

Borensztein and Panizza (2009) find that the cost of borrowing immediately

after the default is significantly higher, but that this effect fades away in ap-

proximately two years. On the other hand, Cruces and Trebesch (2013) and

Richmond and Dias (2009) find that debt restructuring can have a signifi-

cant and lasting impact on access to the financial markets after a default.

The effect depends mainly on the outcome of restructuring, in particular on

the size of the ‘hair cut’.

Impact on trade. Findings for the impact on international trade are am-

biguous. Rose (2005) studies the Paris Club rescheduling and observes large

and long-lasting declines in bilateral trade. Both importers and exporters

have less access to credit as a consequence of the default, which causes

lower trade activity. However Borensztein and Panizza (2009) find that ex-

port oriented industries suffer more, but the effect is fairly short-lived.

Contagion to the financial sector. Sovereign defaults are associated with

an increased probability of a banking crisis (Borensztein and Panizza, 2009;

Levy Yeyati and Panizza, 2011; Reinhart and Rogoff, 2011). Sovereign debt

restructuring can strongly affect the financial position of domestic banks,

pension funds and other financial institutions, particularly if these institu-
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tions have invested in sovereign debt. Private institutions, including banks,

can not have a better rating than the government of the country in which

they operate (‘sovereign ceiling’). Therefore bank funding will be more ex-

pensive when the sovereign credit spread increases (Reinhart and Rogoff,

2011).

Studies on twin sovereign defaults and banking crises are relatively scarce,

and the literature on the impact of these crises on economic growth is even

thinner. The evidence is mixed. Furceri and Zdzienicka (2012) do not find

a significant difference. De Paoli et al. (2009) find that the impact is larger

when sovereign stress is accompanied by problems in the banking sector,

and the recent European sovereign debt turmoil has shown that the eco-

nomic impact of twin sovereign debt and banking crises can be deep and

prolonged (Correa and Sapriza, 2015).

Reputational spillovers. Reputational spillover or panic and pessimism

that follows a default may undermine the confidence in a government, with

direct consequences for the corporate sector. Sovereign defaults lead to a

fall in FDI flows into the country (Fuentes and Saravia, 2010), foreign credit

to the private sector collapses after a default (Arteta and Hale, 2008), and

sovereign downgrading will affect corporate ratings and thus increase the

cost of funding for corporations (Borensztein and Panizza, 2009). A drop in

investments will probably have a negative impact on the economy in the

long run.

6.3 Methodology

6.3.1 Sovereign debt defaults and business cycles

To investigate whether sovereign debt defaults are related to business cycles

or fluctuations in a narrower component of economic activity, such as ex-

ports or fiscal balance, we use event study graphs as used by Kaminsky et

al. (1998). We plot the pattern of the variables around the time of the debt

default and compare this with the average values in tranquil times (periods

without debt defaults). We also include international, exogenous indicators
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such as the world real interest rate, world economic growth (real GDP of the

USA, the UK, France and Germany) and commodity prices.

Furthermore, we count the number of defaults for which the business

cycle is in an expansion phase in the year before the default, the number

of defaults for which world economic growth is below its level in tranquil

times, et cetera.

6.3.2 Severity and contraction period

To analyze why the impact of some debt defaults on the cumulative out-

put loss is greater than others we first need to define the total impact of a

debt default. We use two measures. Our first measure is the depth or seve-

rity, while our second measure is the length of the contraction period after

a sovereign debt default. We use Levy Yeyati and Panizza (2011) as the de-

finition of business cycle contraction: total cumulative output loss from the

pre-default peak to the post-default trough of the business cycle. We make

one adjustment, we start at the year of the default instead of the last peak

before the default. The reason for this adjustment is that while Levy Yeyati

and Panizza (2011) compare business cycle contractions in recessions with

and without a default, we quantify the impact of a default compared to the

pre-default period. In other words, the deviation of real GDP growth from

its pre-crisis trend, from the year of default until the trough of the business

cycle is reached.

We use the cumulative output loss instead of the cumulative output gap,

because a trend based on a trend could bias the results. The contraction

period of the defaults in our data sample is up to seven years, which im-

plies that the growth in the first years of the debt default is included in the

trend for the last years of the debt default episode. The length of the average

pre-default growth is 5 years, for reasons exposed in section 5.3.2. Although

one may argue that pre-default growth is typically high, and therefore out-

put loss in a default is overestimated, this is not always the case. For instance

in the Argentina 2001–2005 default the economic growth prior to the default

was very low. To take the average historical growth over the entire time ho-
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rizon would lead to inclusion of data that occur later and have nothing to do

with the situation around the default. Besides, there are structural breaks in

Latin Americas economic growth history, which makes this measure ques-

tionable.

The (cumulative) output loss is determined with the same definitions

and equations as in Section 5.3.2, except that for the length we do not focus

on the default episode, but on the contraction period.

6.3.3 Analyzing the severity of the impact

To analyze how the impact of sovereign debt defaults is related to other vari-

ables, we use event study graphs to compare the pattern of key variables for

the five deepest sovereign defaults and the five mildest sovereign defaults.

We also use simple cross-sectional models as in Cecchetti et al. (2009) for

banking crises and Gupta, Mishra and Sahay (2007) for currency crises. The

severity of the crisis (cumulative output loss) is the dependent variable, and

the regressors are selected from a set of potentially relevant indicators. We

also use simple cross-sectional models with the contraction period as the de-

pendent variable. We use contemporary variables, but also lagged variables

and pre-default and post-default averages. The crisis severity indicator is re-

gressed on each variable separately. We only include the defaults for which

we have a measure for the severity and length of the crisis.

6.4 Empirical results

We use the same data set as in Chapter 4 and 5. As in Chapter 5 we use the

sovereign debt defaults (see Table 5.1). Details of the explanatory variables

can be found in Appendix F. Wherever possible we have tried to distinguish

the different transmission channels of debt defaults on economic growth.
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6.4.1 Timing of sovereign debt defaults

We investigate a possible relation between sovereign debt defaults and fluc-

tuations in exports, government balance, political conditions and interna-

tional circumstances. We pool all defaults for all countries. Figures 6.1, 6.2

and 6.3 show how these variables fluctuate around the time of the debt de-

fault. The horizontal axis records the number of years before and after the

initial year of the default (year T).

In Figure 6.1 we see in the upper left panel that government expendi-

tures increase sharply in the year before the default. In the year of the default

and the following year government expenditures decrease, which reflects

the difficulty of government financing. In the upper right panel we can see

that the ratio of government expenditures to government revenues increase

as the default unfolds. This is caused by a larger decrease in revenues than

in expenditures. In the middle left panel we see that the increase in central

government debt to GDP continues after the default, which reflects the in-

crease of arrears, and the decrease in GDP. The middle right panel shows

that economic growth is negative in the year of default and the year after.

After that a strong recovery sets in. This relatively fast recovery is in line

with the findings of Levy Yeyati and Panizza (2011). In the bottom left panel

we see that in the run-up to a default the inflation is equal to the average

inflation in tranquil times. When the default unfolds, the inflation increases

dramatically. The bottom right panel shows that on average defaults take

place in more autocratic regimes, and that the political system changes to a

less autocratic system in the years after a default.
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Figure 6.1. Pattern of macroeconomic indicators around the time of the first
year of a sovereign debt default in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico,
1870–2012 (pooled data). The dotted line represents the average level
of the indicator during tranquil periods. The solid line represents the
indicator around the time of the beginning of the debt default. T: first
year of the debt default; T − 1: 1 year before the default entry, T + 1: 1
year after the default entry.
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The upper panels in Figure 6.2 present indicators for the world economic

situation . The graphs suggest that defaults coincide with bad international

circumstances. World economic growth is at its lowest level in the year of

default, and the world real interest rate levels peak a year before the de-

fault. We see the same pattern when we count the crises. Nine out of 14 debt

defaults occur when world economic growth in the year of the default is

below its long-term average growth rate, and 12 out of 14 debt defaults oc-

cur when world real interest rate in the year prior to the default is above

its level in tranquil times. Summarizing, the majority of the defaults starts

when international conditions are unfavorable, which confirms the conclu-

sion of Reinhart and Rogoff (2008). Historically, financial crises have fol-

lowed financial liberalization. Global capital mobility is strongly correlated

with financial liberalization, so it should not come as a surprise that in 10 out

of 14 debt defaults global capital mobility is higher than in tranquil times.

This can also be observed in the middle left panel. The middle right panel

shows the deviation of the Real Effective Exchange Rate (REER) from its 5

year average. In the run-up to the default the REER is above the level in

tranquil times, which indicates an overvalued currency. The REER rapidly

decreases in the year of the default and the years after. The same pattern

is found in the terms of trade (shown in the bottom left panel). The ratio

of exports to imports (shown in the bottom right panel) shows an opposite

pattern. Prior to the crisis we see on average a lower level than in tranquil

times, and 11 out of 14 debt crises occur when the exports to imports ratio in

the year prior to the default is below its level in tranquil times. This quickly

reverses when the default takes place.
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Figure 6.2. Pattern of world economic and external trade indicators around
the time of the first year of a sovereign debt default in Argentina, Brazil,
Chile and Mexico, 1870–2012 (pooled data). The dotted line represents
the average level of the indicator during tranquil periods. The solid line
represents the indicator around the time of the beginning of the debt
default. T: first year of the debt default; T − 1: 1 year before the default
entry, T + 1: 1 year after the default entry.
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Figure 6.3. Pattern of commodity prices around the time of the first year of
a sovereign debt default in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico, 1870–
2012 (pooled data). The dotted line represents the average level of the
indicator during tranquil periods. The solid line represents the indicator
around the time of the beginning of the debt default. T: first year of the
debt default; T− 1: 1 year before the default entry, T + 1: 1 year after the
default entry.
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Figure 6.3 shows the pattern of changes in commodities prices. We can

observe a decrease of prices in eight out of nine commodities in the year

prior to the default, in the year of the default itself and in the year after

the default. Commodities are important for the Latin American economies,

as it affects output, government revenues, exports and foreign currency re-

ceipts. With lower government revenues and foreign currency receipts the

servicing of sovereign debt obligations becomes increasingly difficult, par-

ticularly on foreign currency denominated debt.
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Sovereign debt defaults and business cycles

Most sovereign debt defaults start in a recession phase (11 out of 14, or 80%),

which is relatively more than Tomz and Wright (2007) find. Our results are in

line with the sovereign debt default models adjusted for emerging markets

dynamics (see Arellano, 2008). There are two defaults that occur one year

after the business cycle peak was reached, five defaults start two years after

the peak, one default starts three years after the peak and three defaults

start more than three years after the peak. For seven defaults the trough of

the business cycle is reached within one year, for one default the trough is

reached in two years, and for three defaults it takes three years or more to

recover. This confirms our findings in Chapter 5 that for one group recovery

after a default is fast, while for another group recovery after a default lasts

long.

6.4.2 Severity of output losses and contraction period

Table 6.1 lists the fourteen sovereign debt defaults, ordered for cumulative

output loss during the crisis contraction period. The debt defaults of Mexico

in 1982 and 1928, Chile in 1931, Argentina in 1890, and Brazil in 1937 had

a deep impact on economic growth. We call these five crises the top 5 deep

crises. Similar, the top 5 mild crises consist of the sovereign debt defaults

that had the mildest impact on the cumulative output loss: Chile 1880, Brazil

1898, Mexico 1914, Chile 1983 and Brazil 1983. The Mexico 1982 crisis has a

very large cumulative output loss, which can be attributed to the high pre-

default growth (on average 8% per year in the five years preceding the de-

fault), and the low growth in the contraction period during the lost decade.

The 1980s Latin American debt default had stronger effects in Mexico than

in the other three countries.

6.4.3 Analyzing the severity of the impact

We compare the pattern of economic and political indicators during crisis

periods in two ways, by event study graphs à la Reinhart et al. (1998) and
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Table 6.1. Severity of the output loss and contraction period of sovereign
debt defaults in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico 1870–2012. The de-
faults are ordered based on severity (cumulative output loss).

Country Year of Contraction Cumulative
default period output loss

Mexico 1982 7 223.1%
Brazil 1937 6 90.0%
Mexico 1928 5 69.3%
Chile 1931 2 60.3%
Argentina 1890 2 51.6%
Argentina 2001 2 28.7%
Brazil 1914 2 19.3%
Argentina 1982 4 13.6%
Brazil 1931 1 8.7%
Brazil 1983 1 6.4%
Chile 1983 1 3.5%
Mexico 1914 3 −14.9%
Brazil 1898 4 −28.5%
Chile 1880 NA NA

Notes:
Cumulative output losses are defined to be positive, so a negative coefficient implies a
cumulative output gain. The 1880–1883 crisis in Chili began an expansion phase, and the
economy continued this path after the crisis unfolded. According to our definition there is
no contraction period, and therefore no cumulative output loss.

through simple cross-sectional regressions. We compare the pattern of deep

versus mild crises for domestic indicators in the event study graphs in Fi-

gure 6.4. We observe that deep crises are associated with an increase in go-

vernment expenditures in the year prior to default and a decrease in the year

after the default, while mild crises show a moderate growth in the years be-

fore the default and negative growth in the year of the default and the year

after (upper left panel). For deep crises, in the year of the default and the

year after the default the ratio of government expenditure to government

revenue (upper right panel) increases, which must be caused by a decrease

in government revenues. Furthermore, deep crises coincide with a higher
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level of debt which also increases faster (middle left panel), high real GDP

growth in the years before the default and negative growth in the year of

the default and the year thereafter (middle right panel) and a lower infla-

tion rate (bottom left panel).

Figure 6.4. Pattern of macroeconomic indicators around the time of the first
year of a sovereign debt default in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico,
1870–2012 (pooled data): deep versus mild crises. The solid (blue) line
represents the average of 5 deep crises (Mexico 1982, Brazil 1937, Mexico
1928, Chile 1931, Argentina 1890). The dotted (red) line represents the
average of 5 mild crises (Chile 1880, Brazil 1898, Mexico 1914, Chile 1983,
Brazil 1983) and the intermittent (black) line represents the average in
tranquil times.
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Deep crises crises occur on average in a more autocratic system than

mild crises. Two years after the default the political system moves to a more

democratic system for mild crises, while in deep crises the system becomes

more autocratic (bottom right panel).

We turn to the pattern of world economic and external indicators around

the time of defaults in the event study graphs presented in Figure 6.5. The

upper left panel shows that deep crises are associated with high world eco-

nomic growth rates in the run-up to the default, a slowdown in the year

of the default and the year after the default, and a recovery to the non-

default economic growth level. Mild crises are associated with a low eco-

nomic growth prior to the default, and strong economic growth in the year

after the default. For deep crises the real interest rates in the international

capital markets (represented by the UK up to 1920 and the USA thereafter)

increases well above the level in tranquil periods, peaking in the year after

the default. For mild crises the pattern is the opposite. In the run-up to the

default the real interest rate is higher than in tranquil times, but decreases to

reach negative levels in the years that follow the first year of default (upper

right panel). We conclude that while the deep crises meet favorable interna-

tional circumstances in the run-up to the default and adverse circumstances

in the year of the default and thereafter, mild crises have unfavorable in-

ternational circumstances in the run-up to the crisis and favorable circum-

stances once the default occurs. Capital mobility around the time of mild

crises is higher than for deep crises. All mild crises occur in periods with

high capital mobility—either in the first globalization era (1870–1913), or in

the second globalization era (1972–2012). The majority of the deep crises oc-

curs in the 1930s when capital mobility is low. The terms of trade (bottom

left panel) are often used as a proxy for external competitiveness; high terms

of trade reflect an overvalued exchange rate, which makes imports relatively

cheap and exports relatively expensive. In deep crises the terms of trade are

higher in the years prior to the default than in tranquil times. Once a default

hits, the terms of trade decrease, which reflect a restoration of the external

competitiveness. In mild crises the terms of trade remain all the years below
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Figure 6.5. Pattern of world economic and external trade indicators around
the time of the first year of a sovereign debt default in Argentina, Brazil,
Chile and Mexico, 1870–2012 (pooled data): deep versus mild crises. The
solid (blue) line represents the average of 5 deep crises (Mexico 1982,
Brazil 1937, Mexico 1928, Chile 1931, Argentina 1890). The dotted (red)
line represents the average of 5 mild crises (Chile 1880, Brazil 1898,
Mexico 1914, Chile 1983, Brazil 1983) and the intermittent (black) line
represents the average in tranquil times.
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the level in tranquil times. In deep crises the ratio of exports to imports

(bottom right panel) increases after the first year of default, while in mild

crises this ratio increases already the year before default. This quick recovery

of exports may help to mitigate the negative effects of the debt default.

Next, we present our results of the simple cross-sectional models. We

only include the 13 defaults for which we have a measure for the severity

and length of the crisis. This means that we exclude the Chile 1880–1883

crisis. As a consequence we have limited degrees of freedom.

Table 6.2. Determinants of severity of the impact of sovereign defaults in
Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico, 1870–2012.

Dependent variable: cumulative output loss
coef- standard adjusted

ficient error R2

Business cycle dummy 1 year before default 1.049*** 0.310 0.465
Pre-default 3 year average real GDP growth 9.729** 3.802 0.316
Real GDP growth 1 year before default 4.127* 2.205 0.173
Change in government expenditure 1 year
before default 2.992*** 0.896 0.458
Pre-default 3 year average change in government
expenditure 5.692** 2.113 0.343
Pre-default 3 year average change in sugar price 1.873* 0.960 0.189
Pre-default 3 year average change in silver price 2.613* 1.423 0.165
Change in silver price 1 year before default -1.413* 0.718 0.193

Table 6.2 lists the variables which are significant at the 10% level. The do-

mestic indicators (business cycle dummy, real GDP growth before default

and government expenditure) can explain most of the variation of the de-

pendent variable. If a business cycle is in expansion in the year before the

default, then the impact is deeper. Similarly, high pre-crisis growth is asso-

ciated with a larger cumulative output loss. In other words, defaults that

occur shortly after the economy is in expansion tend to have a deep impact,

while defaults that occur when the economy was in the recession phase for

at least one year prior to the default and experienced low growth tend to
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have a less severe impact. An increase in government expenditures in the

years prior to default is associated with a larger cumulative output loss.

High prices for sugar and silver in the three years before the default are po-

sitively correlated with the severity of a default: an increase (decrease) in the

sugar or silver price amplifies (reduces) the impact of the debt crisis. This

points towards a boom-bust pattern. When the prices of commodities in-

crease this may lead to a boom, normally accompanied by overinvestments,

increased government expenditures and overborrowing. When the prices

decrease the boom busts and a government may not be able to service its

debt obligations.

Table 6.3. Determinants of contraction period of the impact of sovereign de-
faults in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico, 1870–2012.

Dependent variable: crisis contraction period
coef- standard adjusted

ficient error R2

World real GDP growth 3 years prior to default 49.551* 25.107 0.194
World real GDP growth 1 year before default 23.357* 12.412 0.174
US real GDP growth 3 years prior to default 37.352* 17.358 0.232
US real GDP growth 1 year before default 17.927** 7.750 0.266
Change in government expenses in year
of the default 9.105*** 2.775 0.449
Business cycle dummy 1 year before default 2.500** 1.310 0.244
Business cycle dummy in year of default 2.864* 1.332 0.232
Terms of Trade 1 year before default 0.015* 0.007 0.198
Pre-default 3 year average change in cacao price 5.934* 3.276 0.160
Pre-default 3 year average change in copper price 17.331** 6.475 0.339
Change in iron price 1 year before default -12.658* 5.993 0.224
Pre-default 3 year average change in maize price 12.279** 5.458 0.253
Change in maize price 1 year before default 16.004*** 3.266 0.657
Pre-default 3 year average change in silver price 12.013*** 3.438 0.483
Pre-default 3 year average change in sugar price 7.222** 2.634 0.352
Pre-default 3 year average change in tin price 9.747* 4.629 0.222
Change in zinc price 1 year before default 6.908** 2.796 0.298
Pre-default 3 year average change in zinc price 18.826** 6.266 0.401
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Table 6.3 presents the variables that affect the length of the contraction

period that follows the default and that are significant at the 10% level.

Global conditions prior to the default dominate. Increasing commodity prices

in the three years before the default are associated with a longer contrac-

tion period, while decreasing prices prior to the default are associated with

shorter contraction periods. Latin America is a large producer of commo-

dities. Commodities do not only have a direct impact on output, but also

an indirect effect, because it sustains government revenues, and export re-

venues which generate foreign currency. The impact of a decrease in com-

modity prices is larger when the commodity prices have boomed before the

decrease. When world economic growth prior to the default is high, then

the length of the contraction period is longer. World economic growth has

an impact on the commodity prices, because a decrease in global demand

reduces the demand for commodities and its prices. The global conditions

seem to fit within the boom-bust model. A boom in the commodity markets

can end abruptly when international conditions deteriorate. The decrease

in demand and prices of commodities will heavily hit commodity produ-

cing and exporting countries. When the boom period is accompanied by a

boom in investments and increased government borrowing and expendi-

tures, then a bust of commodity prices may have an even stronger impact,

and lead to a sovereign default. Particularly the sovereign defaults from the

1980s follow this mechanism.

As was the case for the severity measure, the stance of the business cycle

is significant for the length of the contraction period. If the economy is in

an expansion phase one year before the default, the contraction period lasts

longer. An increase in the terms of trade in the pre-default year is associated

with a longer contraction period. Unfavorable terms of trade point towards

an overvalued currency, which increase the probability of a depreciation or

devaluation. This leads to difficulties servicing foreign currency sovereign

debt, because of the currency mismatches in the assets and liabilities of the

country (original sin).
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6.5 Discussion

The majority of the defaults starts when international conditions are unfa-

vorable, terms of trade are high (often associated with an overvalued cur-

rency) and exports are relatively low compared to imports. The latter two

reverse when the default starts. In the year prior to the default and the first

year of the default prices of commodities tend to be below the level in tran-

quil times. Government expenditures increase sharply in the year before the

default, while economic growth is well below its level in tranquil times. Go-

vernment debt increases in the run-up to a default and then accelerates.

Deep crises are associated with worse international conditions in the

year of default and years thereafter. The external trade situation is less fa-

vorable in terms of trade and currency (over)valuation. Exports relative to

imports are low, and take more time to pick up for deep crises. Terms of

trade are high, which points towards currency overvaluation. Only after the

default the terms of trade drop below the level in tranquil times. This rapid

change in terms of trade points towards an important exchange rate adjust-

ment, which implies increased debt service difficulties (original sin). Deep

crises are correlated with commodity price increases and increasing govern-

ment expenditures in the run-up to a default. Also, the debt overhang is

greater, particularly after the default. On average, defaults coincide with

autocratic regimes, and mild crises show a move towards more democratic

systems, while deep crises show a tendency for more autocracy.

Our stylized facts provide support for boom-bust mechanisms, sudden-

stop models and for the political economy theories. It is important to keep

in mind that we can only speculate about causality. The transmission me-

chanism of the boom-bust theories are centered in commodity prices. In

the four Latin American countries that we study, commodities are impor-

tant for both the economy and the government. Commodities prices de-

pend on supply and demand of the commodity in the world market. From

the commodity lottery we know that not all commodity prices move in the

same direction and size. For instance, supply of agricultural products can
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change as a consequence of droughts, and demand for a particular metal can

change after a technology innovation. Commodity prices also depend on

global economic conditions. Prices increase when world economic growth

is high, for example, when world economic growth increases demand for

food products increases. Higher commodity prices lead to increased expec-

tations, resulting in lower interest rates, overinvestments, capital inflows,

and overborrowing. Government revenues as well as government expendi-

tures increase. When commodity prices decrease after an extended period

of price increases, then this will lead to a decrease in output, foreign cur-

rency inflows, government revenues and expectations. The government has

to cut expenditure and/or borrow more, which increases the debt level and

interest rates because of an increased probability of a default. This affects the

government budget, private and public investments, and output further. If

this occurs when international capital market conditions are unfavorable,

then access to additional debt to finance the deficit will be even more ex-

pensive and difficult to obtain. The increase of the fiscal deficit and negative

outlook, combined with a high debt level, may then lead to a sovereign debt

crisis.

In the sudden-stop model of Calvo (1998, 2003) a sharp drop in com-

modity prices can lead to negative expectations, which cause a sudden stop

in capital flows. This can lead to a sovereign debt default through two (not

mutually exclusive) channels. The sudden stop can cause a currency crisis,

which complicates debt servicing if sovereign debt is denominated in fo-

reign exchange (original sin). The sudden stop causes a downturn in eco-

nomic activity, which affects the government budget and makes debt servi-

cing more difficult. Additionally, interest rates will increase as investors per-

ceive a higher risk of default. The fiscal deficit increases further and could

eventually lead to a sovereign debt default.

The political economy theory of Arezki and Bruckner (2010) combines

commodity price booms with the political system. In autocracies the ad-

ditional revenues from international commodity price windfalls are used

for government expenditures, while democracies use the additional reve-
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nues to reduce their external debt levels. In autocracies the risk of default

on external debt increases when international commodity prices increase.

The four Latin American countries that we investigate experience an equal

number of years with autocracy and with democracy. However, defaults oc-

cur when there is an autocracy in eleven (out of fourteen) crises.

6.6 Conclusion

This chapter investigates the relation between sovereign debt defaults, busi-

ness cycles and economic growth for four Latin American countries: Argen-

tina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico. These countries experienced fourteen sove-

reign defaults during the period from 1870 to 2012.

We find that 80% of the sovereign defaults start in the recession phase of

the business cycle. Defaults often occur in autocratic political systems and

when government expenditures are high. A high and fast increasing debt

level and adverse international conditions (low economic growth, high in-

terest rates and decreasing commodity prices) are associated with sovereign

defaults. Another finding is that the higher domestic and world economic

growth, government expenses and commodity prices in the three years prior

to the default, the higher the cumulative output loss and the longer the con-

traction period.

Our results fit into boom-bust theories, sudden-stop models and political

economy theories. Original sin is involved as currency devaluations make

debt servicing on foreign currency denominated debt more complicated.

Latin America has a long history of recurrent debt defaults. Our findings

show that procyclical fiscal policy and reliance on commodities have made

the countries vulnerable to unfavorable international developments (low

economic growth, high interest rates and decreasing commodity prices). In

the most recent commodity boom (2002–2007) most Latin American coun-

tries have used the extra revenues to reduce debt positions, to increase fo-

reign reserves and to maintain the fiscal balance. This has allowed Brazil

and Chile to follow countercyclical fiscal policy during the Global Financial
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Crisis that hits emerging countries in the fall of 2008. Although the region is

hit hard by the crisis, the GFC does not lead to financial crises other than a

currency crisis in the region, contrary to past global crises.

Our policy recommendations are that Latin American countries continue

with the countercyclical fiscal policy and maintain debt levels low. Positive

windfalls from international commodity price shocks should be used to re-

duce debt and not to increase government expenditures. Furthermore, it is

important to reduce the dependency of commodities for the economy, go-

vernment budget and exports. The government can diversify the economy

by implementing economic policies such as the promotion of the manufac-

turing and services industry. To decrease dependency in the fiscal area the

government can broaden the tax revenue base.
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Conclusion

7.1 Main findings

This study deals with financial crises in Latin America. We investigate so-

vereign debt defaults and sovereign debt crises over an extended period

(1870–2012) and currency crises over a shorter time frame (1990–2009).

In Chapter 2 we provide background information on the economic his-

tory of Latin America since 1870, and on the history of currency crises and

sovereign debt defaults. We also present three generations of theoretical cur-

rency crisis models, and three alternative sovereign debt crisis theories. We

use these theories to interpret our findings on currency crises and sovereign

debt crises, and to select variables that potentially play a role in sovereign

debt crises.

In Chapter 3 we discuss the most recent financial crisis that has hit the re-

gion, the Global Financial Crisis (2007–2009). Countries in the region do not

suffer from widespread financial crises as in previous global shocks since

obtaining independence almost 200 years ago. Sovereign defaults nor bank-

ing crises occur, but various countries suffer from currency crises. We con-

struct an Early Warning System (EWS) for currency crises for Argentina,

Brazil and Mexico in the period 1990 to 2007. We then use this EWS to pre-

dict the currency crisis in the aftermath of the fall of Lehman Brothers in

September 2008. We contribute to the EWS literature in our methodology.
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We use static factor models and an ordered logit model to account for the

severity of the currency crises. Our methodology makes it feasible to include

a wide range of variables in explaining currency crises, without having to

pre-select explanatory variables. This allows us to investigate the role of in-

stitutional, political, global and commodity-related indicators, as suggested

by Alvarez-Plata and Schrooten (2004), and others. We find that currency

crises in Argentina, Brazil and Mexico are associated with debt, banking and

commodities-related indicators. The relation with the debt and banking in-

dicators can be explained by a taking closer look at the very deep currency

crises (Mexico 1994-1995, Brazil 1998–1999 and Argentina 2001-2002) that

have been accompanied by severe debt servicing problems, while Mexico

and Argentina also experienced banking crises. Inclusion of institutional in-

dicators improves the fit of the model for all countries. The relation is at first

sight counter-intuitive, as improved institutional conditions are associated

with deeper currency crises. However, the relation fits well within the third

generation currency crises where positive expectations lead to overlending

and overborrowing and increased asset prices. The boom in investments

and capital inflows is partially founded on the moral hazard behavior of in-

vestors and banks. When expectations turn negative, capital flows out and

pressure on the exchange rate increases. In this respect, sudden stops are en-

dogenous to prior capital booms, as proposed by Agosin and Huaita (2011,

2012). The model’s forecasts for Argentina and Brazil are comparable: the

model predicts an increased probability of a crisis, but overestimates the se-

verity of the currency crisis. For Mexico the out-of-sample performance is

poor, as the model does not predict a currency crisis, which is in sharp con-

trast with reality. We attribute this to the low number of currency crises that

Mexico has experienced in the 1990–2007 period, and the very different con-

ditions in the run-up to the very deep crisis in 1994 when compared to the

run-up to the very deep crisis in 2008.

In Chapter 4 we propose a new, continuous sovereign debt crisis index,

which provides more information than the traditional binary default indi-

cator. The constructed Debt Market Pressure Index (DMPI) shows peaks in
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times of debt crises, while in tranquil years the index remains low. It repre-

sents the pressure on the sovereign debt position—not necessarily a default.

We construct the index for Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico in the period

1870–2012. The index that performs best compared to a sovereign debt crisis

benchmark consists of a combination of total central government debt to

GDP, interest rate spread and the ratio of exports to imports. This is in line

with stylized facts, and with two strands of theoretical models, sovereign

debt default models for emerging economies (Arellano, 2008) and sudden-

stop models (Calvo, 1998; 2003). Our index opens up possibilities for more

research on sovereign debt crises. As an example we use the DMPI to ana-

lyze Granger-causality between sovereign debt crises and business cycles.

In Chapters 5 and 6 we turn to a relatively understudied field in the

literature, the impact of sovereign debt defaults on economic output. We in-

vestigate the sovereign debt defaults in Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico

in the period 1870–2012. Some studies exist on the impact of sovereign debt

defaults on economic growth, but none of them exclusively focus on Latin

America. It is a unique region because the countries have been considered

emerging economies since independence almost 200 years ago, with a rich

history of sovereign debt defaults. In Chapter 5 we find that the impact of

sovereign defaults on real GDP growth is on average short-lived, while the

cumulative output losses are large. When we zoom in on important his-

torical periods (we distinguish three, 1870–1930, 1931–1971 and 1972–2012)

we observe that the impact of sovereign defaults in the period 1972–2012 is

more severe than in the other historical periods. The contraction period that

follows the default is longer and the cumulative output losses are larger. We

attribute this to the special features of the Latin American debt crisis of the

early 1980s. Most countries experience high economic growth prior to the

debt default, followed by a decade of slow economic growth, the ‘lost de-

cade’. There are also differences between countries. Defaults in Argentina

and Chile have a deep, yet short-lived impact, and fit within the findings of

Levy Yeyati and Panizza (2011). The negative impact of sovereign defaults

in Mexico continued for a longer time. We attribute this to domestic politi-
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cal turmoil in the default episodes of 1914–1922 (in the midst of the Mexican

revolution) and 1928–1942 (Cristeros War, followed by a global recession),

and to the boom-bust pattern in the 1982–1990 debt crisis. The latter implied

a structural break in economic growth. Brazil has different experiences, and

on average a mild impact from sovereign defaults on real GDP. The country

continued to service part of the debt obligations and maintained access to in-

ternational capital markets during the debt defaults in the period 1870–1930,

and it implemented loose fiscal and monetary policy during debt defaults

in the 1930s. In the 1980s debt default the country experienced an improve-

ment in the terms of trade, which smoothened the impact.

In Chapter 6 we analyze the diversity in the impact of sovereign debt de-

faults in two ways. First, we extend our analysis to the timing of sovereign

defaults. We find that 80% of the sovereign defaults start in the recession

phase of the business cycle. Other variables that coincide with sovereign

debt defaults are an autocratic political system, high government expendi-

tures, high and fast increasing debt level and adverse international condi-

tions (low economic growth, high interest rates and decreasing commodity

prices). Second, we analyze differences in the impact of a sovereign debt

default: the higher the domestic and world economic growth, government

expenses and commodity prices in the three years prior to the default, the

higher the cumulative output loss and the longer the contraction period.

Our work on sovereign debt crises and defaults in Chapters 4, 5 and

6 fits within three theoretical models. First, our findings fit within boom-

bust models since defaults occur when a period of high economic growth in

the world and increasing commodity prices is followed by adverse interna-

tional conditions including decreasing commodity prices. Particularly the

sovereign debt crises in the 1980s contain elements of boom-bust models.

Second, our findings fit within sudden-stop models, where capital inflows

reverse. A sudden stop causes depreciation of the real exchange rate, which

makes debt servicing of foreign currency denominated debt harder. A sud-

den stop is typically followed by an economic slowdown and an increase in

interest rates, which lead to debt servicing difficulties, and may eventually
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lead to a default. This phenomenon has occurred in global sudden stop epi-

sodes, such as the Barings crash in 1890, the Great Depression in 1929 (Ac-

cominotti and Eichengreen, 2013) and the financial crises in emerging eco-

nomies in the late 1990s (Calvo, 1998 and 2003). Related to the sudden stop

is a reversal in capital and current accounts, which fits also the debt market

pressure index that we construct in Chapter 4. Third, our debt market pres-

sure index is in line with sovereign debt default models of Aguiar and Gopi-

nath (2006) and Arellano (2008), in which a combination of high debt levels

and a prolonged recession can trigger a spiral of negative expectations and

increasing interest rates, leading to a debt crisis. The sovereign debt default

of Argentina in 2001–2005 is a good example of this type of crisis. Addition-

ally, our results also fit within the political economy theories of Frankel et

al. (2013) and Arezki and Bruckner (2010). In autocracies fiscal policy is pro-

cyclical, and windfalls from international commodity price shocks increase

the risk of default on external debt because autocratic governments prefer

to increase government expenditures. In this light it is interesting that Latin

America has weathered the GFC well, despite significant drops in commo-

dity prices and other adverse international circumstances. In the commodity

boom (2002–2007) that preceded the GFC most Latin American countries

used the extra revenues to reduce debt positions and to increase foreign re-

serves.

7.2 Lessons for Latin America

Latin America has a long history of recurrent debt defaults. Our findings

show that procyclical fiscal policy and reliance on commodities have made

the countries vulnerable to unfavorable international developments (low

economic growth, high interest rates and decreasing commodity prices). In

the most recent commodity boom (2002–2007) most Latin American coun-

tries have used the extra revenues to reduce debt positions, to increase fo-

reign reserves and to maintain the fiscal balance. This has allowed Brazil

and Chile to follow countercyclical fiscal policy during the Global Financial
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Crisis (GFC) that hits emerging countries in the fall of 2008. Although the

region is hit hard by the GFC, it has not lead to financial crises other than a

currency crisis in the region, in sharp contrast to past global crises.

Recommendations include the continuation of countercyclical fiscal poli-

cies, maintaining debt levels low and increasing the relative proportion of

domestic currency denominated debt in the total debt. In the area of mone-

tary policy a floating exchange rate regime is recommended, as well as to

maintain strict supervision on the financial sector. Lastly, the government

should reduce the reliance on commodities. The government can pursue

economic policies to stimulate other sectors, in particular the manufacturing

and services industries. The government should also broaden its tax base,

for instance by incorporating the informal sector in the formal sector and by

reducing tax evasion through tax reforms.

7.3 Directions for future research

A natural step for the Early Warning System in Chapter 3 would be to use a

dynamic factor model, where variables may enter with a lead or a lag. This

should in principle improve the performance of the model. To test any EWS

it is adviseable to use ‘historical expectations’ at the time of forecasting. We

can estimate our EWS model with these real-time data.

Many applications are possible for the Debt Market Pressure Index (DMPI)

developed in Chapter 4. Using our constructed index we can explore (causal)

relations between sovereign debt crises, currency crises and banking crises.

Spatial econometrics models can be used to measure spillover and contagion

effects amongst countries and financial crisis types. Since the construction of

our index is limited by the availability of indicators, it will be an interesting

exercise to use a data set with more countries and for a shorter period.

The analysis in Chapters 5 and 6 is based on only fourteen sovereign

debt defaults, which is an acceptable, yet low number of observations for

econometric analysis. Also, with a relative low number of sovereign debt

defaults it is difficult to disentangle debt, currency and banking crises. To
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make our results more robust it would be interesting to expand the number

of countries and default periods. To be able to make a complete economic

growth model we need more (social development) data that are not avail-

able for our country selection.

There are more general directions for future research. First, there exists

no integrated theoretical model that fits our empirical work. We have seen

that the sovereign debt crisis model of Arellano (2008) and the sudden-stop

model provide a theoretical framework for our constructed sovereign debt

index. The boom-bust framework and the sudden-stop model can be used to

explain our findings related to the run-up to and the default itself. It would

be a challenge to expand the sovereign debt crisis model with the boom-

bust and the sudden-stop models. Recently, Mendoza and Yue (2012) make

a first step in this direction, by proposing a model that integrates sudden-

stop models and sovereign debt default models.

Second, the duration of a sovereign debt crisis is a relatively unexplored

field. Why are some crises resolved fast and others not? And related, is the

definition of a debt default valid if some countries (for instance Honduras,

Russia) experience debt default episodes that last longer than half a century?

As shown in Section 1.2.3 there is a wide variety of definitions for sovereign

debt defaults and crises, but these seem to focus more on the start of sove-

reign debt crises and less on the end of the crisis. Related to this focus is the

legal side of a default. In 2014, a New York-based judge rules that Argentina

has to repay USD 1.5 billion of previously restructured debt, with a possi-

bility that the entire debt issue of USD 15 billion has to be repaid. Argentina

has not accepted the verdict in favor of ‘vulture fund’ Elliott Associates L.P.,

which has demanded earlier the Panama government in 1996, and Ecuador

in 1998. The rating agencies have downgraded Argentina’s sovereign debt

to (selective or partial) default status (Phelan, 2014).

Third, although the regions have several characteristics in common, li-

terature on comparison of financial crises between Sub Saharan Africa and

Latin America is scarce. This calls for further research.
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A Two alternative definitions of the Exchange Market

Pressure Index

Exchange Market Pressure Index (EMPI) according to Eichengreen et al.

(1995) is defined as

EMPIi
t ≡

1
σei

t

∆ei
t
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t
− 1
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t

(
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t
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t
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∆
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)
,(A.1)

where i refers to country i, t refers to time, ∆ is the difference operator, e is

the nominal period-average exchange rate, rm is the ratio of total non-gold

international reserves to M1, r is the nominal short term interest rate (money

market rate), σe, σrm and σr are the standard deviations of ∆e
e ,
(

∆rm
rm −

∆rmGER

rmGER

)
,

and ∆
(
r− rGER) respectively. The index GER is the reference country Ger-

many.

Exchange Market Pressure Index (EMPI) according to Kaminsky et al.

(1998) becomes

EMPIi
t ≡

1
σei

t

∆ei
t

ei
t
− 1

σFRi
t

∆FRi
t

FRi
t

, (A.2)

where i refers to country i, t refers to time, ∆ is the difference operator, e is

the nominal period-average exchange rate, FR is the level of total non-gold

international reserves in nominal US dollars, σe and σrm are the standard

deviations of ∆e
e and ∆FR

FR respectively.
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B Sovereign debt default episodes in Argentina, Brazil,

Chile and Mexico, 1870–2012

Table B.1. Sovereign debt default episodes: alternative sources.

Reinhart & Ro-
goff (2010)

Standard &
Poor’s

Purcell & Kauf-
man (1993)

Manasse et al.
(2003)

External debt
crises

Sovereign debt
crises

Sovereign debt
crises

IMF assis-
tance

Argentina 1890–1893, 1951,
1956–1965, 1982–
1993, 2001–2005

1890–1893, 1982–
1993, 2001–2004

1890–1893, 1956–
1965, 1982–1992

1995

Brazil 1898–1910, 1914–
1919, 1931–1933,
1937–1943, 1961,
1964, 1983–1994,
2002

1898–1901, 1902–
1910, 1914–1919,
1931–1933, 1937–
1943, 1983–1994

1898–1910, 1914–
1919, 1931–1943,
1961–1964, 1983–
1992

1998–1999,
2001–2002

Chile 1880–1883, 1931–
1947, 1961, 1963,
1965, 1972, 1974–
1975, 1983–1990

1880–1883, 1931–
1947, 1983–1990

1880–1883, 1931–
1948, 1965, 1972–
1975, 1983–1990

-

Mexico 1866–1885, 1914–
1922, 1928–1942,
1982–1990

1866–1885, 1914–
1922, 1928–1942,
1982–1990

1859–1885, 1914–
1922, 1928–1942,
1982–1990

1995

Notes:
Sovereign defaults as reported by Standard and Poor’s are taken from Borensztein and
Panizza (2009). Purcell and Kaufman (1993), also used by Beim and Calomiris (2001),
include all types of private lending to the sovereign government, in the form of bonds, bank
loans and suppliers’ credits. Manasse et al. (2003) include years in which substantial IMF
assistance (defined as access in excess of 100 percent of quota) is provided by the IMF to
avoid a sovereign debt default. These so-called stand-by credits have been available since
the early 1990s.
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C Explanatory variables for Argentina, Brazil and Mexico,

1990–2009: definitions and sources

External economic indicators (trade and finance)
Indicator Definition and source Trans-

formation
Countries

1 Deviation from
real exchange
rate trend

RER = e(Pf /P), with: e = nominal exchange rate
Local Currency Unit (LCU) per US dollar, source:
IFS; P = domestic price level: Consumer Price In-
dex, source: IFS; Pf = foreign price level: Con-
sumer Price Inflation in USA, source: IFS.

Deviation
from 5 year
moving aver-
age

Argentina,
Brazil,
Mexico
(A, B, M
resp.)

2 Exchange rate
volatility

Monthly volatility of the nominal exchange rate in
the current month and the 47 months preceding,
source: IFS.

Standard de-
viation

A, B, M

3 Export growth Exports F.O.B. in nominal USD, source: IFS. 12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

4 Import growth Imports F.O.B. in nominal USD, source: IFS. 12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

5 Terms of Trade For Mexico: Ratio of export price index to import
price index, sources: IFS; For Argentina and Brazil:
Ratio of unit value of exports to unit value of im-
ports, sources: IFS

Ratio A, B, M

6 Current Account
as a % of GDP

Current account in nominal USD: balance on
goods, services and income plus current transfers,
source: IFS; GDP in nominal LCU, source: IFS; con-
verted in USD with the average nominal exchange
rate.

Ratio A, B, M

7 Net Portfolio In-
vestment as a %
of GDP

Difference between portfolio assets and portfolio
liabilities, both in nominal USD, sources: IFS.

None (ratio) A, B, M

8 Net Foreign Di-
rect Investment
as a % of GDP

For Argentina and Brazil: difference between Fo-
reign Direct Investments (FDI) outflow and inflow,
both in nominal USD, source: IFS; For Mexico: FDI
inflow, in nominal USD, source: IFS.

Ratio A, B, M

9 Ratio of Financial
Account to GDP

Financial account: balance of all accounts, inclu-
ding trade, FDI and portfolio investments, source:
IFS

Ratio B, M

10 Trade openness Trade openness: sum of absolute value of exports
and imports of goods and services as a percentage
of nominal GDP. All in nominal USD, sources: IFS.

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

11 Change in inter-
national reserves

Foreign exchange reserves excluding gold, in
nominal USD, source: IFS.

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

Continued on next page
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External economic indicators (trade and finance)—continued
Indicator Definition and source Trans-

formation
Countries

12 M2 as a % of
international
reserves

Sources: M2 for Argentina after 2000, Brazil and
Mexico: IFS; Argentina before 2000: Central Bank
Rep. Argentina. Converted into USD with end-of-
period nominal exchange rate, source: IFS.

None (ratio) A, B, M

13 Change in import
cover

Ratio of foreign exchange reserves excluding gold
to imports. Sources: IFS

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

Domestic economic indicators (real, fiscal and monetary)
Indicator Definition and source Trans-

formation
Countries

1 Real GDP growth GDP in nominal Local Currency Units (LCU) de-
flated with the Consumer Price Index; base year
2006 = 100. Sources: GDP for Brazil and Mexico:
IFS; for Argentina—before 1995: INDEC; after
1995: IFS; CPI: IFS

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

2 Real GDP per
capita

Real GDP divided by total population, source: IFS 12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

3 Unemployment Unemployment as % of total of unemployed and
employed, source: IFS

12 months
percentage
change

B

4 Government
consumption
expenditure as a
% of GDP

Government consumption in LCU, source: IFS Ratio B, M

5 Household
consumption
expenditure as a
% of GDP

Household consumption in LCU, source: IFS Ratio A, B, M

6 Ratio of govern-
ment revenues to
GDP

Government revenues in LCU is constructed from
two series: cash receipts from operating activities
(up to 2000) and revenues (from 2000 on), sources:
IFS.

12 months
percentage
change

B, M

7 Ratio of govern-
ment expenses to
GDP

Government expenses in LCU is constructed from
two series: cash payments for operating activities
(up to 2000) and expenses (from 2000 on), sources:
IFS.

12 months
percentage
change

B, M

8 Fiscal balance as a
% of GDP

Difference between ratio of government revenues
to GDP and ratio of government expenses to GDP

Ratio B, M

9 Change in ratio
of inventories to
GDP

Change in inventories in nominal LCU, source: IFS Ratio M

10 Consumer Price
Inflation

Consumer Price Inflation index (CPI), source: IFS 12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

11 Growth of indus-
trial production

Industrial production index, source for Brazil and
Mexico: IFS, source for Argentina: Datastream
(code AGIPTOT.G)

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

Continued on next page
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Domestic economic indicators (real, fiscal and monetary)—continued
Indicator Definition and source Trans-

formation
Countries

12 Domestic Savings
as a % of GDP

Ratio of savings to GDP, source: WDI (code:
NY.GDS.TOTL.ZS)

None (ratio) A, B, M

13 Gross capital
formation

Source for Argentina and Mexico: IFS; source for
Brazil: WDI (code: NE.GDI.TOTL.KD.ZG)

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

14 Domestic real in-
terest rate

6 month time deposit rate deflated by Consumer
Price Index, source for 6 months time deposit rate:
IFS

(1 + deposit
rate) / (1 + in-
flation) − 1

A, B, M

15 Domestic nom-
inal short term
interest rate

28 days treasury bill interest rate, source: IFS None M

16 M2 growth (real
LCU)

Source for Argentina after 2000, Brazil and Mexico:
IFS; source for Argentina before 2000: Central
Bank Rep. Argentina

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

17 M2 money multi-
plier

Ratio of M2 to monetary base (base money), source
for base money: IFS

ratio A, B, M

18 Sovereign Bond
Interest Rate
Spreads

Difference between local government interest rate
on bonds in USD and US government on bonds in
USD, source: GEM

None B

19 J.P. Morgan
Emerging Mar-
kets Bond In-
dex (EMBI+):
monthly return

Source EMBI+: GEM. Monthly
return

B

20 Return on the ma-
jor stock index

Major stock index from each country (IPC for
Mexico, Merval for Argentina and BOVESPA for
Brazil), source: Economatica.

Monthly
return

A, B, M

Debt indicators
Indicator Definition and source Trans-

formation
Countries

1 Total external
debt as a % of
GDP

Source for Total external debt in USD: WDI (code:
DT.DOD.DECT.CD)

None (ratio) A, B , M

2 Short term ex-
ternal debt as a %
of total external
debt

Source for Short term debt: WDI (code:
DT.DOD.DSTC.CD); source for Total debt: WDI
(code: DT.DOD.DECT.CD)

None (ratio) A, B , M

3 Use of IMF credit
as % of GDP

source for IMF credit: WDI (code:
DT.DOD.DIMF.CD)

None (ratio) A, B , M

4 Arrears as a %
of total external
debt

source for Interest arrears on public and pub-
licly guaranteed debt in USD: WDI (code:
DT.IXA.DPPG.CD); source for Principal arrears
on public and publicly guaranteed debt in
USD: WDI (code: DT.AXA.DPPG.CD); source
for Total external debt in USD: WDI (code:
DT.DOD.DECT.CD)

None (ratio) A, B , M

5 Debt reduction
of total external
debt

Source for Debt reduction: WDI (code:
DT.DFR.DPPG.CD); source for Total debt: WDI
(code: DT.DOD.DECT.CD)

None (ratio) A, B , M

Continued on next page
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Debt indicators—continued
Indicator Definition and source Trans-

formation
Countries

6 Long term
private non-
guaranteed debt
as a % of total
external debt

Source for LT PNG debt: WDI (code:
DT.DOD.PRVS.CD); source for Total debt: WDI
(code: DT.DOD.DECT.CD)

12 months
percentage
change.

A, B , M

7 Long term public
and publicly
guaranteed debt
as a % of total
external debt

Source for LT PPG debt: WDI (code:
DT.DOD.PUBS.CD); source for Total debt: WDI
(code: DT.DOD.DECT.CD)

12 months
percentage
change.

A, B , M

8 Ratio of interna-
tional reserves
to total external
debt

Source for Total debt: WDI (code:
DT.DOD.DECT.CD); source for international
reserves excluding gold, in USD: IFS

12 months
percentage
change

A, B , M

9 Debt service as a
% of exports

Source for debt service in nominal USD: WDI
(code: DT.TDS.DECT.CD); source for Exports in
nominal USD: IFS

None (ratio) A, B , M

10 Debt service as a
% of international
reserves

Source for Debt service: WDI (code:
DT.TDS.DECT.CD); source for international
reserves excluding gold: IFS

None (ratio) A, B , M

Banking indicators
Indicator Definition and source Trans-

formation
Countries

1 Domestic credit
to the public
sector as a % of
GDP

Domestic credit provided by banking sector as
a % of GDP minus Domestic credit to private
sector as a % of GDP, sources: WDI (codes:
FS.AST.DOMS.GD.ZS and FS.AST.PRVT.GD.ZS)

None (ratio) A, M

2 Commercial bank
lending as a % of
GDP

Domestic credit provided by banking sec-
tor as % of GDP, source: WDI (code:
FS.AST.DOMS.GD.ZS).

None A, B, M

3 bank sector’s li-
quid liabilities as
a % of GDP

Source: Financial Structure, from World Bank
(FS/WB) and Beck et al. 2000, 2009 (code: ll usd).

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

4 Central bank as-
sets as a % of GDP

Claims on domestic real non-financial sector by
the Central Bank as a share of GDP, source: FS/WB
(code: cbagdp).

12 months
percentage
change

B

5 Deposit money
bank assets as a
% of GDP

Claims on domestic real non-financial sector by
deposit money banks as a share of GDP, source:
FS/WB (code: dbagdp).

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

6 Private credit by
all financial insti-
tutions as a % of
GDP

Private credit by deposit money banks and other
financial institutions to GDP, source: FS/WB
(code: pcrdbofgdp).

12 months
percentage
change

A

7 Private credit by
deposit money
banks as a % of
GDP

Private credit by deposit money banks to GDP,
source: FS/WB (code: pcrdbgdp).

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

Continued on next page
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Banking indicators—continued
Indicator Definition and source Trans-

formation
Countries

8 Private credit by
other financial in-
stitutions as a %
of GDP

Private credit by other financial institutions to
GDP, calculated as the difference between private
credit by all financial institutions and private
credit by deposit money banks, source: FS/WB
(code: pcrdbofgdp & pcrdbgdp).

12 months
percentage
change

B, M

9 Financial system
deposits as a % of
GDP

Demand, time and saving deposits in deposit
money banks and other financial institutions as a
share of GDP, source: FS/WB (code: fdgdp).

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

10 Ratio Bank credit
to bank deposits

Private credit by deposit money banks as a share
of demand, time and saving deposits in deposit
money banks, source: FS/WB (code: bcbd).

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

11 Net interest mar-
gin

Accounting value of bank’s net interest revenue as
a share of its interest-bearing (total earning) assets,
source: FS/WB (code: netintmargin).

None A, B, M

12 Bank concentra-
tion

Assets of three largest banks as a share of assets of
all commercial banks, source: FS/WB (code: con-
centration).

None A, B, M

13 Bank Return on
Equity

Average Return on Equity (Net Income/Total
Equity), source: FS/WB (code: roe).

None A, B, M

14 Bank Z-Score Z = 1.2A + 1.4B + 3.3C + 0.6D + 1.0E with: A =
Working Capital / Total Assets; B = Retained Earn-
ings / Total Assets; C = EBIT / Total Assets; D
= Market Value of Equity / Total Liabilities; E =
Sales/Total Assets; source: FS/WB

None B

15 Deposit money
banks and other
banking institu-
tions: assets

Sum of Deposit money banks assets and Other
banking institutions assets; both in USD, source:
IFS

12 months
percentage
change

A

16 Deposit money
banks and other
banking institu-
tions: liabilities

Sum of Deposit money banks liabilities and
Other banking institutions liabilities; both in USD,
source: IFS

12 months
percentage
change

A

17 Central Bank’s
foreign assets
minus foreign
liabilities

Difference between Central banks’ foreign assets
and foreign liabilities; both in USD, source: IFS

12 months
percentage
change

A

18 Central Bank’s
net claims on cen-
tral government

Difference between claims on central government
and central government deposits; both in LCU,
source: IFS

12 months
percentage
change

A

19 Central Bank’s
claims on deposit
money banks and
other banking
institutions

Sum of claims on deposit money banks and claims
on other banking institutions; both in USD, source:
IFS

12 months
percentage
change

A

20 Bank sector: re-
serves

Sum of reserves from deposit money banks and
reserves from other banking institutions; both in
LCU, source: IFS

12 months
percentage
change

A

Continued on next page
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Banking indicators—continued
Indicator Definition and source Trans-

formation
Countries

21 Bank sector:
Foreign assets
minus foreign
liabilities

Difference between foreign assets from banks and
foreign liabilities from banks; both in LCU, source:
IFS

12 months
percentage
change

A

22 Bank sector:
claims on public
and publicly
guaranteed insti-
tutions

Claims on Public and Publicly Guaranteed insti-
tutions (PPGs): sum of claims on central govern-
ment, claims on state and local government, and
claims on official entities; all in LCU, source: IFS

12 months
percentage
change

A

23 Banks: claims on
private sector

Sum of claims from deposit money banks on
private sector and claims from other banking in-
stitutions on private sector; both in LCU, source:
IFS

12 months
percentage
change

A

24 Banks: demand
deposits

Demand deposits in deposit money banks, in
LCU, source: IFS

12 months
percentage
change

A

25 Banks: time, sav-
ings and foreign
currency deposits

Time, savings and foreign currency deposits;
source: IFS

12 months
percentage
change

A

Institutional and political indicators
Indicator Definition and source Trans-

formation
Countries

1 Herfindahl Index
Government

DPI (World Bank / Beck et al. 2001): Herfindahl
Index represents a measure of government coali-
tion concentration, by squaring the percentage of
parties in the government coalition. The presence
of a majority party in the government coalition in-
creases the index. Having many (small) parties in
the government reduces it. Source: DPI (code: her-
fgov)

None A, B, M

2 Herfindahl Index
Opposition

Same as the Herfindahl Index Government, but for
government opposition. Source: DPI (code: her-
fopp)

None B, M

3 Government Sta-
bility

The governments ability to carry out its declared
program(s), and its ability to stay in office. Subcat-
egories: government unity, legislative strength and
popular support. On a scale from 0 to 12, with 12
the highest level of stability and 0 the highest level
of instability. Source: ICRG

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

4 Socioeconomic
Conditions

Socioeconomic pressures at work in society that
could constrain government action or fuel so-
cial dissatisfaction. Subcategories: unemployment,
consumer confidence and poverty. On a scale from
0 to 12, with 12 the highest level of socioeconomic
conditions and 0 the lowest level. Source: ICRG

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

5 Investment Pro-
file

All factors affecting the risk to investment that
are not covered by other political, economic and
financial risk components, such as contract viab-
ility, expropriation, profits repatriation and pay-
ment delays. On a scale from 0 to 12, with 12 the
best investment profile (low risk) and 0 the worst
profile (high risk). Source: ICRG

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

Continued on next page
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Institutional and political indicators—continued
Indicator Definition and source Trans-

formation
Countries

6 Internal Conflict Political violence in the country and its actual
or potential impact on governance. Subcategories:
civil war, coup threat, terrorism, political violence
and civil disorder. On a scale from 0 to 12, with 12
the lowest level of internal conflict (low risk) and
0 the highest level (high risk). Source: ICRG

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

7 Democratic Ac-
countability

how responsive government is to its people, on the
basis that the less responsive it is, the more likely
it is that the government will fall, peacefully in a
democratic society, but possibly violently in a non-
democratic one. On a scale from 0 to 6, with 6 the
highest level of democratic accountability and 0
the lowest level. Source: ICRG

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

8 Corruption Not only financial corruption (demands for spe-
cial payments and bribes), but also concerned with
excessive patronage, nepotism, job reservations,
favor-for-favors, secret party funding, and suspi-
ciously close ties between politics and business.
On a scale from 6 (low corruption) to 0 (high cor-
ruption). Source: ICRG

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

9 Law and Order To assess the Law element, the strength and im-
partiality of the legal system are considered, while
the Order element is an assessment of popular ob-
servance of the law. On a scale from 6 (high law
and order) to 0 (low law and order). Source: ICRG

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

10 Bureaucracy
Quality

High quality when the bureaucracy has the
strength and expertise to govern without drastic
changes in policy or interruptions in government
service. Low quality when a change in govern-
ment tends to be traumatic in terms of policy
formulation and day-to-day administrative func-
tions. On a scale from 4 (high bureaucratic quality)
to 0 (low bureaucratic quality). Source: ICRG

12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

11 Party orientation
with respect to
economic policy

Dummy indicates orientation of the executive
power. Right (1); Left (3); Center (2); No informa-
tion (0). Source: DPI (code: execrlc)

None A, B, M

12 Absolute major-
ity in the houses

Dummy indicates if executive has absolute major-
ity in the houses. 1 = yes, 0 = no. Source: DPI (code:
allhouse)

None A, B, M

13 Degree of polariz-
ation

Polarization is the maximum difference between
the chief executives party’s value and values of the
three largest government parties and the largest
opposition party. 0 = no polarization. Source: DPI
(code: polariz)

None A, B, M

14 Election year for
executive power

Dummy variable with value 1 in the year of elec-
tions for executive power and 0 otherwise. Source:
DPI (code: exelec)

All months in
election year:
value 1

A, B, M

15 Election year for
legislative power

Dummy variable with value 1 in the year of
elections for legislative power and 0 otherwise.
Source: DPI (code: legelec)

All months
in election
year assigned
value 1

A, B, M

Continued on next page
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Global indicators
Indicator Definition and source Trans-

formation
Countries

1 US long term in-
terest rate

Yield on the 10 year US government bond, source:
IFS

12 months
percentage
change

USA

2 US short term in-
terest rate

3 months short term interest rate, source: IFS None USA

3 US real GDP
growth

U.S. GDP in USD, source: IFS; deflated with the
U.S. consumer price inflation index, source: IFS

12 months
percentage
change

USA

4 World GDP
volume growth

World GDP volume, source: IFS 12 months
percentage
change

world

5 Contagion of
crises in the
region

Based on EMPI calculations: dummy = 1 if there
is a currency crisis in one of the other countries
(Argentina, Brazil or Mexico)

None A, B, M

Commodities indicators
Indicator Definition and source Trans-

formation
Countries

1 Added value
from agriculture
sector a % of GDP

Source: WDI (code: NV.AGR.TOTL.ZS) 12 months
percentage
change

A, B, M

2 Oil prices World oil price, source: IFS 12 months
percentage
change

world

3 Agricultural com-
modities price in-
dex

Global agricultural raw materials price index,
source: IFS

12 months
percentage
change

world

4 Metals commodi-
ties price index

Global metals price index, source: IFS 12 months
percentage
change

world

5 Agricultural raw
materials exports
as a % of GDP

Agricultural raw material exports, expressed
as % of GDP. Elaborated from the follow-
ing series: Agricultural raw material exports,
as % of merchandise exports, source: WDI
(code: TX.VAL.AGRI.ZS.UN); Goods exports
(BoP) in current USD, source: WDI (code:
BX.GSR.MRCH.CD); GDP in current USD, source:
WDI (code: NY.GDP.MKTP.CD)

Agricultural
exports as %
of GDP x (ex-
ports / GDP);
12 months %
change

A, B, M

6 Food exports as a
% of GDP

As agricultural raw materials exports, but
with food exports, source: WDI (code:
TX.VAL.FOOD.ZS.UN)

Food exports
as % of GDP
x (exports
/ GDP); 12
months %
change

A, B, M

7 Fuel exports as a
% of GDP

As agricultural raw materials exports, but fuel ex-
ports; source: WDI (code: TX.VAL.FUEL.ZS.UN)

Fuel exports
as % of GDP
x (exports
/ GDP); 12
months %
change

A, B, M

Continued on next page
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Commodities indicators—continued
Indicator Definition and source Trans-

formation
Countries

8 Ores and metals
exports as a % of
GDP

As agricultural raw materials exports, but
ores and metals exports. Source: WDI (code:
TX.VAL.MMTL.ZS.UN)

Ores and
metals ex-
ports as % of
GDP x (ex-
ports / GDP);
12 months %
change

A, B, M

9 Agricultural raw
materials imports
as a % of GDP

Agricultural raw material imports, expressed
as % of GDP. Elaborated from the follow-
ing series: Agricultural raw material imports,
as % of merchandise imports, source: WDI
(code: TM.VAL.AGRI.ZS.UN); Goods imports
(BoP) in current USD, source: WDI (code:
BM.GSR.MRCH.CD); GDP in current USD, source:
WDI (code: NY.GDP.MKTP.CD)

Agricultural
imports as %
of GDP x (im-
ports / GDP);
12 months %
change

A, B, M

10 Food imports as a
% of GDP

As agricultural raw materials imports, but
food materials imports, source: WDI (code:
TM.VAL.FOOD.ZS.UN)

Food imports
as % of GDP
x (imports
/ GDP); 12
months %
change

A, B, M

11 Fuel imports as a
% of GDP

As agricultural raw materials imports, but fuel im-
ports, source: WDI (code: TM.VAL.FUEL.ZS.UN)

Fuel imports
as % of GDP
x (imports
/ GDP); 12
months %
change

A, B, M

12 Ores and metals
imports as a % of
GDP

As agricultural raw materials imports, but
ores and metals imports, source: WDI (code:
TM.VAL.MMTL.ZS.UN)

Ores and
metals im-
ports as % of
GDP x (im-
ports / GDP);
12 months %
change

A, B, M

Notes:
LCU: Local Currency Unit (domestic currency)
USD: US dollar
Sources:
IFS: International Financial Statistics
WB: World Bank
WDI: World Development Indicators (World Bank)
GEM: Global Economic Monitor (World Bank)
FS/WB: Financial Sector indicators (World Bank)
ICRG: International Country Risk Guide (PRS Group)
DPI: Database for Political Institutions (World Bank)
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D Interpretations of the static factors of the Early War-

ning System for currency crises in Argentina, Brazil

and Mexico 1990–2009

D.1 Argentina: variables with the highest correlations with the
static factor

Factor 1

indicator correlation contribution

Banks claims on private sector 0.905 4.2%

Food exports as % of GDP −0.875 3.9%

Added value from agricultural sector as % of GDP −0.857 3.8%

Factor 2

indicator correlation contribution

Arrears as a % of total debt 0.873 6.3%

Exchange rate volatility 0.799 5.3%

M2 money multiplier −0.766 4.8%

Factor 3

indicator correlation contribution

US short term interest rate 0.729 6.6%

Ore and metal commodities price index 0.710 6.3%

World GDP volume growth 0.700 6.1%

Factor 4

indicator correlation contribution

Debt service as a % of international reserves 0.812 12.5%

Long term private non-guaranteed debt

as % of total external debt −0.583 6.4%

Financial system deposits as % of GDP −0.577 6.3%

Factor 5

indicator correlation contribution

Bank sector claims on public and

publicly guaranteed debt 0.520 7.7%

Bank Return on Equity −0.501 7.1%

Deposit money banks assets as a % of GDP 0.477 6.5%
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Argentina: variables with the highest correlations with the static factor

(continued)

Factor 6

indicator correlation contribution

Change in import cover −0.610 11.2%

M2 as a % of international reserves 0.565 9.6%

Long term public and publicly guaranteed debt

as % of total external debt −0.510 7.8%

Factor 7

indicator correlation contribution

Short term external debt as % of total external debt −0.520 9.3%

Change in US long term interest rate 0.515 9.1%

Long term private non-guaranteed debt

as % of total external debt 0.412 5.8%

Factor 8

indicator correlation contribution

Change in oil price −0.543 11.6%

Net FDI as % of GDP −0.483 9.2%

Change in net claims from CB on central government 0.465 8.5%

Factor 9

indicator correlation contribution

Reduction of total external debt −0.507 11.1%

International reserves as a % of total external debt 0.454 8.9%

Exports growth −0.369 5.9%

Factor 10

indicator correlation contribution

Long term public and publicly guaranteed debt

as % of total external debt −0.716 25.0%

Agriculture commodities price index −0.432 9.1%

Consumer price inflation −0.320 5.0%
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D.2 Argentina: dominant category per static factor

The indicators are grouped into seven categories (domestic economic, ex-

ternal economic, debt, banking, commodities, global and institutional indi-

cators). For each factor we sum the contribution of the indicators that belong

to the same category. The contribution is the square of the element of the ei-

genvector that corresponds to the indicator. The sum of all contributions is

100%. For labeling each factor, we label the categories for which the average

contribution per variable is larger than 1.4%. This percentage is based on the

average contribution per variable is 1.4% (100% / 73 variables).
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Factor 1 Factor 6

Category total average Category total average

Commodities 24.5% 2.0% External eco-

nomy

34.2% 2.8%

Bank 36.7% 1.7% Global 8.8% 2.2%

Factor 2 Factor 7

Category total average Category total average

Domestic eco-

nomy

28.4% 2.2% Global 12.1% 3.0%

Debt 19.0% 1.9% Debt 18.4% 1.8%

External eco-

nomy

21.4% 1.8% Commodity 19.5% 1.6%

Factor 3 Factor 8

Category total average Category total average

Global 18.3% 4.6% Global 11.5% 2.9%

Commodities 17.9% 1.5% External eco-

nomy

21.1% 1.8%

Commodities 18.8% 1.6%

Factor 4 Factor 9

Category total average Category total average

Debt 26.9% 2.7% Debt 31.2% 3.7%

Commodities 20.3% 1.7%

Bank 32.9% 1.5%

Factor 5 Factor 10

Category total average Category total average

Bank 47.4% 2.2% Debt 36.5% 3.7%

Global 8.2% 2.0%

Commodities 22.3% 1.9%
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D.3 Brazil: variables with the highest correlations with the static
factor

Factor 1

indicator correlation contribution

Debt service as % of exports 0.846 4.7%

Debt service as % of international reserves 0.819 4.4%

Deviation from real exchange rate trend 0.786 4.1%

Factor 2

indicator correlation contribution

Long term private non-guaranteed debt

as % of total external debt −0.737 4.7%

Domestic credit to the public sector as % of GDP 0.720 4.5%

Current Account as % of GDP 0.716 4.4%

Factor 3

indicator correlation contribution

Reduction of total external debt −0.758 7.8%

Sovereign bond interest rate spread 0.689 6.5%

Consumer price inflation 0.629 5.4%

Factor 4

indicator correlation contribution

Deposit money bank assets as a % of GDP −0.721 7.9%

Bank sector liquid liabilities as % of GDP −0.646 6.3%

Financial system deposits as % of GDP −0.609 5.6%

Factor 5

indicator correlation contribution

Added value from agriculture sector as % of GDP −0.725 12.3%

Change in oil price 0.532 6.6%

Change in real GDP per capita 0.451 4.8%

Factor 6

indicator correlation contribution

M2 as a % of international reserves 0.612 10.6%

Long term public and publicly guaranteed debt

as % of total external debt 0.590 9.8%

Food imports as a % of GDP −0.575 9.3%
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Brazil: variables with the highest correlations with the static factor (con-

tinued).

Factor 7

indicator correlation contribution

US real GDP growth −0.508 8.2%

Financial account as % of GDP 0.444 6.2%

Terms of Trade −0.424 5.7%

Factor 8

indicator correlation contribution

Central bank assets as % of GDP 0.603 13.1%

Net interest margin of bank sector 0.448 7.3%

US real GDP growth 0.443 7.1%

D.4 Brazil: dominant category per static factor

The indicators are grouped into seven categories (domestic economic, ex-

ternal economic, debt, banking, commodities, global and institutional indi-

cators). For each factor we sum the contribution of the indicators that belong

to the same category. The contribution is the square of the element of the ei-

genvector that corresponds to the indicator. The sum of all contributions is

100%. For labeling each factor, we label the categories for which the average

contribution per variable is larger than 1.45%. This percentage is based on

the average contribution per variable: 100% / 69 variables.
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Factor 1 Factor 2

Category total average Category total average

Debt 24.2% 2.4% Bank 24.9% 2.1%

Bank 18.7% 1.6% Debt 21.0% 2.1%

Factor 3 Factor 4

Category total average Category total average

debt 18.5% 1.9% Global 15.8% 3.9%

dom.econ 29.7% 1.6% Bank 23.2% 1.9%

ext.econ 19.7% 1.5% Commodities 21.3% 1.8%

bank 18.2% 1.5%

Factor 5 Factor 6

Category total average Category total average

Commodities 38.3% 3.2% External eco-

nomy

35.4% 2.7%

Bank 23.5% 2.0% Commodities 23.9% 2.0%

Global 5.9% 1.5% Debt 14.7% 1.5%

Factor 7 Factor 8

Category total average Category total average

Global 12.8% 3.2% Bank 30.7% 2.6%

External eco-

nomy

31.3% 2.4% Global 7.9% 2.0%

Commodities 17.7% 1.5% Commodities 18.3% 1.5%
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D.5 Mexico: variables with the highest correlations with the static
factor

Factor 1

indicator correlation contribution

current account as % of GDP 0.819 4.8%

bank concentration −0.795 4.6%

deviation from real effective exchange rate trend 0.777 4.4%

Factor 2

indicator correlation contribution

Consumer price inflation 0.952 8.2%

Use of IMF credit as % of GDP 0.922 7.7%

Total external debt as % of GDP 0.913 7.5%

Factor 3

indicator correlation contribution

Domestic real interest rate 0.798 8.1%

Domestic nominal short term interest rate 0.673 5.8%

Change in international reserves −0.665 5.6%

Factor 4

indicator correlation contribution

US short term interest rate −0.581 5.9%

US long term interest rate −0.541 5.1%

Terms of Trade −0.539 5.1%

Factor 5

indicator correlation contribution

US real GDP growth 0.599 7.4%

Growth of industrial production 0.586 7.1%

Exchange Rate volatility 0.526 5.7%

Factor 6

indicator correlation contribution

Arrears as % of total external debt 0.543 7.8%

Ratio of M2 to international reserves 0.509 6.9%

Long term private non-guaranteed debt

as % of total external debt 0.481 6.1%
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D.6 Mexico: dominant category per static factor

The indicators are grouped into seven categories (domestic economic, ex-

ternal economic, debt, banking, commodities, global and institutional indi-

cators). For each factor we sum the contribution of the indicators that belong

to the same category. The contribution is the square of the element of the ei-

genvector that corresponds to the indicator. The sum of all contributions is

100%. For labeling each factor, we label the categories for which the average

contribution per variable is larger than 1.5%. This percentage is based on the

average contribution per variable: 100% / 67 variables.

Factor 1 Factor 2

Category total average Category total average

Commodities 29.8% 2.5% Debt 27.6% 2.5%

Bank 24.2% 2.4% Commodities 21.1% 1.8%

Factor 3 Factor 4

Category total average Category total average

External econ. 26.8% 2.1% Global 16.0% 4.0%

Bank 19.2% 1.9% External econ. 25.7% 2.0%

Factor 5 Factor 6

Category total average Category total average

Global 10.8% 2.7% Debt 28.6% 2.6%

Debt 24.9% 2.3% Global 7.2% 1.8%

Bank 19.2% 1.9%

External econ. 22.0% 1.7%
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E Robustness checks of 6 and 24 months run-up pe-

riods for Argentina, Brazil and Mexico, 1990–2009

E.1 Ordered logit estimation results

In this appendix we present the results of robustness checks of the model

presented in Section 3.5. We use two alternative run-up periods, of 6 and

24 months respectively, instead of 12 months. With a 6 (24) months run-up

period, the six (twenty four) months preceding the crisis are considered as

the period that ends in a currency crisis. Therefore the months in the run-up

period are assigned the same dummy variable value as the crisis itself.

Argentina

The fit (in terms of adjusted pseudo R2) is better for the shorter run-up

period. With 6 months run-up the adjusted pseudo R2 is 0.51, compared

to 0.34 for the 12 months run-up model and 0.26 for the 24 months run-up

model.

Including institutional indicators improves the adjusted pseudo R2 for

all run-up periods. The Wald test for the 24 months run-up (F-value is 7.557,

and the p-value is 0.000) shows that the included institutional variables con-

tribute to explaining the currency crises in Argentina, which is similar to the

12 months run-up period model. However, in the model constructed with

the 6 months run-up period institutional indicators do not play a significant

role (F-value is 1.720, and the p-value is 0.191).

Brazil

The fit (in terms of adjusted pseudo R2) is better for the longer run-up

period. With 6 months run-up the adjusted pseudo R2 is 0.15, compared

to 0.22 for the 12 months run-up model and 0.40 for the 24 months run-up

model.

Including institutional indicators improves the adjusted pseudo R2 for

all run-up periods. The Wald test for the 24 months run-up (F-value is 6.338,
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and the p-value is 0.001) shows that the included institutional variables con-

tribute to explaining the currency crises in Brazil, which is similar to the 12

months run-up period model. In the model constructed with the 6 months

run-up period institutional indicators play a less significant role (F-value is

2.776, and the p-value is 0.044).

Mexico

The fit (in terms of adjusted pseudo R2) is better for the shorter run-up

period. With 6 months run-up the adjusted pseudo R2 is 0.50, compared

to 0.36 for the 12 months run-up model and 0.31 for the 24 months run-up

model.

Including institutional indicators improves the adjusted pseudo R2 for

all run-up periods. The Wald test for the 24 months run-up (F-value is 4.720,

and the p-value is 0.000) shows that the included institutional variables con-

tribute to explaining the currency crises in Mexico, which is similar to the

12 months run-up period model. Also in the model constructed with the

6 months run-up period institutional indicators play a significant role (F-

value is 5.613, and the p-value is 0.001).
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Table E.1. Ordered logit estimation results for Argentina, with a 6 months
run-up period.

Dependent variable: currency crisis dummy
(1) Without institutional (2) Including institutional

indicators indicators
Variable coef- standard coef- standard

ficient error ficient error
SF1 -0.802** 0.372 -0.660* 0.389
SF2 -1.140*** 0.415 -0.990** 0.431
SF3 1.692** 0.778 1.651** 0.785
SF4 0.720*** 0.244 0.822*** 0.256
SF5 -0.646 0.485 -0.510 0.475
SF6 -0.190 0.360 -0.208 0.355
SF7 1.197*** 0.451 1.219*** 0.447
SF8 0.828 0.523 0.492 0.566
SF9 -0.696** 0.280 -0.943*** 0.341
SF10 1.593*** 0.513 2.008*** 0.598
∆ LAWORD -1.067 0.813
Pseudo R2 = 0.572 0.578
Adj Pseudo R2 = 0.512 0.511

Notes:
∗: significant at 10%, ∗∗: significant at 5%, and ∗ ∗ ∗: significant at 1%;
Explanations of the symbols used:

• SF1: Static Factor 1, SF2: Static Factor 2, et cetera;

• ∆ LAWORD: Change in the law and order dummy variable;

Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation for the ordered logit regression model;
Adjusted Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation, adjusted for the degrees of freedom as a
consequence of including more explanatory variables.
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Table E.2. Ordered logit estimation results for Argentina, with a 24 months
run-up period.

Dependent variable: currency crisis dummy
(1) Without institutional (2) Including institutional

indicators indicators
Variable coef- standard coef- standard

ficient error ficient error
SF1 -0.036 0.047 -0.164** 0.078
SF2 -0.218*** 0.051 -0.393*** 0.106
SF3 0.236*** 0.066 0.249*** 0.077
SF4 0.247*** 0.074 0.374*** 0.104
SF5 -0.672*** 0.112 -0.729*** 0.117
SF6 -0.217** 0.091 -0.197** 0.099
SF7 0.800*** 0.101 0.837*** 0.142
SF8 0.079 0.114 -0.411** 0.186
SF9 -0.229** 0.105 -0.240* 0.123
SF10 0.015 0.114 -0.524** 0.228
∆ CORRUPT -1.201*** 0.365
∆ SOCIOECO 1.226** 0.589
ELECLEGYR 1.076*** 0.395
Pseudo R2 = 0.298 0.329
Adj Pseudo R2 = 0.263 0.283

Notes:
∗: significant at 10%, ∗∗: significant at 5%, and ∗ ∗ ∗: significant at 1%;
Explanations of the symbols used:

• SF1: Static Factor 1, SF2: Static Factor 2, et cetera;

• ∆ CORRUPT: Change in corruption dummy variable;

• ∆ SOCIOECO: Change in socioeconomic dummy variable;

• ELECLEGYR: Dummy variable that is 1 if there is an election year for the legislative
power and 0 otherwise.

Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation for the ordered logit regression model;
Adjusted Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation, adjusted for the degrees of freedom as a
consequence of including more explanatory variables.
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Table E.3. Ordered logit estimation results for Brazil, with a 6 months run-up
period.

Dependent variable: currency crisis dummy
(1) Without institutional (2) Including institutional

indicators indicators
Variable coef- standard coef- standard

ficient error ficient error
SF1 0.172*** 0.053 0.174*** 0.057
SF2 -0.166*** 0.064 -0.107 0.104
SF3 0.186*** 0.070 0.236*** 0.080
SF4 -0.147 0.099 -0.182* 0.105
SF5 -0.507*** 0.121 -0.608*** 0.217
SF6 0.258** 0.116 0.329** 0.133
SF7 0.102 0.120 0.217 0.174
SF8 0.297** 0.115 -0.096 0.230
∆ BURQUAL -0.468 0.349
∆ INVPROF -0.798 0.561
ELECEXEYR 1.023** 0.520
Pseudo R2 = 0.194 0.223
Adj Pseudo R2 = 0.148 0.156

Notes:
∗: significant at 10%, ∗∗: significant at 5%, and ∗ ∗ ∗: significant at 1%;
Explanations of the symbols used:

• SF1: Static Factor 1, SF2: Static Factor 2, et cetera;

• ∆ BURQUAL: Change in the bureaucratic quality dummy variable;

• ∆ INVPROF: Change in the investment profile dummy variable;

• ELECEXEYR: Dummy variable that is 1 if there is an election year for the executive
power and 0 otherwise.

Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation for the ordered logit regression model;
Adjusted Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation, adjusted for the degrees of freedom as a
consequence of including more explanatory variables.
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Table E.4. Ordered logit estimation results for Brazil, with a 24 months run-
up period.

Dependent variable: currency crisis dummy
(1) Without institutional (2) Including institutional

indicators indicators
Variable coef- standard coef- standard

ficient error ficient error
SF1 0.282*** 0.052 0.150 0.134
SF2 -0.709*** 0.096 -0.914*** 0.136
SF3 -0.235*** 0.062 -0.214*** 0.071
SF4 -0.544*** 0.087 -0.484*** 0.087
SF5 -0.511*** 0.098 -0.833*** 0.157
SF6 0.255** 0.100 0.007 0.115
SF7 -0.307*** 0.102 -0.283* 0.162
SF8 -0.182 0.121 0.009 0.167
∆ CORRUPT -0.638 0.401
∆ LAWORD 1.145*** 0.439
HERFOPP 1.098* 0.646
Pseudo R2 = 0.435 0.501
Adj Pseudo R2 = 0.401 0.453

Notes:
∗: significant at 10%, ∗∗: significant at 5%, and ∗ ∗ ∗: significant at 1%;
Explanations of the symbols used:

• SF1: Static Factor 1, SF2: Static Factor 2, et cetera;

• ∆ CORRUPT: Change in corruption dummy variable;

• ∆ SOCIOECO: Change in socioeconomic dummy variable;

• HERFOPP: measure of government opposition concentration.

Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation for the ordered logit regression model;
Adjusted Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation, adjusted for the degrees of freedom as a
consequence of including more explanatory variables.
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Table E.5. Ordered logit estimation results for Mexico, with a 6 months run-
up period.

Dependent variable: currency crisis dummy
(1) Without institutional (2) Including institutional

indicators indicators
Variable coef- standard coef- standard

ficient error ficient error
SF1 -0.150 0.103 -0.061 0.127
SF2 0.473*** 0.152 0.430** 0.179
SF3 0.834*** 0.122 0.846*** 0.188
SF4 -0.095 0.153 -0.292 0.263
SF5 0.615*** 0.168 0.374 0.238
SF6 0.201 0.188 0.478* 0.256
∆ BURQUAL 1.146*** 0.289
∆ DEMACC 0.990** 0.477
ELECLEGYR -1.110 0.925
Pseudo R2 0.518 0.591
Adj. Pseudo R2 0.496 0.540

Notes:
∗: significant at 10%, ∗∗: significant at 5%, and ∗ ∗ ∗: significant at 1%;
Explanations of the symbols used:

• SF1: Static Factor 1, SF2: Static Factor 2, et cetera;

• ∆ BURQUAL: Change in the bureaucratic quality dummy variable;

• ∆ DEMACC: Change in the democratic accountability dummy variable;

• ELECLEGYR: Dummy variable that is 1 if there is an election year for the legislative
power and 0 otherwise.

Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation for the ordered logit regression model;
Adjusted Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation, adjusted for the degrees of freedom as a
consequence of including more explanatory variables.
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Table E.6. Ordered logit estimation results for Mexico, with a 24 months run-
up period.

Dependent variable: currency crisis dummy
(1) Without institutional (2) Including institutional

indicators indicators
Variable coef- standard coef- standard

ficient error ficient error
SF1 -0.156*** 0.045 -0.180*** 0.054
SF2 0.102* 0.055 0.112* 0.067
SF3 0.767*** 0.112 0.769*** 0.144
SF4 -0.212** 0.093 -0.205 0.144
SF5 0.513*** 0.093 0.324*** 0.120
SF6 -0.325*** 0.106 -0.137 0.135
∆ GOVSTAB 0.741*** 0.198
∆ DEMACC 0.539 0.330
∆ LAWORD 0.413* 0.228
ELECLEGYR -0.931 0.583
HERFOPP -0.830*** 0.307
Pseudo R2 0.327 0.386
Adj. Pseudo R2 0.305 0.342

Notes:
∗: significant at 10%, ∗∗: significant at 5%, and ∗ ∗ ∗: significant at 1%;
Explanations of the symbols used:

• SF1: Static Factor 1, SF2: Static Factor 2, et cetera;

• ∆ GOVSTAB: Change in government stability dummy variable;

• ∆ DEMACC: Change in the democratic accountability dummy variable;

• ∆ LAWORD: Change in law and order dummy variable;

• ELECLEGYR: Dummy variable that is 1 if there is an election year for the legislative
power and 0 otherwise;

• HERFOPP: measure of government opposition concentration.

Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation for the ordered logit regression model;
Adjusted Pseudo R2: Coefficient of correlation, adjusted for the degrees of freedom as a
consequence of including more explanatory variables.
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E.2 Forecasted probabilities of currency crises

In this appendix we investigate the out-of-sample performance in the period

2008M1–2009M12 of the estimated EWS models with the 6 months and 24

months run-up.

Argentina

For Argentina the model with a 6 months run-up has a very poor perfor-

mance, because the model does not predict an increased probability of a

crisis, contrary to the actual mild crisis that occurred in October 2008. The

model with static factors only shows a slightly increased probability of a

mild currency crisis in 2009. The model with a 24 months run-up has a very

mixed performance. The model with only factors has a good performance,

as the probability of a crisis increases sharply in the third quarter of 2008.

The model does not differentiate well between the different severity classes.

The model with factors and institutional indicators does not have a good

performance. The sharp increase in the possibility of a currency crisis by

the end of 2009 is remarkable. By the end of December 2009 the probability

reaches 90%.

Brazil

Forecasts based on the 6 months run-up period (Figure E.3) show a simi-

lar picture as the model with a 12 months run-up period. The model with

factors only predicts a slowly increasing probability of a crisis since 2008,

which peaks in January 2009, four months after the Lehman Brothers event

that triggered the currency crisis. The model with factors and institutional

indicators peaks earlier, in October 2008. In 2009 the probability of a crisis

decreases slowly. The 24 months run-up model (Figure E.4) shows a very

different picture. The probability of a crisis is high throughout the forecast

period. Whereas a mild crisis has highest probability in 2008, a deep crisis

has highest probability in 2009. The elevated level lasts for the entire 2009;
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Figure E.1. Probability of a currency crisis for Argentina for the out-of-
sample period, 2008–2009, with a 6 months run-up period. The upper
panel contains the graph with the forecasts of the model with factors
only. The lower panel contains the graph with the forecasts of the model
with factors and a combination of institutional indicators.
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Figure E.2. Probability of a currency crisis for Argentina for the out-of-
sample period, 2008–2009, with a 24 months run-up period. The upper
panel contains the graph with the forecasts of the model with factors
only. The lower panel contains the graph with the forecasts of the model
with factors and a combination of institutional indicators.
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only in the last months of the year the probability of a deep crisis drops and

the probability of a mild crisis increases.

Mexico

For Mexico, forecasts based on the 6 months run-up period (Figure E.5) pre-

dicts a virtually non-existing probability of a crisis, similar to the model

with the 12 months run-up period. The 24 months run-up model with static

factors and a combination of institutional indicators shows a very different

picture. Throughout 2008 the probability of a crisis is high, but decreasing.

After October 2008 the probability of no crisis rapidly increases. Regarding

the severity, the forecast is less clear. The probability of a mild crisis and a

very deep crisis move between 20% and 40%.
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Figure E.3. Probability of a currency crisis for Brazil for the out-of-sample
period, 2008–2009, with a 6 months run-up period. The upper panel con-
tains the graph with the forecasts of the model with factors only. The
lower panel contains the graph with the forecasts of the model with
factors and a combination of institutional indicators.
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Figure E.4. Probability of a currency crisis for Brazil for the out-of-sample
period, 2008–2009, with a 24 months run-up period. The upper panel
contains the graph with the forecasts of the model with factors only.
The lower panel contains the graph with the forecasts of the model with
factors and a combination of institutional indicators.
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Figure E.5. Probability of a currency crisis for Mexico for the out-of-sample
period, 2008–2009, with a 6 months run-up period. The upper panel con-
tains the graph with the forecasts of the model with factors only. The
lower panel contains the graph with the forecasts of the model with
factors and a combination of institutional indicators.
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Figure E.6. Probability of a currency crisis for Mexico for the out-of-sample
period, 2008–2009, with a 24 months run-up period. The upper panel
contains the graph with the forecasts of the model with factors only.
The lower panel contains the graph with the forecasts of the model with
factors and a combination of institutional indicators.
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E.3 Performance of the logit model using the Quadratic Probabi-
lity Score

We evaluate whether our model is able to predict the probability of a crisis

out-of-sample (2008M1–2009M12) for mild, deep and very deep crises with

the Quadratic Probability Score (QPS). The QPS is a score statistic that lies

between 0 (perfect prediction) and 2 (perfect false signal). In other words,

the closer the score statistics are to zero, the more accurate the model pre-

dictions are. And the closer the score statistic to value of 2, the worse the

model predictions. In the out-of-sample period (2008M1–2009M12) Argen-

tina and Brazil faced a mild crisis, while Mexico experienced a very deep

crisis. We show the QPS for models with different run-up periods and with

or without institutional indicators in Table E.1.

The QPS for Argentina shows that the model with factors only and a 24

months run-up period has the lowest score (0.502) for the actual crisis that

occurred (mild). The forecasts of this model also produce an increased pro-

bability of deep and very deep crises, which did not occur in reality. The

model with a 6 months run-up period shows also a low score for mild crises

(0.583 for the model with factors and institutional indicators, and 0.591 for

the model with factors only). The probability of a deep and very deep crisis

is well predicted. For Brazil the forecasts of the model with factors and insti-

tutional indicators and a 24 months run-up period produce the best perfor-

mance for the mild crisis forecasts, since it has the lowest QPS score (0.301).

However, the forecasts of the model produce a very high score (0.709) for a

deep crisis in the out-of-sample period, which is not in line with actual facts.

The increased probability of a deep currency crisis can be explained by the

increase of the EMPI in the months following the Lehman Brothers event.

The depreciation of the Brazilian real was large, but extended over a period

of various months and therefore (just) not defined as a deep crisis. The fore-

casts of the model with a 6 months run-up has a higher QPS for the (correct)

mild crisis, but a lower QPS for the (incorrect) deep crisis. For Mexico the

24 months run-up period model with institutional indicators predicts the

very deep currency crisis in 2008 the best. The score is 0.460. The scores for
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Table E.1. Quadratic Probability Score for forecasting currency crises in Ar-
gentina, Brazil and Mexico 1990–2009, with run-up periods of 6, 12 and
24 months.

Out-of-sample
Severity of crises

Country Run-up Mild Deep Very deep

Argentina 6 months Factors only 0.591 < 0.001 < 0.001
+ Institut. var. 0.583 < 0.001 < 0.001

12 months Factors only 0.651 0.260 0.019
+ Institut. var. 0.778 0.200 0.022

24 months Factors only 0.502 0.198 0.186
+ Institut. var. 0.669 0.056 0.103

Brazil 6 months Factors only 0.673 0.143 0.003
+ Institut. var. 0.641 0.117 0.002

12 months Factors only 0.627 0.553 0.035
+ Institut. var. 0.627 0.606 0.100

24 months Factors only 0.429 0.355 < 0.001
+ Institut. var. 0.301 0.709 < 0.001

Mexico 6 months Factors only < 0.001 < 0.001 0.583
+ Institut. var. < 0.001 < 0.001 0.583

12 months Factors only < 0.001 < 0.001 0.831
+ Institut. var. 0.010 < 0.001 0.833

24 months Factors only 0.013 < 0.001 0.798
+ Institut. var. 0.131 0.013 0.460

less severe crises are relatively low (0.131 for mild crises and 0.013 for deep

crises), which is a good prediction.

We conclude that the forecasts of the model with the 24 months run-up

period perform better than the models with a shorter run-up period. For

Brazil and Mexico the preferred model includes institutional indicators and

for Argentina the model only includes the factors.
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F Explanatory variables for Argentina, Brazil, Chile and

Mexico, 1870–2012: definitions and sources

Variable Definition Source
Real GDP Total real GDP, in constant local

currency 2006 prices
1870–2003: Real GDP per capita:
BU2008, population: ACT2011; 2004–
2012: IFS (Brazil 2012: WDI)

Population Population at mid-year 1870–2003: ACT2011, 2004–2011: IFS,
2012: WDI (Mexico 2012: growth de-
rived from WDI)

Exports Exports, in millions of USD 1870–2003: ACT2011, 2004–2012: IFS
Imports Imports, in millions of USD 1870–2003: ACT2011, 2004–2012: IFS

(Brazil and Mexico: 1948-2012: IFS)
Export volume Exports volume index, 2000 =

100
1870–2003: ACT2011, 2004–2012: IFS
(Argentina and Brazil), growth from
WDI (Chile and Mexico)

Import volume Imports volume index, 2000 =
100

1870–2003: ACT2011, 2004–2012: IFS
(Argentina and Brazil), growth from
WDI (Chile and Mexico)

Terms of trade Terms of trade, index: 2000 = 100 1870–2003: ACT2011, 2004–2012: calcu-
lation: ToT = [exports / export volume]
/ [imports / import volume]

Inflation Consumer Price Inflation (CPI),
annual, geometric change

1870–2003: ACT2011, 2004–2012: IFS

Domestic interest Domestic, nominal interest rate 1870–2003: ACT2011, 2004–2012: IFS
(money market rate)

Domestic real in-
terest

Domestic, real interest rate Nominal domestic interest rate deflated
by CPI

External spread Interest difference between USA
and domestic government; dif-
ference in yield on 10 year go-
vernment bonds denominated
in USD

Argentina, Brazil and Chile 1870–2004:
ACT2011 (see additional notes at end of
table), 2004–2012: Bloomberg; Mexico
1996–2012: Bloomberg

Government
expenditure

Government expenses, in con-
stant 1995 local currency; index:
1995 = 100

1870–2004: ACT2011, 2005–2012: WEO
(adjusted for structural break)

Government
revenues

Government revenues, in con-
stant 1995 local currency; index:
1995 = 100

1870–2004: ACT2011, 2005–2012: WEO
(adjusted for structural break)

Gross debt to
GDP

Central government (external
and domestic) debt to GDP

1870–2009: RR2011, 2010–2012: Min-
isterio de Economia (Argentina), Te-
souro Nacional (Brazil), Banco de Chile
(Chile), Secretaria de Hacienda y Finan-
zas Publicas (Mexico)

Polity2 Polity2 index: -10 (autocracy) to
+10 (democracy)

1870–2012: Polity IV project, Center for
Systemic Peace

Continued on next page
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Variable Definition Source
War Intrastate war and interstate

war (binary dummy)
1870–2012: Correlates of War

Years no change # years since the last substantial
regime change

1870–2012: Polity IV project, Center for
Systemic Peace

BC index Business Cycle Indicator 1870–2004: ACT2011
BC expansion
dummy

Dummy for the short business
cycle: 1 if in expansion phase
(incl. peak), 0 otherwise

1870–2004: ACT2011

Real GDP USA US real GDP, in billions of USD 1870–2012: Maddison
Real GDP core Real GDP, in billions of USD of

four core countries: USA, UK,
Germany and France

1870–2012: Maddison

Real interest rate
on 3 months bills

Annual average yield on 3
months bills, deflated with CPI;
up to 1920: UK, after 1920: USA

1870–2003: ACT2011, 2004–2012: IFS

US 10 years in-
terest rate

10 years US bond nominal in-
terest rate, deflated with U.S.
CPI

1870–2003: ACT2011, 2004–2012: IFS

Capital mobility Global capital mobility dummy,
with: 1 = low, 2 = low-moderate,
3 = moderate, 4 = moderate-
high, and 5 = high

1870–2008: RR2008

Commodity
price: cacao, cof-
fee, copper, iron,
maize, petrol,
silver, sugar, tin
and zinc

Price, index: 1900 = 100 1870–1899: BHW2004, 1900–1999:
OxLAD, 2000–2012: WB

Sovereign debt
crisis

Sovereign debt crisis dummy 1870–2004: BP2009, 2005–2012: Stan-
dard and Poor’s

Currency crisis Currency crisis dummy 1870–2010: RR2011, 2011–2012: own cal-
culations

Banking crisis Banking crisis dummy 1870–2010: RR2011, 1970–2011: LV2012

Sources:
ACT2011: Aiolfi et al. (2011)
BHW2004: Blattman et al. (2004)
BP2009: Borensztein and Panizza (2009)
BU2008: Barro and Ursua (2008)
IFS: International Financial Statistics, from IMF
LV2012: Laeven and Valencia (2012)
OxLAD: Oxford Latin America Economic History Database
RR2011: Reinhart and Rogoff (2011)
RR2008: Reinhart and Rogoff (2008)
WB: World Bank
WDI: World Development Indicators, from WB
WEO: World Economic Outlook, from IMF.
Maddison: The Maddison-Project,
http://www.ggdc.net/maddison/maddison-project/home.htm, 2013 version.
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G Dummy variable approach: regressions for Argen-

tina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico, 1870–2012

Table G.1. Impact of sovereign debt defaults on economic growth for pooled
data (Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico; 1870–2012): dummy variable
approach.

Dependent variable: 100 ∆ log (real GDP)
Constant -0.668 1.665
Sovereign debt default (+1) -4.676 *** 1.566
Sovereign debt default (+2) 1.722 1.654
Sovereign debt default (+3) 0.825 1.606
Sovereign debt default (+4) -2.553 1.591
Sovereign debt default (+5) -0.328 1.590
Sovereign debt default (+6) 0.989 1.564
Sovereign debt default (+7) -1.472 1.558
Sovereign debt default (+8) -0.411 1.541
Change in gov’t expenses (−1) 1.120 1.737
Ratio of gov’t expenses
to gov’t revenues (−1) -0.796 0.924
Percentage population growth (−1) 1.425 *** 0.311
Gross gov’t debt to GDP (−1) 0.017 0.012
Inflation (−1) -0.011 ** 0.005
Polity2 dummy 0.033 0.049
Terms of Trade (−1) -0.002 0.004
Exports as a ratio of imports (−1) 0.730 0.690
US 3 months T-bill interest rate 0.083 0.067
US real GDP growth 0.086 * 0.051
US business cycle dummy 1.554 ** 0.626
Log change in cacao price -0.306 1.101
∆ log (coffee price) 0.980 1.079
∆ log (copper price) 1.269 1.768
∆ log (iron price) 0.305 1.448
∆ log (maize price) 0.046 1.311
∆ log (oil price) -0.229 1.150
∆ log (silver price) 3.999 ** 1.625
∆ log (sugar price) 0.951 0.861
∆ log (zinc price) -0.193 1.594
R2 0.173
Adjusted R2 0.124
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Table G.2. Impact of sovereign debt defaults on economic growth, in periods
1870–1930, 1931–1971 and 1972–2012 (pooled data): dummy variable ap-
proach.

Dependent variable: 100 ∆ log (real GDP)
Period I Period II Period III

1870–1930 1931–1971 1972–2012
Variable coef- standard coef- standard coef- standard

ficient error ficient error ficient error
Constant -4.894 4.395 -1.295 3.538 -1.759 3.159
Sovereign debt default (+1) -4.254** 1.762 -3.804 3.258 -4.324 3.647
Sovereign debt default (+2) 1.699 1.765 2.546 3.434 -2.082 2.097
Sovereign debt default (+3) 2.124 2.277 0.489 4.289 -3.998** 2.018
Sovereign debt default (+4) 1.077 3.650 -7.045* 3.585 -2.130 1.817
Sovereign debt default (+5) 0.430 2.867 0.650 3.422 -1.270 1.979
Sovereign debt default (+6) 2.855 2.271 0.632 1.416 -2.082 1.624
Sovereign debt default (+7) -5.722 4.997 3.315* 1.865 -3.293 2.243
Sovereign debt default (+8) -1.131 2.260 -1.401 2.305 1.872* 0.987
Change in gov’t expenses (−1) 3.769 3.694 -0.271 2.524 -3.621 3.405
Ratio of gov’t expenses
to gov’t revenues (−1) 3.470 2.363 -0.691 1.430 -6.776*** 1.988
Percentage population growth (−1) 0.192 0.420 2.055*** 0.517 3.213*** 0.872
Gross gov’t debt to GDP (−1) 0.062*** 0.023 0.032 0.027 0.025** 0.012
Inflation (−1) -0.013 0.029 0.003 0.029 -0.017** 0.007
Polity2 dummy 0.222 0.156 0.032 0.069 0.062 0.060
Terms of Trade (−1) 0.006 0.007 0.001 0.006 0.009 0.013
Exports as a ratio of imports (−1) -1.351 1.631 0.672 1.142 4.579*** 1.391
US 3 months T-bill interest rate 0.324** 0.156 0.098 0.169 -0.236 0.170
US real GDP growth 0.168 0.131 0.066 0.075 0.645*** 0.227
US business cycle dummy 2.726** 1.245 -0.446 1.242 -0.022 1.426
∆ log (cacao price) -5.026* 2.933 0.387 1.511 -0.623 1.212
∆ log (coffee price) 0.098 2.448 -3.842 2.784 2.267** 0.948
∆ log (copper price) -0.561 2.624 4.729 3.850 -4.452** 1.841
∆ log (iron price) -3.470 2.350 0.332 2.552 2.651** 1.272
∆ log (maize price) 2.935 2.343 2.372 2.003 -0.038 1.652
∆ log (oil price) 0.261 2.793 6.939 4.884 -1.362 1.173
∆ log (silver price) 9.244 6.556 4.436 3.478 2.134 1.619
∆ log (sugar price) 0.713 1.632 0.618 1.301 2.097** 0.898
∆ log (tin price) -1.973 1.825 3.429 3.870 3.133** 1.269
∆ log (zinc price) 2.376 3.377 1.223 4.196 0.856 1.282
R2 0.245 0.319 0.444
Adjusted R2 0.105 0.171 0.324

Notes:
*: significant at the 10% level, **: significant at the 5% level, ***: significant at the 1% level.
The value between parenthesis refers to the number of years prior or posterior to the debt default entry
year. For example, ‘Sovereign debt default (+3)’ is a dummy variable with value 1 three years after the
debt default entry year, and 0 in all other years; ‘Inflation (−1)’ refers to the inflation one year before
the debt default entry year.
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Table G.3. Impact of sovereign debt defaults on economic growth per coun-
try (Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico), 1870–2012: dummy variable
approach.

Dependent variable: 100 ∆ log (real GDP)
Argentina Brazil Chile Mexico

Variable coef- std coef- std coef- std coef- std
ficient error ficient error ficient error ficient error

Constant 1.082 3.743 -0.139 5.027 -4.019 5.027 2.033 3.159
Sovereign debt default (+1) -8.879** 4.258 2.032 2.104 -9.396** 4.134 -6.030*** 1.241
Sovereign debt default (+2) 3.286 4.998 0.690 2.204 1.912 2.187 0.708 3.011
Sovereign debt default (+3) -4.664 4.502 3.655 2.300 -0.111 1.798 4.490*** 1.454
Sovereign debt default (+4) 6.501 4.341 -2.783 1.817 -3.643 3.300 -6.265*** 2.330
Sovereign debt default (+5) 0.978 2.887 0.379 2.941 -3.364 2.048 6.172*** 2.198
Sovereign debt default (+6) 0.243 3.460 1.716 2.438 0.221 1.970 3.249** 1.533
Sovereign debt default (+7) -11.989* 6.664 -0.818 2.297 1.970 2.178 3.254** 1.328
Sovereign debt default (+8) -0.820 3.638 1.176 1.508 -7.320*** 1.682 2.483* 1.359
Change in gov’t expenses (−1) -0.141 4.544 9.727*** 2.742 -3.085 2.924 -5.594 3.475
Ratio of gov’t expenses
to gov’t revenues (−1) 0.759 2.519 -1.530 2.664 0.944 2.127 0.897*** 2.283
Percentage population growth (−1) 0.753 0.512 1.932*** 0.703 0.895 0.968 1.218* 0.420
Gross gov’t debt to GDP (−1) 0.015 0.049 -0.007 0.025 0.056*** 0.017 -0.048 0.024
Inflation (−1) -0.009 0.010 -0.010* 0.005 -0.000 0.024 -0.007 0.019
Polity2 dummy 0.084 0.070 0.078 0.071 0.238* 0.126 0.028 0.088
Terms of Trade (−1) -0.014 0.015 -0.008 0.025 -0.021 0.015 0.005 0.006
Exports as a ratio of imports (−1) 0.948 1.258 1.056 1.305 1.514 2.461 -1.915 1.234
US 3 months T-bill interest rate 0.147 0.184 0.221** 0.096 0.193 0.133 -0.206** 0.091
US real GDP growth 0.079 0.110 0.196 0.122 0.025 0.085 0.214*** 0.072
US business cycle dummy 0.159 1.337 0.290 1.129 4.290*** 1.078 0.293 0.868
∆ log (cacao price) 1.822 2.141 0.521 1.630 -1.349 2.469 -1.171 1.095
∆ log (coffee price) 2.783 2.102 1.174 1.868 -0.869 2.024 -0.133 1.063
∆ log (copper price) 3.700 4.230 0.106 2.732 2.041 3.190 0.659 3.330
∆ log (iron price) -2.267 2.529 0.102 1.798 -0.352 2.548 -0.115 2.503
∆ log (maize price) -3.029 2.519 1.535 2.452 3.608 3.508 0.736 1.558
∆ log (oil price) -0.377 1.889 3.218 1.941 1.198 2.020 -1.557 1.660
∆ log (silver price) 3.095 3.013 7.290 3.023 1.822 3.265 3.638 2.233
∆ log (sugar price) 1.522 1.791 -1.231 1.465 2.001 1.370 0.177 0.907
∆ log (tin price) 6.603* 3.479 -1.333 2.117 2.785 2.951 -3.973** 1.910
∆ log (zinc price) -2.984 4.061 -0.164 2.344 -3.443 2.217 4.288** 2.080
R2 0.285 0.284 0.371 0.542
Adjusted R2 0.088 0.086 0.198 0.389

Notes:
*: significant at the 10% level, **: significant at the 5% level, ***: significant at the 1% level.
The value between parenthesis refers to the number of years prior or posterior to the debt default entry
year. For example, ‘Sovereign debt default (+3)’ is a dummy variable with value 1 three years after the
debt default entry year, and 0 in all other years; ‘Inflation (−1)’ refers to the inflation one year before
the debt default entry year.



Samenvatting

De economische geschiedenis van de landen in Latijns Amerika sinds hun

onafhankelijkheid aan het begin van de 19e eeuw is verweven met financiële

crises. Dit proefschrift bestudeert twee types financiële crises, valutacrises

en overheidsschuldencrises, voor vier Latijnsamerikaanse landen, te weten

Argentinië, Brazilië, Chili en Mexico. Deze landen dragen voor meer dan

70% bij aan het Bruto Binnenlands Product (BBP) van de regio, hebben een

vergelijkbare economische geschiedenis en er is relatief veel data voor on-

derzoek beschikbaar. Financiële crises staan recent hoog op de agenda’s van

onderzoekers, beleidsmakers en investeerders met name sinds de financiële

crisis die zich met de val van Lehman Brothers in September 2008 razend-

snel uitspreidde over de wereld, en de schuldenproblematiek in de eurolan-

den sinds 2010 hebben hier aan bijgedragen. Wanneer we de geschiedenis

bestuderen valt op dat financiële crises zich vaak herhalen. De omstandig-

heden waaronder crises zich hierbij voordoen zijn van grote invloed. Ook

bestaan er meerdere theorieën die beschrijven hoe financiële crises zich ont-

wikkelen. Door het bestuderen van crises uit het verleden leren we meer

over de complexe processen, kunnen er betere modellen worden ontwik-

keld, en kan er beleid worden gevoerd om crises te voorkomen, danwel om

de impact ervan te beperken.

Sterke neerwaartse bewegingen in wisselkoersen kunnen leiden tot va-

lutacrises. Tot het begin van de jaren negentig van de vorige eeuw hebben

de landen die we onderzoeken periodes van hyperinflatie en conversies van

de nationale munt gekend. Het beleid sinds begin jaren negentig heeft hier

een einde aan gemaakt. Aanvankelijk werd een vaste wisselkoers gehan-
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teerd, maar later werd de wisselkoers meer flexibel. Desondanks werden de

Latijns Amerikaanse landen in 2008 getroffen door een valutacrisis. Verge-

leken met eerdere grote externe schokken wisten de Latijns Amerikaanse

landen een banken– en schuldencrisis te vermijden.

Vergeleken met valutacrises en bankencrises komen schuldencrises zel-

den voor. Vanwege deze beperkte beschikbaarheid van crisisobservaties wor-

den schuldencrises meestal in een grote groep landen gezamenlijk geana-

lyseerd, vanaf 1970 (het einde van het Bretton Woods tijdperk, en het be-

gin van een periode van globalisering in handels- en financiële stromen), of

zelfs nog later. Latijns Amerika biedt de mogelijkheid om schuldencrises te

bestuderen vanaf de eerste periode van globalisering (1870–1913). Alhoewel

de regio uniek is, zijn er ook overeenkomsten met andere regio’s, waardoor

onze bevindingen nuttig kunnen zijn voor andere landen. Veel Afrikaanse

landen ten zuiden van de Sahara hebben sinds hun onafhankelijkheid in de

20e eeuw dictators en eenpartijstelsels gekend, hoge overheidschulden, een

tekortschietende en veelal corrupte overheid, mismanagement bij het uit-

voeren van economisch beleid, en een sterke afhankelijkheid van grondstof-

fenprijzen en –markten. Ook de schuldencrises in landen aan de randen van

de eurozone vanaf 2010 vertonen overeenkomsten met Latijnsamerikaanse

schuldencrises uit het verleden.

Hoofdstuk 2 dient als achtergrond voor de latere hoofdstukken. Hier

beschrijven we de economische geschiedenis van Latijns Amerika, en geven

we een overzicht van theoretische artikelen over valuta– en schuldencrises.

De theorie hangt nauw samen met het verschijnen van nieuwe crisiskarakte-

ristieken. In dat opzicht heeft Latijns Amerika een belangrijke rol gespeeld.

In hoofdstuk 3 richten we ons op valutacrises in Argentinië, Brazilië en

Mexico vanaf het begin van de jaren negentig. We ontwikkelen een model

om valutacrises tijdig te signaleren. We combineren hier een statisch fac-

tormodel met een geordend logit model, waarin de sterkte van de valu-

tacrisis wordt meegenomen. Met een statisch factormodel kunnen we een

grote reeks verklarende variabelen meenemen, zonder dat dit econometri-

sche problemen veroorzaakt. Dit betekent dat we geen (arbitraire) voorse-
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lectie hoeven te maken, maar de data kunnen ‘laten spreken’. We kunnen

een brede selectie van economische, institutionele, politieke, banksector–,

wereldeconomie– en schuldengerelateerde variabelen opnemen. Ons mo-

del is geschat voor de crises die plaatsvonden in de periode 1990–2007, en

we vinden dat voor Argentinië, Brazilië en Mexico de valutacrises gerela-

teerd zijn aan banksector–, schulden– en grondstoffengerelateerde variabe-

len. Als institutionele variabelen worden opgenomen dan sluit het model

beter aan bij de data. Dit geldt voor alle drie de landen. We zien voor Bra-

zilië en Mexico dat een verbetering in de institutionele sfeer gerelateerd is

aan diepere valutacrises. Deze op het eerste oog verrassende relatie stemt

overeen met de theorie van de derde generatie valutacrisismodellen, waarin

wijdverspreid optimisme schulden, investeringen en prijzen van financiële

waardepapieren opstuwt. De ontstane luchtbel kan snel leeglopen, met een

crisis tot gevolg. Ons model pikt de valutacrises van eind 2008 in Argentinië

en Brazilië op, alhoewel het de sterkte overschat. Ons model voorspelt geen

verhoogde kans op een valutacrisis in Mexico, in tegenstelling tot wat zich

werkelijk heeft voorgedaan. Vergeleken met de andere twee landen heeft

Mexico voor 2008 weinig valutacrises meegemaakt. Bovendien waren de

omstandigheden in de aanloop naar de zeer zware valutacrisis in 2008 an-

ders dan die in 1994. Deze omstandigheden zijn een flexibel wisselkoersbe-

leid, lage schulden en hoge internationale reserves en een strict gereguleerde

financiële sector.

In de hoofdstukken 4, 5 en 6 onderzoeken we overheidsschuldencri-

ses. In hoofdstuk 4 ontwikkelen we een continue index die problemen met

schuldverplichtingen (rentebetalingen en schuldenaflossingen) van soeve-

reine overheden weergeeft. We ontwikkelen deze index voor Argentinië,

Brazilië, Chili en Mexico voor de periode 1870—2012. Gebaseerd op be-

schrijvende statistieken en theoretische literatuur over schuldencrises in op-

komende economieën, alsmede databeschikbaarheid, hebben we acht kan-

didaatindicatoren geselecteerd, gerelateerd aan het schuldenniveau, rente-

voet, buitenlandse handel, politiek systeem en overheidsuitgaven. De index

heeft hoge waarden wanneer soevereine overheden problemen om aan de
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schuldverplichtingen te voldoen. Vervolgens definiëren we een drempel-

waarde voor de index; indien de index boven deze drempelwaarde komt,

dan wordt een crisissignaal gestuurd. We gebruiken de zogeheten Receiver

Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve om de optimale combinatie van indica-

toren en de drempelwaarde te bepalen. De door ons ontwikkelde index is

een gewogen gemiddelde van drie indicatoren: de totale overheidsschuld

als percentage van het BBP, het renteverschil op buitenlandse schuld, en de

verhouding tussen totale export en totale import. De index is meer informa-

tief dan de ‘standaard’ binaire dummy voor schuldencrises, waar enkel on-

derscheid wordt gemaakt tussen een crisis of geen crisis. We laten een van

de toepassingsmogelijkheden van de index zien, door de (Granger) causali-

teit te toetsen voor conjunctuur en schuldencrises. We vinden dat een nega-

tieve schok van het BBP leidt tot een verhoogde kans op een schuldencrisis

in de eerste twee jaren na de schok.

In hoofdstukken 5 en 6 analyseren we de impact van soevereine schul-

dencrises op BBP groei en de misgelopen economische productie. Net als in

hoofdstuk 4 gebruiken we een uitzonderlijk lange datareeks voor de periode

1870–2012 voor Argentinië, Brazilië, Chili en Mexico. Er hebben zich in deze

landen en in deze periode voldoende schuldencrises voltrokken; en door

de lange reeksen te gebruiken doen we meer recht aan de zich telkens her-

halende financiële crises. In de literatuur heerst overeenstemming over het

feit dat soevereine schulden een negatieve impact hebben op de economie,

maar niet over hoe lang de impact duurt en over de hoogte van bijgaande

kosten. Wij meten en analyseren de impact op de economie op twee stan-

daard manieren, als impact op de BBP groei en als misgelopen economische

productie in de jaren nadat een land verklaard heeft niet aan de schulden-

verplichtingen te kunnen of te willen voldoen. We meten de impact voor de

vier landen afzonderlijk, en voor alle tegelijk. Ook bezien we of er verschil

in de impact is voor verschillende historische perioden (1870—1930, 1931—

1971, 1972—nu). We vinden dat de impact van een soevereine schuldencrisis

relatief kort is. Gemiddeld heeft een schuldencrisis een negatieve impact op

de groei van een jaar. De misgelopen productie wordt in zeven jaar ingelo-
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pen. Als we de landen individueel analyseren, dan valt op dat de impact

voor Argentinië, Chili en Mexico in het jaar na de start van de crisis groot en

negatief is, terwijl er in de jaren erna geen significant negatieve impact meer

plaatsvindt. Voor Brazilië is er geen noemenswaardige impact te ontdekken.

Als we de crises per historische periode bezien, dan valt op dat de periode

1972—nu een significant negatieve en langdurige impact heeft op de econo-

mie. Vooral de crises in de jaren tachtig zijn hier debet aan. De hoge groei

tot het einde van de jaren zeventig, die samenhing met hoge grondstofprij-

zen, hoge verwachtingen en hoge investeringen, en werd gefinancierd met

leningen, kwam tot een abrupt einde in 1982, met de ‘Latijnsamerikaanse

schuldencrisis’. De periode die volgde werd gekenmerkt door lage econo-

mische groei, het zogeheten ‘verloren decennium’. Bovendien vinden we

dat de impact van schuldencrises in termen van misgelopen productie sterk

uiteenloopt. Ook andere auteurs hebben hierop gewezen, maar hebben zich

nooit verder hierin verdiept—in tegenstelling tot valutacrises en bankencri-

ses, waar wel geanalyseerd is waarom sommige crises een diepe en langdu-

rige impact hebben en andere crises niet.

In hoofdstuk 6 gaan we dieper in op de vraag waarom sommige crises

een grotere impact hebben en/of gepaard gaan met een langere periode van

lagere groei dan andere crises. We gebruiken twee maatstaven om de totale

impact van een crisis te berekenen. De eerste maatstaf is de contractieperi-

ode, ofwel het aantal jaren dat de economie in de neergaande fase van de

conjunctuur blijft alvorens het omslagpunt te bereiken en weer te groeien.

De tweede maatstaf is de totale misgelopen economische productie gedu-

rende de contractieperiode. Vervolgens beschrijven we met welke economi-

sche, politieke, financiële en externe omstandigheden de zwaardere crises

samenhangen, zowel in de aanloop naar, als tijdens de schuldencrisis. We

vinden dat crises met een lange contractieperiode samenhangen met gun-

stige omstandigheden voor de crisis, met name in de internationale sfeer:

grondstoffenprijzen en economische groei in de wereld zijn hoog in de jaren

voor de schuldencrisis. Crises met een grote totale impact op economische

productie hangen samen met hogere overheidsuitgaven en hogere econo-
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mische groei in de jaren voor de crisis. Dit past in de zogeheten boom-bust

theorie, waar een oplopende spiraal van hogere prijzen en inkomsten leidt

tot hogere investeringen en uitgaven. Als door een schok de spiraal door-

broken wordt, dan kan dit resulteren in een diepe financiële crisis. Deze

bevindingen kunnen nuttig zijn voor beleidsmakers om de impact van een

schuldencrisis te beperken. Met name het beleid ten tijde van hoge grond-

stoffenprijzen is belangrijk, zoals ook duidelijk werd tijdens de laatste grote

internationale financiële crisis, toen Chili de gevolgen van de crisis kon ver-

zachten door contracyclisch fiscaal beleid te voeren. De extra overheidsin-

komsten als gevolg van hoge grondstofprijzen dienen te worden gebruikt

om de schulden af te lossen, of een buffer aan te leggen, en niet om de lo-

pende overheidsuitgaven te vergroten. Als de prijzen dan weer dalen zijn de

omstandigheden gunstiger en zijn bezuinigingen of het aangaan van extra

schulden om de hoge overheidsuitgaven te kunnen blijven financieren min-

der urgent. Gezien de gevoeligheid van de vier Latijnsamerikaanse landen

voor de grondstoffenmarkten is het daarnaast belangrijk dat het economisch

beleid zich richt op het diversificeren van de economie, en het nastreven van

een bredere basis voor belastinginning.


